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Abstract—Manufacturing processes in the nanoscale era are
less reliable leading to lower yields. As memories are the most
important contributor to SoC (System-on-Chip) yield, fault
tolerance techniques based on redundancy are generally used
to improved memory yield. Conversely, logic cores embedded
in SoC usually do not have these important features and
manufacturing defects affecting these cores decrease the yield
of the entire SoC. Therefore, meaningful techniques for SoC
yield improvement must also consider logic cores. In this
paper, we propose and investigate the use of TMR (Triple
Modular Redundancy) architectures for logic cores to increase
the overall SoC yield. We also propose to improve the defect
tolerance capabilities of TMR architectures by partitioning
logic cores and adding voters on logic core’s cuts. Results show
that this improvement of the TMR architecture is very fruitful
to improve its tolerance capability with a low overhead in term
of silicon area. Results obtained on SoC examples (ISCAS’85
and ITC’99 benchmark circuits as logic cores merged with
memory cores with different rates) demonstrate the interest of
using TMR architectures for logic cores for SoC yield
enhancement.
Keywords-system-on-chip; logic cores; manufacturing
defects; yield ramp-up; fault-tolerance; TMR; test of tolerant
architecture.

I.

INTRODUCTION

System on Chip (SoC) has becoming a widely accepted
architecture for complex and heterogeneous systems that
include digital, analog, mixed-signal, radio frequency,
micromechanical, and other types of components on a single
piece of silicon. The context of this study is related to SoCs
that are composed of two types of cores: memory and logic
cores, where memory cores occupy the major silicon area.
This is confirmed by the SIA (Semiconductor Industry
Association) roadmap, which forecasts a memory density of
up to 90% w.r.t. the overall SoC area in the next few years
[1].
Despite the efficiency of their design and manufacturing
processes, SoCs may be affected by defects leading to yield
loss. To increase SoC yield, memory cores usually embed
fault tolerance techniques, based on hardware redundancy
(spare rows and columns) [2]. With the technology reaching

nano dimension even the logic cores, embedded in a SoC,
become a challenge for the overall SoC yield level. Thus, to
achieve a better yield, also logic cores have to be designed
with some fault tolerant techniques in order to tolerate
manufacturing defects.
Existing fault tolerant techniques are commonly used to
tolerate on-line faults [3]. They use redundancies, i.e., the
property of having spare resources that perform a given
function and tolerate defects. Fault tolerance techniques are
generally classified depending on the type of redundancy.
Basically, four types of redundancy are considered: software,
information, temporal and hardware [4].
In software redundancy, error detection and recovery are
based on replicating application processes on a single or
multiple computers [5].
In information redundancy, additional data are used. For
example, the use of error-correcting codes requires extra bits
that need to be added to the original data bits [4].
Nevertheless, the use of error-correcting codes is widely
used in memory context; its application to logic cores
requires an important design effort associated to a high area
overhead used to predict and compute the code computation.
Temporal redundancy consists in forcing the system to
repeat a given operation and then compare the results with
those of the previous operation [6]. Such a redundancy is
able to tolerate transient or intermittent errors but not
permanent errors. Since manufacturing defects lead to
permanent errors, this solution is not suitable for the target of
our study.
Hardware redundancy consists in modifying the design
by adding additional hardware. For example, instead of
having a single processor, three processors are embedded to
perform the same operation. The failure of one processor is
tolerated thanks to a voter that chooses the majority outputs
[4].
In [7, 8, 9, 10], we have considered the well-known TMR
fault tolerant architecture in order to tolerate manufacturing
defects in logic cores. In this paper, we extend this study to
the SoC context. We first determine the set of conditions to
be satisfied in order to successfully resort to TMR to rampup the overall SoC yield. These conditions are related to the
testability of the TMR version of logic cores. Therefore,
these conditions are evaluated by using an ad-hoc ATPG
procedure. The evaluation has been done on several SoC
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examples with different memory ratio. Based on these
results, we first analyze the impact of the robustness of the
voter. Then, we propose to improve the fault tolerance of
TMR architectures by partitioning logic cores. Results
obtained on SoC examples (composed of ISCAS’85 and
ITC’99 benchmark circuits as logic cores and different
memory ratio) demonstrate the interest of using TMR
architectures for logic cores in the SoC context.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we detail the TMR approach. Section III shows
the impact of using TMR architectures for logic cores on the
overall SoC yield. Section IV details the test strategy
targeting TMR architectures. Section V presents a set of
experimental results. Section VI presents an analysis of voter
robustness and an improvement of the TMR structure to
make it able to tolerate more defects. Finally, concluding
remarks are given in Section VII.
II.

THE TMR APPROACH

In this section, we first present the TMR architecture and
then we show how many defects it can tolerate.
A. Basic principle
Several hardware fault tolerant architectures have been
proposed in the literature [11]. Generally, the degree of fault
tolerance is defined as the maximum number of faults that
can be tolerated in the system [12]. The classical hardware
redundancy architecture is the NMR (N Modular
Redundancy). A NMR structure is a fault tolerant
architecture based on N modules performing the same
function. The outputs of these modules are compared by
using a majority voter. In general, this architecture can
tolerate at least (N - 1) / 2 defects.
The case of N = 3 is called TMR and has been widely
studied and used in practical applications [13, 4]. The inputs
to three identical modules are tied together receiving thus the
same data, and their outputs feed a majority Voter (V) circuit
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. TMR principle

As a result, the TMR architecture significantly reduces
the error probability at the primary outputs of the system.
The erroneous value propagated by a defective module can
be masked thanks to the presence of the two other fault-free
modules. In the simplest structure, the voter is the weak
point. If a fault appears in the voter, the TMR structure can

be possibly faulty. To avoid this type of problem, the voter
can be realized in software or with more robust design
techniques [14].
B. How many defects can be tolerated?
Basically, the TMR architecture can tolerate one defect
but, in practice, it can tolerate more than one defect. In fact,
if there are two defects, the TMR may function properly
depending on the nature and the location of the defects. Two
defects are simply tolerated by the TMR if their induced
errors cannot simultaneously drive the majority voter. On the
other hand, two defects are not tolerated if there are located
in two different modules and then propagate an error towards
identical outputs on each module.
 Let P be the input pattern.
 Let i be the set of erroneous outputs in the
module i due to the first defect when P is the input
(i = 1, 2, 3).
 Let j be the set of erroneous outputs in the
module j due to the second defect when P is the
input (j = 1, 2, 3).
Under these constraints, the capability to tolerate two
defects is formalized as follows:
 If i = j, defects are in the same module and,
consequently, are tolerated.
 If i ≠ j and i ∩ j = , defects are tolerated.
 If i ≠ j and i ∩ j ≠ , defects are not tolerated.
In Figure 2, two examples are shown with the same
pattern P feeding the three modules. The voter has been
omitted. Each defect is modeled as a stuck-at fault (f1 and f2
respectively). In the case of Figure 2.a, f1 is propagated
towards O1 in the first module and f2 is propagated towards
O2 in the second module. The majority voter receives two
correct values and one wrong value. The outputs of the TMR
are therefore correct and, consequently, faults f1 and f2 are
tolerated.
In the case of Figure 2.b, f1 is propagated towards O1 and
O2 while f2 is propagated towards O2. The voter receives
one wrong value for O1 and two wrong values for O2. So,
the value on the second output of the TMR is faulty.
Consequently, faults f1 and f2 are not tolerated.
As a result, two faults are tolerated when there is no
pattern able to propagate errors, coming from the two faults
in different modules, toward identical outputs in each
module.
In the case of more than two defects, multiple defects can
be handled by considering all possible fault couples between
them. For example, three defects are supposed to behave as
three couples of defects. If we assume now that all these fault
couples have non-masking behaviors (which is very unlikely
in practice), we can handle multiple defects by simply
considering all fault couples independently. Moreover, three
defects are not observable if the three associated fault
couples are not observable individually. Such assumption is
reasonable as it relies on the same principles (seldom
masking phenomena) than the single stuck-at fault
assumption with respect to multiple stuck-at faults.
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for the TMR implementation in the fault tolerant SoC
(SoCTMR). The resulting area overhead of the TMR
architecture will be:

O1

f1

O2
O1

f2

AO 

O2

a)

O1

f1

O2
O1

f2

O2

YSoCTMR
 YSOC
Ao

O1
O2

Figure 2. Two stuck-at faults are
a) tolerated and b) not tolerated

YSOC 

USING TMR ARCHITECTURES IN SOC CONTEXT

In this section, we investigate the interest of using TMR
architectures in order to tolerate manufacturing defects in
logic cores and consequently improve the overall SoC yield.
We therefore analyze the conditions to be fulfilled to achieve
benefits in implementing such a TMR architecture instead of
using a simple non-tolerant architecture.
A SoC composed of memory and logic cores has a yield
expressed by:
YSoC  YL  YM

(1)

where YM is the yield of memory cores and YL is the yield of
logic cores. These two yield factors are computed by
considering the contribution of the whole memory cores and
the whole logic cores:
mc

YM 

Y

lc

YL 

Mi

i1

and

Y

Li

i1

(4)

As YSoCTMR ≤ 1, using TMR architectures for yield
improvement is interesting only if:

b)

III.

(3)

with M = AM / (AM + AL) representing the memory occupancy
ratio in the SoC. Thus, if we triplicate all logic cores to
implement TMR architectures on a given silicon area (e.g., a
wafer) containing several SoCs, we can have n SoCTMR
having a yield equal to YSoCTMR (YSoCTMR  n SoCTMR having a
correct behavior). On the other hand, without TMR we can
have AO  n SoC having a yield equal to YSoC (YSoC  AO  n
defect-free SoC). TMR architectures are therefore
worthwhile only if:

O1
O2

AM  3AL  AV
3A  AV
M  L
AM  AL
AM  AL

(2)

where mc is the number of memory cores and lc is the
number of logic cores. Assuming that memories embed fault
tolerance technique, YM can hence be considered close to
100%. Consequently, to further increase the SoC yield, we
may resort to TMR architectures for tolerating
manufacturing defects in logic cores.
Let AL be the area of logic cores in the original SoC, AM
be the area of memory cores and AV the area of voters needed

1
AO

(5)

Let us now compute YSoCTMR and YSoC by using the
Poisson distribution to model the defect distribution on the
SoC. It would not be completely accurate to use the Poisson
distribution for large circuits due to clustering effects on
defects. More accurate calculation could be obtained by
using, e.g., the negative binomial distribution model [15, 16].
But, for a first and rough evaluation this is reasonable. In our
case, the Poisson distribution is a discrete probability
distribution that defines the probability that a number of
manufacturing defects occurs in a fixed area if these defects
occur with a known probability. Let X be the number of
manufacturing defects. Let λ be the average number of
expected defects for a given silicon area. Then,
 = n × p with n being the number of logic gates (or
transistors) and p being the average defect rate of a gate (or a
transistor). Let P{X = k} be the probability that the circuit
has k manufacturing defects. If n is high and p is low, the
binomial distribution becomes the Poisson distribution:

PX  k  e  

k
k!

(6)

In the original SoC, the presence of a fault in logic cores
makes the entire system faulty. So, YL is the probability that
there is no defect inside logic cores:

YL  PX  0  e L
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Consequently, YSoC becomes:

Consequently, by considering Eq. (3), (9), (11) and (13)
and by substituting  L  1 M  SoC , YSoCTMR becomes:

YSoC  e L  YM
(8)
The computation of YSoCTMR is more complex as it
depends on i) the ability of the TMR to tolerate
manufacturing defects and ii) the yield of voters.
Consequently, YSoCTMR can be expressed as follows:
YSoCTMR  YT  YV  YM
(9)
where YT is the yield of the triplication without considering
the voter and YV is the yield of voters. Let us first compute YT
as the probability that no defects occur plus the probability
that the TMR tolerates all the defects, YT is formally defined
as follows:
Probability that there are 2 defects

YT  PX  0  PX  1  R  PX  2  R 3  PX  3  ...
Probability that
there is no defect

Probability that
there is 1 defect

n defects are equivalent to



2

YT  e T  1   T  R (T2!)  R 3

Probability that
there are 3 defects

C n2 couples of defects
(T )3
3!



 ...

(10)

with R being the probability that two defects are tolerated,
i.e., R reflects the tolerance capability of the TMR
architecture.
There are three times more gates (or transistors) into a
TMR architecture than into a non-redundant logic core. So,
by substituting λT by 3λL we obtain:


YT  e 3L  
1 3 L 





i2


i
2
R Ci  ( 3i!L ) 



(11)

YV is the probability that there is no defect inside voters:

YV  PX  0  e

V



(V ) 0


e V
0!

(12)

and, by substituting λV by λL  AV / AL we obtain:
YV  e

A
L V
AL

(13)


 O M  SoC 
YSoCTMR  e A
 1 31 M  SoC 




R

Ci2




 YM



3 1M SoC 
i!

i

i2

(14)
and with YSoC  e SoC   SoC   lnYSoC :
YSoCTMR  e O

A M  lnYSoC


 
1 31 M  lnYSoC 




R

Ci2



31M  lnYSoC 
i!

i2

i


 YM



(15)
To summarize, implementing TMR architectures for
logic cores can improve the overall SoC yield if two
conditions are satisfied. First, YSoC  1/AO; this condition is
related to the area overhead needed to implement TMR
architectures for logic cores. Secondly, YSoCTMR  AO  YSoC
with YSoCTMR depending on YSoC, AO, M and R as shown in Eq.
15. To satisfy these conditions, we have to analyze the
impact of AO, M and R on YSoCTMR. AO and M are easily
computed but R requires determining the percentage of
tolerated couple of defect. In fact, the problem is how can we
determine the percentage of tolerated couple of defects for a
given TMR architecture of logic cores. As shown in the
example of Figure 2, tolerated defects lead to fault-free
values at the outputs of the TMR architecture thus
corresponding to the untestable defects. Consequently the
problem of determining the percentage of couple of tolerated
defects is equivalent to determine the untestable ones. In the
next section we investigate the test issues related to TMR
architectures in order to determine this percentage.
IV.

TEST OF TMR ARCHITECTURES

In this section we detail specificities of the test of TMR
architectures. Especially, we present how the fault list and
the ATPG procedure have been created.
A. Test specificities
Testing tolerant architectures should be addressed in a
different way compared to the test of standard circuits.
Hereafter, we present the peculiarities of TMR testing. For
the sake of simplicity, we consider that all modules are
structurally identical. Nevertheless, further considerations
are still valid also in case of structurally different redundant
modules. The first peculiarity of a TMR architecture induced
by its redundant nature makes the test approach very
different from the test of a classical structure without
redundancy. In this type of structure, a fault affecting only
one module is masked thank to the two other fault-free
modules.
Testing a TMR architecture depends on its final use. In a
classical way of use, the goal is to tolerate potential on-line
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defects (permanent and/or transient). Each module should be
fault-free after manufacturing. Due to the intrinsic
impossibility to test single stuck-at fault, the architecture has
to be modified during test [3] as shown in Figure 3.a. In this
modified architecture, redundancy is removed and each
single stuck-at fault becomes testable. Each module is
individually tested.
In the proposed way of use, the goal is to increase the
yield by tolerating permanent defects due to an imperfect
manufacturing process. In this case, the test consists in
testing globally the TMR structure in order to determine
what are the couples of defects which are tolerated or not
(determination of the R value). In this case, the architecture
is not modified for test purpose like the one presented in
Figure 3.b. Finally, we remind that the TMR basically
tolerates one single defect and optionally two or more
defects as previously discussed. For example, if several
defects are located in the same module, the TMR still works
properly.
To summarize, in the first approach, the question to be
answered during the test of the TMR is: “Are there one or
more than one manufacturing defects in each module of the
TMR architecture?”.
In the second approach, the question becomes: “Does the
logic core pass the test despite the presence of one or more
than one manufacturing defects?”.

stuck-at fault is by definition tolerated (untestable) in the
TMR architecture, a different fault model has to be
considered. This fault model must be testable on primary
outputs of the TMR, and also be representative of actual
manufacturing defects. In Figure 2 we have seen that a
couple of stuck-at faults can be observed (not tolerated) on
primary outputs of the TMR and also can be testable.
In the following, we refer to a couple of stuck-at fault as
fault pair [17]. If there are two stuck-at faults in the structure,
these two faults are a fault pair. If there are more than two
stuck-at faults, these multiple stuck-at faults can be gathered
in fault pairs (under the assumption that no masking effect
occurs between faults). For example, three stuck-at faults f1,
f2, and f3 are equivalent to three fault pairs {f1, f2}, {f1, f3} and
{f2, f3}. In general, n stuck-at faults are equivalent to C n2
fault pairs.
To be testable and thus not tolerated, the two faults
composing the fault pair must affect two different modules
and propagate toward common module’s outputs as shown in
Figure 2.
C. Size of the fault list
Let us consider that each module has n single stuck-at
faults. The whole number of stuck-at faults in the three
modules is 3n. As {f1, f2} = {f2, f1}, the total number ψ of
fault pairs is:

  C32n 

3n!
9n 2  3n

(3n  2)!2!
2

(16)

We have now to compute the percentage of untestable
(tolerated) fault pairs to determine if the TMR architecture is
worthwhile for yield improvement. So, we simply generate
test patterns able to detect all testable fault pairs. The
remaining fault pairs are untestable. Since ψ is quadratic to n,
the use of a classical ATPG to detect the entire set of fault
pairs will be unfeasible due to a huge CPU time. In the next
sub-section, we show how to handle this particular point.

Figure 3. Test of a) an on-line fault tolerant structure and
b) a manufacturing fault tolerant structure

B. Fault Model
The fault model widely used in structural testing to detect
a manufacturing defect is the single stuck-at fault model. An
ATPG based on single stuck-at fault model generates
patterns able to detect all single stuck-at faults. Such patterns
are not efficient in the context of multiple stuck-at faults
occurring in a redundant TMR architecture. Since the single

D. ATPG procedure
In order to determine the convenience of using the TMR
architecture to handle manufacturing defects, we have first to
determine the untestable fault pairs. An ATPG targeting the
fault pair model has to be run. Since the goal of this work
was not to develop an ATPG for fault pairs, we have adapted
an ATPG tool targeting single stuck-at faults to target fault
pairs.
Considering that a fault pair is composed of two stuck-at
faults (f1, f2), the proposed approach is to inject a permanent
fault (f1) in one module of the TMR architecture by
modifying the netlist. Then, an ATPG is run to test all stuckat faults in presence of the permanent fault f1. This process is
repeated until we have injected all stuck-at faults in one
module.
The simplicity of this approach is obtained at the cost of
high simulation time since n (number of single stuck-at faults
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in one module) full ATPG runs are needed. To reduce this
drawback, we have shortened the fault pair list to be handled
as follows:
 When there is only one faulty module, the outputs
of this module are masked by the voter. Thus, all
fault pairs, which impact only one module, are
structurally untestable. These fault pairs can be
removed from the ATPG fault list.
 Symmetries of the TMR architectures are used to
reduce the fault pair list of the ATPG. As the
module inputs are tied together during test, fault
pairs are equivalent when their two stuck-at faults
have the same location in two different modules.
Therefore, equivalent fault pairs are removed from
the ATPG fault list.
With the help of these simplifications, the size of the
fault pair list becomes:

Nb _ Faute 

n2  n
2

V.

TMR INTEREST FOR SOC YIELD IMPROVEMENT

In the previous section we state the constraints to be
fulfilled in order to use TMR to increase SoC yield. In this
section we evaluate those constraints on a set of benchmark
SoCs.

Figure 4. ATPG algorithm

(17)

The list of fault pairs can be further reduced by
determining and removing fault pairs that are structurally
untestable. Let us consider the fault pair {f1, f2} and their
output cones (list of outputs where the fault effect may be
propagated) {ф1, ф2}. Due to the presence of the voter, if
ф1 ∩ ф2 = Ø, the fault pair {f1, f2} is structurally untestable
and therefore, can be removed from the fault pair list. In
practical cases, the number of structurally untestable fault
pairs is quite large leading to a huge improvement of the
overall ATPG performance.
To summarize, Figure 4 presents the ATPG algorithm
with the fault pair model.

TABLE I.

For the analysis, both ISCAS’85 and ITC’99
(combinational part only) benchmark circuits are used as
logic cores in a SoC. These benchmark circuits are simply
cloned three times and majority voters have been added to
implement a TMR architecture. Results of the ATPG runs
are reported in Table 1 for different values of M (Memory
occupancy ratio).
The first column lists the benchmark circuit name used as
logic core. Second and third columns show the number of
stuck-at faults in one logic core (# SAF) and the number of
fault pairs in the ATPG fault list (# ATPG FP) using
reduction techniques proposed in [8]. The next columns give
for three M scenarios (50%, 70% and 90%):
 1/AO: YSoC limit under which it is interesting to
implement a TMR as presented in Eq. 5.

INTEREST OF USING TMR ARCHITECTURES FOR SOC YIELD IMPROVEMENT

ATPG data

M = 50%

M = 70%

M = 90%

Logic
core

# SAF

# ATPG FP

1/AO (%)

Rmin (%)

R (%)

1/AO (%)

Rmin (%)

R (%)

1/AO (%)

Rmin (%)

R (%)

c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
b04
b05
b07
b11
b12
b13

1812
2852
3438
4970
6250
7438
1477
2553
1120
1308
2777
835

1.30M
1.87M
4.91M
3.44M
18.2M
7.40M
535k
1.17M
399k
703k
857k
59.6k

49.02
46.19
49.50
48.08
49.63
48.90
46.30
48.08
45.66
47.73
46.51
44.54

90.68
95.88
89.54
92.69
89.24
90.95
95.73
92.69
96.59
93.35
95.41
97.86

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

61.58
58.86
62.03
60.68
62.15
61.46
58.96
60.68
58.34
60.35
59.17
57.24

86.36
94.00
84.67
89.31
84.23
86.76
93.78
89.31
95.05
90.28
93.31
96.90

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

82.78
81.10
83.06
82.24
83.13
82.71
81.17
82.24
80.78
82.03
81.30
80.06

65.75
84.92
61.59
73.10
60.49
66.74
84.35
73.10
87.56
75.54
83.17
92.23

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

 Rmin: minimum value of R (percentage of
untestable fault pairs) above which it is beneficial to
use a TMR architecture.

 R: tolerance of the TMR architecture. It corresponds
to the percentage of untestable fault pairs provided
by the ATPG procedure.
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On the base of these APTG results, we are now able to
determine if implementing TMR architectures for logic cores
will improve the overall SoC yield. This is simply done by
comparing columns Rmin and R in Table 1 for each M
scenario. It appears (concerned cases are highlighted by
shaded boxes) that using TMR for logic cores in SoC is
suitable
for
2
logic
core
examples
when
M = 50%, 3 logic core examples when M = 70% and 5 logic
core examples when M = 90% among the 12 logic core
examples. Therefore, TMR architectures are promising
solutions for SoC yield improvement. In the next, section we
propose to improve the fault tolerance of the TMR to achieve
higher yield benefit.
VI.

TMR IMPROVEMENT AND DISCUSSION

As shown in the previous section, TMR architecture
seems to be a promising fault tolerant structure for logic core
to improve the overall SoC yield. Hereafter, we discuss
possible improvements of the basic TMR architecture by
first analyzing the impact of the yield of the voters and
secondly, by partitioning logic cores to increase the tolerance
of the TMR architecture. Then, we analyze the SoC yield
improvement. Finally, we extend the study to the general
SoC context where several logic cores are embedded in a
SoC.
A. Voter yield impact
For all equations and results presented before, the voters
added to implement TMR architectures for logic cores have
been considered to be possibly defective with the same
defect density than the overall SoC. In this sub-section, we
provide results by also considering that voters can be faultfree as they are manufactured with robust design techniques.

TABLE II.
Logic
core
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
b04
b05
b07
b11
b12
b13

Results are reported in Table 2. The first column lists the
benchmark circuit names used as logic cores in a SoC with
three M scenarios (50, 70 and 90%). Then, for each M
scenario, Table 2 first recalls 1/AO, values Rmin and R of
Table 1 and then gives values Rmin and R obtained when
voters are defect-free (Yv = 1). By comparing again columns
Rmin and R in Table 2, using TMR architectures for logic
cores is suitable for SoC yield improvement if voters are
designed in a robust way (Yv close to 100%).
B. Fault tolerance improvement
To improve the tolerance of TMR architectures, we
propose to increase the number of untestable fault-pairs by
reducing the combinational depth of logic cores. This is done
by partitioning each logic core into two or three equivalent
blocks so as to increase the tolerance of the TMR
architecture. As shown in Figure 5, majority voters are added
on circuit’s edge cut.
An important feature of partitioning the circuit is that the
tolerance of fault pairs increases when the number of
partition increases as well. For example, in the case of
double TMR (Figure 5.b), cores (modules) are divided into
two equivalent blocks. Each block operates independently
and a manufacturing defect in the first block has no impact
on the second block.
In a basic TMR architecture, the percentage of untestable
fault pairs is always greater than 33.33% as two stuck-at
faults in the same module are untestable. In a double TMR
architecture, if we consider that the first fault f1 impacts M1’,
then the fault pair {f1, f2} can be detected (not tolerated) if
and only if f2 is in M2’ or M3’. Conversely, if f2 is in M1’,
M1’’, M2’’ or M3’’, the fault pair is necessarily tolerated due
to the presence of the voters. Therefore, the percentage of
tolerated fault pairs in a double TMR architecture is always
greater than 66.66%.

IMPACT OF THE VOTER YIELD ON THE SOC YIELD IMPROVEMENT

M = 50%

M = 70%
Yv = 1

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

Rmin (%)

49.02
46.19
49.50
48.08
49.63
48.90
46.30
48.08
45.66
47.73
46.51
44.54

90.68
95.88
89.54
92.69
89.24
90.95
95.73
92.69
96.59
93.35
95.41
97.86

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

88.61
89.48
88.46
88.91
88.42
88.65
89.45
88.91
89.63
89.02
89.39
89.95

M = 90%
Yv = 1

R (%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

Rmin (%)

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

61.58
58.86
62.03
60.68
62.15
61.46
58.96
60.68
58.34
60.35
59.17
57.24

86.36
94.00
84.67
89.31
84.23
86.76
93.78
89.31
95.05
90.28
93.31
96.90

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

83.35
84.75
83.10
83.83
83.04
83.42
84.70
83.83
84.99
84.01
84.60
85.50

In the case of a triple TMR architecture (see Figure 5.c),
circuits (modules) are divided into three equivalent blocks. If
f1 impacts M1’, the fault pair {f1, f2} is necessarily tolerated if
f2 impacts M1’, M1’’, M2’’, M3’’, M1’’’, M2’’’ and M3’’’.

Yv = 1

R (%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

Rmin (%)

R (%)

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

82.78
81.10
83.06
82.24
83.13
82.71
81.17
82.24
80.78
82.03
81.30
80.06

65.75
84.92
61.59
73.10
60.49
66.74
84.35
73.10
87.56
75.54
83.17
92.23

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

58.52
62.40
57.82
59.85
57.64
58.69
62.26
59.84
63.08
60.33
61.97
64.46

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

Consequently, the percentage of tolerated fault pairs is
always higher than 77.77%.
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Figure 5. Improvement of the TMR architecture
a) basic, b) double and c) triple TMR architectures

More formally, if circuits are partitioned into k blocks,
then the percentage of tolerated fault pairs is always higher
than:

Tol _ FP  100 

3k  2
3k

(18)

With this technique, the tolerance of the TMR
architecture increases with the number of partitions. The
main drawback of this technique is the requirement of
additional voters. In the next sub-section, we show that the
overhead of silicon area due to additional voters still remains
very low (less that 3% for large benchmark circuits).
The circuit partitioning consists in three steps. First, we
transform the circuit into a hypergraph. A hypergraph is a
generalization of a graph, where the set of edges is replaced
by a set of hyperedges. A hyperedge extends the notion of an
edge by allowing more than two vertices to be connected
together. Formally, a hypergraph H = (V, Eh) is defined as a
set of vertices V and a set of hyperedges Eh, where each
hyperedge is a subset of the vertices set V, and the size of an
TABLE III.
Logic
core

INTEREST OF USING LOGIC CORE PARTITIONING FOR SOC YIELD IMPROVEMENT

M = 50%
Basic TMR

hyperedge is the cardinality of this subset. Hypergraphs can
be used to naturally represent a gate-level VLSI circuit. The
vertices of the hypergraph can be used to represent the gates
of the circuit, and the hyperedges can be used to represent
the lines connecting these gates.
In a second step, we make the hypergraph partitioning.
The proposed technique of circuit partitioning for TMR
architecture improvement utilizes sh-METIS, a multilevel
hypergraph partitioning algorithm based upon the multilevel
paradigm [18]. The quality of the partitioning produced by
sh-METIS in terms of cut size (the size of the hyperedge cut
is representative of the area overhead of the proposed
solution), the computational time needed to partition large
combinational circuits, and the availability of sh-METIS in a
free access on the Web site of the University of Minnesota
have motivated our choice for this academic tool. In a
performance comparison of their multilevel partitioning
algorithm with other state-of-the-art partitioning schemes,
the authors of sh-METIS reported that their algorithm
produces partitioning that are on the average 6% to 23%
better (in terms of cut size) than existing algorithms, and
often requires 4 to 10 times less time than that required by
other schemes.
The final step consists in adding voters in the place of
hyper-cuts. The number of added voters is equal to number
of hyper-cuts that is optimal using sh-METIS software.
The ATPG procedure presented in Section IV.D has been
run on Double TMR architecture, i.e., logic cores have been
partitioned into two modules (having the same size).
Experimental results are reported in Table 3. The first
column of the table lists the benchmark circuit names used as
logic cores in a SoC with three M scenarios (50, 70 and
90%). Then, for each M scenario, Table 3 (see the last page
of the paper) provides results for both Basic TMR and
Double TMR. As previously, each sub-column gives values
1/AO, Rmin and R.
A first comment regarding these results is that the
partitioning of logic cores increases the probability R. For
example, when M = 90%, 11 logic core examples make the
use of TMR architectures suitable for SoC yield
improvement. Of course, if the number of partitions
increases, the tolerance of the TMR increases too. This is
shown in Table 4 that provides results using Basic, Double
and Triple TMR for a unique M scenario (70%).
A second comment is that we can analyze the impact of
the logic core partitioning on the area overhead (AO). From
data in Table 3 (column 1/AO) we have computed the area
overhead needed to implement a Double TMR compared to a
Basic TMR and done it for the different memory ratio. From
these results, we notice that the area overhead is low for
large benchmark circuits: less than 4.53% when M = 50%,
less than 3.45% when M = 70% and less than 1.55% when
M = 90%.

M = 70%
Double TMR

Basic TMR

M = 90%
Double TMR

Basic TMR
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1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

Rmin
(%)

R
(%)

c1908

49.02

90.68

56.42

47.85

93.13

89.49

61.58

86.36

56.42

60.46

89.96

89.49

82.78

65.75

56.42

82.10

74.74

89.49

c2670
c3540
c5315

46.19
49.50
48.08

95.88
89.54
92.69

75.95
54.09
93.20

45.77
48.78
47.73

96.46
91.22
93.35

92.46
88.36
94.30

58.86
62.03
60.68

94.00
84.67
89.31

75.95
54.09
93.20

58.45
61.35
60.35

94.85
87.15
90.28

92.46
88.36
94.30

81.10
83.06
82.24

84.92
61.59
73.10

75.95
54.09
93.20

80.84
82.64
82.03

87.06
67.70
75.54

92.46
88.36
94.30

c6288
c7552
b04

49.63
48.90
46.30

89.24
90.95
95.73

38.02
84.92
84.32

49.38
48.66
45.25

89.84
91.48
97.10

76.35
94.40
93.19

62.15
61.46
58.96

84.23
86.76
93.78

38.02
84.92
84.32

61.92
61.24
57.94

85.11
87.53
95.79

76.35
94.40
93.19

83.13
82.71
81.17

60.49
66.74
84.35

38.02
84.92
84.32

82.99
82.58
80.52

62.66
68.65
89.43

76.35
94.40
93.19

b05
b07
b11

48.08
45.66
47.73

92.69
96.59
93.35

88.65
81.91
74.50

47.73
44.05
45.66

93.35
98.32
96.59

89.09
91.23
87.75

60.68
58.34
60.35

89.31
95.05
90.28

88.65
81.91
74.50

60.35
56.75
58.34

90.28
97.56
95.05

89.09
91.23
87.75

82.24
80.78
82.03

73.10
87.56
75.54

88.65
81.91
74.50

82.03
79.74
80.78

75.54
93.90
87.56

89.09
91.23
87.75

b12
b13

46.51
44.54

95.41
97.86

95.45
96.94

46.19
44.35

95.88
98.05

96.27
97.36

59.17
57.24

93.31
96.90

95.45
96.94

58.86
57.05

94.00
97.18

96.27
97.36

81.30
80.06

83.17
92.23

95.45
96.94

81.10
79.94

84.92
92.93

96.27
97.36

TABLE IV.

BASIC, DOUBLE AND TRIPLE TMR COMPARISONS
M = 70%

Logic
core
c1908
c2670
c3540
c5315
c6288
c7552
b04
b05
b07
b11
b12
b13

Basic TMR

Double TMR

Triple TMR

1/AO
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

R
(%)

1/AO
(%)

R
(%)

61.58
58.86
62.03
60.68
62.15
61.46
58.96
60.68
58.34
60.35
59.17
57.24

56.42
75.95
54.09
93.20
38.02
84.92
84.32
88.65
81.91
74.50
95.45
96.94

60.46
58.45
61.35
60.35
61.92
61.24
57.94
60.35
56.75
58.34
58.86
57.05

89.49
92.46
88.36
94.30
76.35
94.40
93.19
89.09
91.23
87.75
96.27
97.36

59.92
57.94
60.28
60.24
61.69
61.01
57.44
59.81
56.47
57.44
58.24
56.75

96.50
93.90
93.78
96.38
84.14
96.22
95.53
93.30
94.11
93.91
97.79
97.83

Figure 6. Yield improvement for the c5315 with M = 70%

C. SoC yield improvement
To illustrate and prove the interest of using TMR
architectures, we have considered, as case study, two
benchmark circuits (c5315 with M = 70% and b05 with
M = 90%) as the logic cores in a SoC. We have computed
the yield improvement (YI) reachable if a fault-tolerant SoC
(using TMR for logic cores) is manufactured instead of a
classical SoC (only memory cores are fault-tolerant):

YI  100 

YSoCTMR  YSoC  AO
YSoC  AO

(17)

The graphs in Figures 6 and 7 show the yield
improvement for the two SoC examples. In each graph,
Basic and Triple TMR implementations are considered.
Moreover, voters are considered to be either possibly faulty
or fault-free.

Figure 7. Yield improvement for the b05 with M = 90%

For example, let us consider the b05 benchmark circuit
used as unique logic core. From Figure 7, if the initial yield
YSoC = 30%, the yield improvement (YI) is about 31.28% for
a Basic TMR implementation (59.17% when voters are faultfree) and about 42.69% for a Triple TMR implementation
(90.49% when voters are fault-free). These results clearly
show the interest of using TMR architectures for SoC yield
improvement.
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D. General SoC context
Until now, we have considered simple SoC examples
composed by only one logic core. In the general SoC
context, several logic cores are embedded. Consequently, the
probability R (Ri) has to be computed for each logic core i
translated into a TMR architecture. Then, we have to
compute the value R (Req) representing the fault tolerance of
the whole logic part by applying the following equation:
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Abstract
Complex computer codes, for instance simulating physical phenomena,
are often too time expensive to be directly used to perform uncertainty,
sensitivity, optimization and robustness analyses. A widely accepted method
to circumvent this problem consists in replacing cpu time expensive computer
models by cpu inexpensive mathematical functions, called metamodels. In
this paper, we focus on the Gaussian process metamodel and two essential
steps of its definition phase. First, the initial design of the computer code
input variables (which allows to fit the metamodel) has to provide adequate
space filling properties. We adopt a numerical approach to compare the
performance of different types of space filling designs, in the class of the
optimal Latin hypercube samples, in terms of the predictivity of the subsequent
fitted metamodel. We conclude that such samples with minimal wrap-around
discrepancy are particularly well-suited for the Gaussian process metamodel
fitting. Second, the metamodel validation process consists in evaluating
the metamodel predictivity with respect to the initial computer code. We
propose and test an algorithm, which optimizes the distance between the
validation points and the metamodel learning points in order to estimate
the true metamodel predictivity with a minimum number of validation points.
Comparisons with classical validation algorithms and application to a nuclear
safety computer code show the relevance of this new sequential validation
design.

Keywords - Metamodel, Gaussian process, discrepancy, optimal design, Latin hypercube sampling, computer experiment.

1. Introduction
With the advent of computing technology and numerical
methods, investigation of computer code experiments remains
an important challenge. Complex computer models calculate
several output values (scalars or functions), which can depend
on a high number of input parameters and physical variables.
These computer models are used to make simulations as well
as predictions, uncertainty analyses or sensitivity studies [3].
However, complex computer codes are often too time expensive to be directly used to conduct uncertainty propagation
studies or global sensitivity analysis based on Monte Carlo
methods. To avoid the problem of huge calculation time, it
can be useful to replace the complex computer code by a
mathematical approximation, called a metamodel [29], [15].
Several metamodels are classically used: polynomials, splines,
generalized linear models, or learning statistical models like
neural networks, regression trees, support vector machines
[5]. One particular class of metamodels, the Gaussian process
(Gp) model, extends the kriging principles of geostatistics to
computer experiments by considering the correlation between
two responses of a computer code depending on the distance
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vincent.feuillard@eads.net

Amandine Marrel
Institut Français du Pétrole
Rueil-malmaison, France
amandine.marrel@ifp.fr

between input variables [29]. Numerous studies have shown
that this interpolating model provides a powerful statistical
framework to compute an efficient predictor of code response
[30], [19].
From a practical standpoint, fitting a Gp model implies estimation of several hyperparameters involved in the covariance
function. This optimization problem is particularly difficult in
the case of a large number of inputs [5], [19]. Several authors
(for example [31] and [5]) have shown that the space filling
designs are well suited to metamodel fitting. However, this
class of design, which aims at obtaining the better coverage
of the points in the space of the input variables, is particularly
large, ranging from the well known Latin Hypercube Samples
to low discrepancy sequences [5]. At the moment, no theoretical result gives the type of initial design, which leads to the
best fitted Gp metamodel in terms of metamodel predictivity.
In this work, we propose to give some numerical results in
order to answer to this fundamental question.
Another important issue we propose to address concerns the
optimal choice of the test sample, i.e., the set of simulation
design, which allows the most accurate metamodel validation
using the minimal number of additional test observations. The
validation of a metamodel is an essential step in practice
[15]. By estimating the metamodel predictivity, we obtain a
confidence degree associated with the use of the metamodel
instead of the initial numerical model. Two validation methods
are ordinarily used: the test sample approach [11] and the
cross validation method [23], [27]. In this paper, we propose
to perform numerical studies of the metamodel predictivity
with respect to these validation methods.
In the following section, we present the Gp model. In the
third section, we present several criteria to optimize the choice
of the initial input design. On two analytical examples, we
evaluate the numerical performance of this optimal design in
terms of Gp metamodel predictivity. In the fourth section,
we look at the metamodel validation problem. Our solution
consists in minimizing the number of test observations by
using the recent algorithm of [6], called the sequential validation design. We illustrate the relevance of this new design
by performing intensive simulation on two analytical functions
and an industrial example. Finally, a conclusion summarizes
our results and gives some perspectives for this work.
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2. Gaussian process metamodeling

with YGp denoting (Y |Ys , X s , β, σ, θ, p),

Let us consider n realizations of a computer code. Each realization y(x) ∈ IR of the computer code output corresponds to
a d-dimensional input vector x = (x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ X , where X
is a bounded domain of IRd . The n points corresponding to the
code runs are called the experimental design and are denoted
as X s = (x(1) , . . . , x(n) ). The outputs will be denoted as
Ys = (y (1) , . . . , y (n) ) with y (i) = y(x(i) ) ∀ i = 1..n. Gaussian
process (Gp) modeling treats the deterministic response y(x)
as a realization of a random function Y (x), including a
regression part and a centered stochastic process. This model
can be written as:
Y (x) = f (x) + Z(x).

(1)

The deterministic function f (x) provides the mean approximation of the computer code. In our study, we use a one-degree
polynomial model where f (x) can be written as follows:
f (x) = β0 +

d
X

βj xj ,

j=1

where β = [β0 , . . . , βk ]t is the regression parameter vector.
It has been shown, for example in [21] and [19], that such a
function is sufficient, and sometimes necessary, to capture the
global trend of the computer code.
The stochastic part Z(x) is a Gaussian centered
process fully characterized by its covariance function:
Cov(Z(x), Z(u)) = σ 2 R(x, u), where σ 2 denotes the variance of Z and R is the correlation function that provides
interpolation and spatial correlation properties. To simplify,
a stationary process Z(x) is considered, which means that
correlation between Z(x) and Z(u) is a function of the
distance between x and u. Our study is focused on a particular
family of correlation functions that can be written as a product
of one-dimensional correlation functions Rl :
Cov(Z(x), Z(u)) = σ 2 R(x − u) = σ 2

d
Y

Rl (xl − ul ).

l=1

This form of correlation functions is particularly well adapted
to get some simplifications of integrals in analytical uncertainty and sensitivity analyses [20]. More precisely, we choose
to use the generalized exponential correlation function:
Rθ ,p (x − u) =

d
Y

exp(−θl |xl − ul |pl ),

l=1

t

where θ = [θ1 , . . . , θd ] and p = [p1 , . . . , pd ]t are the correlation parameters (also called hyperparameters) with θl ≥ 0 and
0 < pl ≤ 2 ∀ l = 1..d. This choice is motivated by the wide
spectrum of shapes that such a function offers.
If a new point x∗ = (x∗1 , . . . , x∗d ) ∈ X is considered, we
obtain the predictor and variance formulas:
IE[YGp (x∗ )] = f (x∗ ) + k(x∗ )t Σs−1 (Ys − f (X s )) ,
∗
Var[YGp (x∗ )] = σ 2 − k(x∗ )t Σ−1
s k(x ) ,

(2)
(3)

k(x∗ )

= [Cov(y (1) , Y (x∗ )), . . . , Cov(y (n) , Y (x∗ ))]t
= σ 2 [Rθ,p (x(1) , x∗ ), . . . , Rθ,p (x(n) , x∗ ))]t

and the covariance matrix



2
Σs = σ Rθ ,p x(i) − x(j)

i=1..n,j=1..n



.

The conditional mean (Eq. (2)) is used as a predictor. The
variance formula (Eq. (3) corresponds to the mean squared
error (MSE) of this predictor and is also known as the
kriging variance. This analytical formula for MSE gives a local
indicator of the prediction accuracy. More generally, Gp model
provides an analytical formula for the distribution of the output
variable at any arbitrary new point. This distribution formula
can be used for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis [20].
Regression and correlation parameters β, σ, θ and p are
ordinarily estimated by maximizing likelihood functions [5].
This optimization problem can be badly conditioned and
difficult to solve in high dimensional cases (d > 5) [19].
Moreover, the estimation algorithms are particularly sensitive
to the input design. The following section proposes to deal
with this input design problem.

3. Initial design for the metamodel fitting
For computer experiments, selecting an experimental design
is a key issue in building an efficient and informative metamodel. In this section, we describe the different properties than
a computer experimental design has to reach. Some numerical
tests support our discussion.

3.1. Latin hypercube sampling
Contrary to the Simple Random Sample (SRS, also called
crude Monte Carlo sample), which consists of n independently
and identically distributed samples, the well known Latin
Hypercube Sample (LHS) consists in dividing the domain of
each input variable in n equiprobable strata, and in sampling
once from each stratum [22]. The LHS of a random vector
X = (X1 , . . . , XdP
), denoted (X (1) , . . . , X (n) ), gives a samn
ple mean m = n1 i=1 Y (i) for the output Y = y(X) with a
smaller variance than the sample mean of a SRS [32]. Figure
1 shows 10 samples of two random variables, X1 and X2 ,
obtained with SRS and LHS schemes. We can see that the
result of LHS is more spread out and does not display the
clustering effects found in SRS.
However, LHS does not reach the smallest possible variance
for the sample mean. Since it is only a form of stratified
random sampling and it is not directly related to any criterion, it may also perform poorly in metamodel estimation
and prediction of the model output. Therefore, some authors
have proposed to enhance LHS not only to fill space in
one dimensional projection, but also in higher dimensions
[25]. One powerful idea is to adopt some optimality criterion
applied to LHS, such as entropy, integrated mean square
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(b) Latin Hypercube Sampling
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which allows to suppress bound effects (by wrapping the
unit cube for each coordinate).
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(a) Simple Random Sampling

the wrap-around L2 discrepancy
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Fig. 1. Examples of two ways to generate a sample of
size n = 10 from two variables X = [X1 , X2 ] where X1
has a uniform distribution U[0, 1] and X2 has a normal
distribution N (0, 1). Equprobable stratas are shown in
each dimension.

The optimization of LHS can be done following different
methods: choice of the best (in terms of the chosen criteria)
LHS amongst a large number of different LHS, columnwisepairwise exchange algorithms, genetic algorithms, simulated
annealing, etc [12], [17]. In our tests, we have found that the
simulated annealing algorithm (with a geometrical temperature
descent and with a slight noise on the initial condition) gives
the best results for all the criteria [18]. Figure 2 gives some
examples of two-dimensional LHS of size n = 16, optimized
following three different criteria with the simulated annealing
algorithm. We see that uniform repartitions of the points are
nicely respected.

error, minimax and maximin distances, etc. For instance, the
maximin criterion consists in maximizing the minimal distance
between the points [13]. This leads to avoid situations with
too close points. The paper [24] examines some optimal
maximin distance designs constructed within the class of
Latin hypercube arrangements. The conceptual simplicity of
these designs has led to their large popularity in practical
applications [14].
Maximin

3.2. Low-discrepancy Latin hypercube samples
Alternative metamodel-independent criteria, based on discrepancy measures, consist in judging the uniformity quality
of the design. Discrepancy can be seen as a measure between
an initial configuration and an uniform one. It is a comparison
between the volume of intervals and the number of points
within these intervals [8]. There exists different kinds of
definition using different forms of intervals or different norms
in the functional space. Discrepancy measures based on L2
norms are the most popular in practice because they can be
analytically expressed and are easy to compute. Among them,
two measures have shown remarkable properties [12], [4], [5]:
•

the centered L2 discrepancy


2

D (X s (n)) =

+

1
n2

n
d 
X
Y

13
12

d

1+

−

2
n

n
d 
X
Y

1+

1 (i)
1
1 2
1 (i)
|u − | − |uk − |
2 k
2
2
2

i=1 k=1

1 (i)
1
1 (j)
1
1 (i)
(j)
|u − | + |uk − | − |uk − uk |
2 k
2
2
2
2

i,j=1 k=1




(4)

where X s (n) denotesthe input learning sample with
(i)
n input vectors and uk
are the nori=1..n,k=1..d

malized

 values in [0, 1] of the design X s (n)
(i)
xk
;
i=1..n,k=1..d

=

Centered discrepancy

Wrap-around discrepancy
Fig. 2. Visual comparisons of LHS (d = 2, n = 16)
optimized following three different criteria (below each
figure).

3.3. Projection properties of space filling designs
In addition to the space filling property on the sample space,
one important property of the initial designs is their robustness
to the dimension decrease. A LHS structure for the space
filling design is not sufficient because it only guarantees good
repartitions for one-dimensional projections, and not for the
other dimensions of projection. Indeed, LHS ensures that each
of the input variables has all proportion of its range which is
represented (equiprobable stratas are created for each input
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variable). In contrary, no equiprobable stratas are created in
the various multi-dimensional spaces of the input variables.
We then argue that the sample points of a space filling
design have to be well spread out when projected onto a
subspace spanned by a subset of coordinate axes. This property
is particularly important when the initial design is made in
dimension d and the metamodel fitting is made in a smaller
dimension (see an example in [1]). In practice, this is often
the case because the initial design may reveal with screening
methods the useless (i.e., non influent) input variables that we
can neglect during the metamodel fitting step [26]. Moreover,
when a selection of input variables is made during the metamodel fitting step (as for example in [19]), the new sample,
solely including the retained input variables, has to keep good
space filling properties.
Figure 3 compares the two-dimensional projections of the
maximin LHS and low wrap-around discrepancy LHS (called
WLHS) with n = 100 points and different initial dimensions
(from d = 3 to 15). The reference criterion values are given
for d = 2. For dimension larger than 2, we compute the
new criterion values by considering all the two-dimensional
projections of the initial design. A robust criterion to the
dimension decrease would lead to a small increase of the
criterion value. The criteria behave very diferently between
the two types of design:
• 2D projection criteria of WLHS regularly and slightly
deteriorate. Then, 2D projections of WLHS made in
dimensions close to 2 keep rather good space-filling
properties.
• 2D projection criteria of maximin LHS sharply and
strongly deteriorate from the first dimension increase at
d = 3. Then 2D projection criteria of maximin LHS
remain stable at poor values for larger dimensions.
Similar tests with different sample sizes n and for the threedimensional and four-dimensional projections have led to the
same conclusions. All these results show that a WLHS is the
preferable initial design for fitting a computer code metamodel
in high dimensional cases.

3.4. Numerical studies on toy functions
At present, we perform two numerical studies to evaluate
the impact of an inadequate design on the metamodel fitting
process. For the metamodel, we use the Gp model YGp
described in §2. The quality of the metamodel predictor is
measured by the so-called predictivity coefficient Q2 (i.e.,
the determination coefficient R2 computed on a test sample),
which gives the percentage of the output variance explained
by the metamodel:
Pnt
[y(x̃(i) ) − ŶGp (x̃(i) )]2
(6)
Q2 = 1 − i=1
Pnt
(i) 2
i=1 [ȳ − y(x̃ )]
with (x̃(1) , . . . , x̃(nt ) ) the test sample of size nt , ŶGp =
IE(YGp ) the Gp predictor (Eq. (2)) and ȳ the mean of the
output test sample (y(x̃(1) ), . . . , y(x̃(1) )).

Maximin LHS

Low wrap-around discrepancy LHS (WLHS)
Fig. 3. Criterion values (up: maximin, bottom: wraparound discrepancy) obtained with 2D projections of designs coming from two types of LHS (containing n = 100
points), with different dimensions: d = 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15.
Boxplots are obtained by repeating 100 optimizations
using different initial LHS.

3.4.1. A two-dimensional test case. Our first test involves
a two-dimensional analytical function (called the irregular
function):
f (x) =

ex1 x2 x62
7x2
3
− + +4x42 −4x22 + 1 +x41 + 2
5
5
3
10
4x1 + 4x22 + 1

with x ∈ [−1, 1]2. Figure 4 represents the irregular function.
We have made several comparisons between random LHS
and different space filling designs before fitting a metamodel
[18]. In the following, we show our results concerning the
random LHS and the WLHS, which has provided the best
results. For a size n of the learning sample and each type
of design, we repeat 100 times the following procedure: we
generate an initial input design of n observations, we obtain n
outputs with the toy function, we fit a Gp metamodel (1), and
we evaluate its predictivity coefficient Q2 using a test sample
of large size (nt = 10000). Therefore, for each type of LHS,
we obtain 100 values of Q2 whose mean and variance give
us the efficiency and robustness of the design in terms of Gp
quality.
The initial LHS design optimized with the wrap-around
discrepancy (Eq. (5)) has given us the best results. In Figure
5, we compare the predictivity coefficients obtained with
non optimized LHS (random LHS) and those obtained with
optimized LHS (WLHS). The size of the design increases
from n = 10 to n = 46 (by step of 4), which leads to a
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Fig. 4. Graphical representation of the irregular function
on [−1; 1]2 .

regular increase of Q2 . For each size n, the boxplot represents
the summary of the 100 values of Q2 . In the all range of
n, Q2 of the WLHS are better than the random LHS ones.
Furthermore, much smaller variances (boxplots are smaller)
are shown for WLHS and lead to the conclusion that these
designs are more robust than others. This property is rather
natural because there are much less variability between the
100 different WLHS than between the 100 different random
LHS (because of the optimization process). Differences are
particularly important for sizes n = 30 and n = 34: the WHS
lead to very competitive Gp metamodels (Q2 ∼ 0.95 and
boxplot width ∼ 0.05) while random LHS give uncompleted
metamodels (Q2 ∼ 0.9 and boxplot width ∼ 0.2).

Fig. 5. For the irregular function, Gp Q2 evolution in
function of the learning sample size n and for two types of
LHS (left: random LHS; right: WLHS).

with a1 = 1, a2 = 2, a3 = 3, a4 = 4, a5 = 5, x ∈ [0, 1]5 .
We have made several comparisons between random LHS
and different space filling designs before fitting a metamodel
[18]. In the following, we show our results concerning the
random LHS and the WLHS, which has provided the best
results. For a size n of the learning sample and each type
of design, we repeat 100 times the following procedure: we
generate an initial input design of n observations, we obtain n
outputs with the toy function, we fit a Gp metamodel (1), and
we evaluate its predictivity coefficient Q2 using a test sample
of large size (nt = 10000). Therefore, for each type of LHS,
we obtain 100 values of Q2 whose mean and variance give
us the efficiency and robustness of the design in terms of Gp
quality.
As in the previous section, the initial LHS design optimized
with the wrap-around discrepancy (Eq. (5)) has given us
the best results. In Figure 6, we compare the predictivity
coefficients obtained with non optimized LHS (random LHS)
and those obtained with optimized LHS (WLHS). The size of
the design increases from n = 22 to n = 40 (by step of 2),
which leads to a regular increase of Q2 . For each size n, the
boxplot represents the summary of the 100 values of Q2 . In
the all range of n, Q2 of the WLHS are better than the random
LHS ones. Furthermore, much smaller variances are shown for
WLHS and lead to the conclusion that these designs are more
robust than others. For small sample sizes, the Q2 differences
reach 0.2 between the two types of design: Q2 (LHS) ∼ 0.6
and Q2 (WLHS) ∼ 0.8. In industrial applications, such a
difference makes the distinction between “bad” (unacceptable)
metamodels and good ones. The latter can be used for example
for quantitative sensitivity studies.

Fig. 6. For the g-Sobol 5d function, Gp Q2 evolution in
function of the learning sample size n and for two types of
LHS (left: random LHS; right: WLHS).

3.5. Conclusion of numerical tests
3.4.2. A five-dimensional test case. Our second test involves
a five-dimensional analytical function (called the g-Sobol 5d
function):
5
X
|4xi − 2| + ai
f (x) =
1 + ai
i=1

In conclusion of our numerical study, the LHS optimized
with the wrap-around discrepancy has provided efficient results for the Gp metamodel fitting, even in high dimension.
Furthermore, we have found that this design guarantees correct
repartitions of the points for all the two-dimensional projections, while other types of LHS (like maximin) have bad
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repartitions for these projections. Other types of LHS can also
provide good results but less systematically [18]. For instance,
[7] has studied quasi-Monte Carlo samples (Sobol suites and
Halton sequences) and has shown that these sequences are less
performant than other space filling designs in terms of the Gp
metamodel fitting.
Of course, such designs have to be seen as initial ones. If
possible, in a second step, adaptive designs can improve metamodel predictivity in a very efficient way [18], for instance by
choosing new simulation points in poorly predicted areas.

4. Test sample selection for metamodel validation
In practical cases, only a small number of simulations can be
performed with the computer code in order to fit a metamodel.
Once the metamodel has been built, estimating its predictivity
is an important issue. Indeed, a safe use of this metamodel
to answer to uncertainty or sensitivity problems requires a
precise estimation of its capabilities. In this section, we make
a discussion on algorithms of predictivity estimation.

4.1. Classical validation methods
Let us consider the d-dimensional input vector x =
(x1 , . . . , xd ) ∈ X , where X is a bounded domain
of IRd and y(x) ∈ IR is the computer code output.
We suppose that a metamodel Ŷ (x) has
 been fitted using (x(1) , y(x(1) )), . . . , (x(N ) , y(x(N ) )) , a N -size learning
sample of computer code experiments.
The test sample approach consists in comparing the metamodel predictions on simulation points not used in the metamodel fitting process. This gives some prediction residuals
(which can be finely analyzed) and global quality measures as
the metamodel predictivity coefficient Q2 (Eq. (6)). Such test
points set is called a test sample (or also validation sample
or prediction sample). This method requires new calculations
with the computer code and the first question we have to face
up is the sufficient number of prediction points to obtain the
required accuracy of our global validation measures. For cpu
time expensive code, it can be difficult to provide a sufficient
number of test points. Some convergence visualisation tools
of the global validation measures can be used to answer to
this first question.
Another important question for the test sample approach is
the localization of these test points. The usual practice is to
choose an independent Monte Carlo sample for the test sample. However, if the sample size is small, the proposed points
can be badly localized, for example near learning points or
leaving large space domain unsampled. A fine strategy could
be to use, as the test sample, a space filling design (which
consists in filling the input variable space X as uniformly
as possible). Unfortunately, this solution does not avoid the
possibility of too strong proximity between learning points and
test points. Such proximity would lead to too optimistic quality
measures, and consequently to a biased prectivity estimation.

The second solution to validate a metamodel, the cross
validation method, is extremely popular in practice because
it avoids new calculations on the computer code. The cross
validation method proposes to divide the initial sample on a
learning sample and a test sample. A metamodel is estimated
with the points in the new learning sample and prediction
residuals are obtained via the new test sample. This process is
repeated several times by using other divisions of the learning
sample. Finally all the prediction residuals can be used to
compute the global predictivity measures. The leave-one-out
procedure is a particular case of the cross validation method
where just one observation is left out at each step.
The first drawback of the cross validation method is its cost,
which can become large due to many metamodel fitting processes. Moreover, if the initial design has a specific geometric
structure (which aims at optimizing the metamodel fitting),
the deletion of points from the learning sample causes the
breakdown of the specific design structure while creating the
new learning sample. Indeed, the new learning sample does
not have the adequate statistical and geometric properties of
the initial design and the metamodel fitting process might fail.
This could lead to too pessimistic quality measures.
To sum up, the test sample method requires too many new
prediction points (to avoid too optimistic validation criteria),
while the cross-validation method can provide too pessimistic
validation criteria. Therefore, to solve this dilemma, an heuristic new solution has been introduced in [10], [9] and is
presented in the next section.

4.2. A new optimized validation design
Retaining the test sample method, we limit its main drawback by minimizing the number of necessary points in the
test sample. In this goal, an algorithm allows the specification
of new design points decreasing the discrepancy of an initial
design [6]. This sequential algorithm gives us at each step
the prediction point furthest away from the other points of
the design. The algorithm performs its optimization process in
the space X of the input variables x. By choosing the future
prediction points in the unfilled zone of the learning sample
design, we aim at capturing the right metamodel predictivity
using only a small number of additional points. Note that such
ideas have also been proposed in [28] for different purposes.
We have not theoretically studied the computational efficiency of this algorithm over the computational efficiency of
the traditional methods (introduced in the previous section).
However, our intuition is that mean square error computed by
this algorithm avoids the biases, which could be caused by too
strong proximities between the test sample points and between
test sample points vs. learning sample points.
(i)
Let us consider X f (nf ) = (xf )i=1..nf a low discrepancy
sequence of nf points in [0, 1]d . A low discrepancy sequence
is a deterministic design constructed to uniformly fill the
space with regular patterns. Among all the low discrepancy
sequence, Halton, Hammersley, Faure and Sobol sequences
are the most famous [16]. In the following, we will use the
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Hammersley sequence which, on a few tests, have shown better
properties than the others [6]. The chosen discrepancy measure
is the centered L2 discrepancy D2 (·) (Eq. (4)).
To obtain an additional point of the initial N -size sample,
noticed X s (N ), we use the following algorithm:
1) For i = 1, . . . , nf ,
• X s (N + 1) = {x(1) , . . . , x(N ) } ∪ xf (i) ;
• compute Dif i = D2 (X s (N + 1)) − D2 (X s (N ));
2) select i∗ such that i∗ = arg min Dif i ;
i=1,...,nf

∗

3) obtain the new point xf (i ) .
This algorithm is repeated sequentially to obtain Ntest test
points, by updating the initial design and the low discrepancy
sequence. For example, for the second point, we reinitalize the
design by the following: X s (N + 1) = {x(1) , . . . , x(N ) } ∪
∗
∗
xf (i ) and X f (nf − 1) = {xf (1) , . . . , xf (nf ) }\xf (i ) .
This algorithm just consists in adding to the initial design
some points of a low discrepancy sequence by minimizing the
discrepancy differences between the initial and the new design.
The size of the low discrepancy sequence is required to be as
large as possible, especially if d is large. Figure 7 gives an
example of the specification with our algorithm of Ntest = 4
new points (the crosses) inside an initial Monte Carlo design
(N = 46, d = 2). One of the advantage of this algorithm is its
size-independence (related to the number of added points): the
sequence of added points is deterministic and will be always
the same for the same X f (nf ). In the following, the design
obtained using this algorithm is called the sequential validation
design.

Fig. 7. Example of the sequential algorithm: N = 46,
d = 2, Ntest = 4. The bullets are the points of the initial
design while the crosses are the new specified points.

4.3. Numerical studies on toy functions

Fig. 8. Graphical representation of the cosin2 function on
[0; 1]2 .

Figure 8 represents the cosin2 function.
Gp metamodels (1) are fitted using learning samples of
differents sizes NBA : NBA ranges from 10 to 40 allowing a
wide variety of metamodel predictivity coefficients Q2 , from
0 (null predictivity) to 1 (perfect predictivity). The initial 10size design is a maximin LHS. The other learning designs
(of increased size) are obtained by sequentially adding points
to the design, while maintaining the LHS properties of the
design and keeping some optimality properties (maximizing
the mean distance from each design point to all the other points
in the design [17]). Choosing an initial maximin LHS design,
while we have shown in Section 3 that WLHS is better than
maximin LHS for the Gp fitting process, is not in contradiction
with our objectives in this section: our goal is now to study
the Gp metamodel validation. Anyway, we are not able to
keep the properties of maximin LHS or WLHS when gradually
increasing the size of the learning sample.
The black line in Figure 9 shows the evolution of Q2 in
function of the learning sample size. This reference value
for the predictivity coefficient has been computed for each
metamodel by taking its mean over 100 test samples of
size Ntest = 1000. The Q2 estimation by a leave one out
procedure (pink line) strongly underestimates the exact Q2 for
NBA < 30. This is certainly due to the small number of points:
leave one out is pessimistic in this case because each point
deletion has a strong impact on the metamodel fitting process.
The red curve gives the Q2 estimation using the sequential
validation design described in the previous paragraph (with a
Hammersley sequence of size nf = 10000).

4.3.1. A two-dimensional test case. To compare the sequential validation design with other test designs for the metamodel
validation purpose, we first perform an analytical test using a
two-dimensional toy function, called the cosin2 function:
f (x) = cos(10x1 ) + sin(10x2 ) + x1 x2 , (x1 , x2 ) ∈ [0, 1]2 .
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4.3.2. An eight-dimensional test case. We perform now a
second numerical test using the g-Sobol function in eightdimension (called the g-Sobol 8d function):

Ntest= 20

Q2
−0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Results are greatly satisfactory for Ntest ≥ 20: the sequential
validation design gives precise Q2 estimates in all cases and
outperforms a crude Monte Carlo or LHS design. The green
curves correspond to the minimal and maximal values obtained
with 100 repetitions using an optimized LHS as the test
design. As expected, these intervals are more reduced than the
intervals obtained using a crude Monte Carlo sample as the
test design (blue curves). As Ntest increases, these intervals
contract, but always show the superiority of the sequential
validation design, especially for low metamodel predictivity
(Q2 < 0.9 and NBA < 25).
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Fig. 9. For the cosin2 function, Gp predictivity coefficient
(Q2 ) in function of the learning sample size NBA , estimated
from different test sample sizes Ntest . The dashed curves
(blue and green) give the minimal and maximal values
obtained with 100 repetitions of the random test design
(Monte Carlo and LHS).

8
X
|4xi − 2| + ai
i=1

1 + ai

with a1 = a2 = 3, ai = 0 for (i = 3, . . . , 8), x ∈ [0, 1]8 .
A Gp metamodel (1) is fitted on a learning sample (maximin
LHS) of size NBA = 40. We compute the reference value of
the predictivity coefficient by taking its mean over 100 test
samples of size Ntest = 1000 and obtain Qref
2 = 0.83. We then
apply the sequential validation design described previously
(with a Hammersley sequence of size nf = 10000) by
adding Ntest = 50 new points to the design, and we obtain
Qseq50
= 0.85, which is close to the true value. We compare
2
this result with 100 crude Monte Carlo samples of the same
size (Ntest = 50), which give the 90% confidence interval
[0.79, 0.91] for QMC
2 . This last result is rather large and shows
the insufficient number of points if we choose a crude Monte
Carlo design.
Figure 10 shows the evolution of the estimated Q2 for
test bases with different sizes, ranging from Ntest = 10 to
Ntest = 50. The solid red line shows the results obtained
with the sequential validation design while the dotted blue
lines show the 100 sequentially increased crude Monte Carlo
samples. This figure illustrates the poor estimates we obtain
when using small size (Ntest < 50) of Monte Carlo samples
for validation. On the contrary, the sequential validation design
allows to obtain a good approximation of the true predictivity
coefficient even for small test sample sizes. Results are precise
for Ntest ≥ 25.

4.4. Application to a nuclear safety computer code
In this section we apply our algorithms on a complex
computer model used for nuclear reactor safety. It simulates a
hypothetical thermal-hydraulic scenario on Pressurized Water
Reactors: a large-break loss of primary coolant accident (see
Fig. 11) for which the output of interest is the peak cladding
temperature. This scenario is part of the Benchmark for Uncertainty Analysis in Best-Estimate Modelling for Design, Operation and Safety Analysis of Light Water Reactors [2] proposed
by the Nuclear Energy Agency of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OCDE/NEA). It has
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Fig. 10. For the g-Sobol 8d function, Gp predictivity
coefficient (Q2 ) in function of the test sample size Ntest ,
for two types of validation design: sequential (red) and
crude Monte Carlo (blue). Dotted blue lines correspond to
100 different crude Monte Carlo samples).
been implemented on the french computer code CATHARE2
developed at the Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique (CEA).
Figure 12 illustrates 100 CATHARE2 simulations (by varying
input variables of the accidental scenario) giving the cladding
temperature in function of time.

Fig. 11. Illustration of a large-break loss of primary
coolant accident on a nuclear Pressurized Water Reactor.
In our exercise, a Gp metamodel (1) of the first peak
cladding temperature (which is a scalar variable) has to be
estimated with N = 100 simulations of the computer model
(the input design is a maximin LHS). The cpu time is
twenty minutes for each simulation with a standard computer
(Pentium IV PC). The complexity of the computer model
lies in the high-dimensional input space. d = 53 random

Fig. 12. 100 output curves (cladding temperatures in
function of time) of the CATHARE2 code. The output
variable of interest for the reactor safety is the first peak
of the cladding temperature.

input variables are considered: physical laws essentially, but
also initial conditions, material properties and geometrical
modeling. Their probability distributions are either normal or
log-normal, and both are truncated. Such a number of input
variables is rather large for the metamodel fitting problem.
This difficult fit (due to the high dimensionality and small
learning sample size) can be made thanks to the algorithm of
[19], specifically devoted to this situation. The obtained Gp
metamodel (1) contains a linear regression part (including 7
input variables) and a centered Gp model with a generalized
exponential covariance function (including 6 input variables).
The reference quality of this Gp model is measured via an
additional 1000-size test sample, which gives Qref
2 = 0.66.
Figure 13 shows the evolution of the estimated Q2 for
test bases with different sizes, ranging from Ntest = 10 to
Ntest = 95. The sequential validation design gives coarse estimations for all the test design sizes and begins to give precise
results for Ntest ≥ 40. Some inadequacies, which remain when
Ntest ∈ [75, 90], have to be finely analyzed in a further work. In
any cases, sequential validation design estimations are clearly
less hazardous than using a crude Monte Carlo test sample to
validate the metamodel: the 90%-confidence intervals obtained
using Monte carlo samples show extremely large variation
ranges (because of the high dimensionality of the input space:
d = 53). Q2 estimation using a Monte Carlo test sample can
lead to a strongly erroneous result. Same results have been
obtained using optimized LHS for the test design instead of a
crude Monte Carlo sample.

5. Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we have proposed to look at two practical
problems when fitting a metamodel to small-size data samples:
the initial design and the validation method choices. These
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with a test sample size Ntest ≥ 25, while for our industrial
application, the minimal bound is Ntest ≥ 40.
Further works are necessary to more deeply study the
validation designs (other test functions with different effective
dimensionality and complexity). Moreover, it would be useful
to find a criterion to determine when the sequential validation
design can be ended. Finally, the ultimate goal of such studies
will be to define a global strategy of allocating simulation
points between the metamodel fitting step and the metamodel
validation step.
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Abstract— In this paper we propose and assess the
performance of relay-assisted schemes designed for both the
uplink and downlink OFDM based systems, using efficient
distributed space-frequency block coding protocols. We
consider the use of an antenna array at the base station and a
single antenna at the user terminal. At the relay node we
consider either single antenna or an antenna array. We assume
that some of the user terminals deployed in a certain area
could act as relaying-able terminals for the communication of
other users. Two types of relay-assisted protocols are
considered: equalize-and-forward and decode-and-forward.
The optimal maximum ratio combining coefficients are derived
for the proposed relay-assisted schemes. The performance of
these cooperative schemes is evaluated under realistic
scenarios, considering typical pedestrian scenarios based on
WiMAX specifications and using channel convolutional turbo
code. The proposed schemes are also compared against the
non-cooperative OFDM based systems. Numerical results show
that the availability of antenna arrays at the relays
significantly improves the cooperative systems performance,
which outperform the non-cooperative ones in most studied
scenarios.
Keywords - OFDM, relay, multiple antennas, cooperation,
downlink and uplink.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless systems are one of the key components for
enabling the information society. To meet the service
requirements of future multimedia applications, Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is being adopted
in various kinds of broadband wireless systems [2][3].
Cooperative communications is one of the fastest
growing areas of research, and it is likely to be a key
enabling technology for efficient spectrum use in the years to
come. The key idea in user-cooperation is that of resource
sharing among multiple nodes in a network [4][5]. It is
commonly agreed that the provision of the broadband
wireless component of the future wireless systems will
probably rely on the use of multiple antennas at
transmitter/receiver side. Multiple-input, multiple-output
(MIMO) wireless communications are effective at mitigating
the channel fading and thus improving the cellular system
capacity. By configuring multiple antennas at both the base
station (BS) and user terminal (UT), the channel capacity
may be improved proportionally to the minimum number of
the antennas at the transmitter and receiver [6]. However,
considering a conventional cellular architecture with co-

located antennas there is significant correlation between
channels in some environments.
Cooperative diversity is a promising solution for wireless
systems to increase capacity, extend coverage and provide
fairness, namely for the scenarios where the direct link is in
outage and the inter-user channel has good quality [4]. It can
be achieved through cooperation of users, which share their
antennas and thereby create a virtual antenna array (VAA)
system. It is well known that the wireless channel is quite
bursty, i.e., when a channel is in a severe fading state, it is
likely to stay in the sate for a while. Thus, when a source
cannot reach its destination due to severe fading, it will not
be of much help trying by leveraging repeating-transmission
protocols. However, if a third terminal that receives the data
from the source could help via a channel that is independent
from source to destination link, the chance for a successful
transmission would increase, thus improving the overall
system performance [7].
Research on cooperative diversity can be traced back to
the pioneering papers of van der Meulen [8] and Cover [9]
on the information theoretic properties of the relay channel.
Explicit cooperation of neighbouring nodes was considered
in [10][11]. Considering various degrees of knowledge of
channel state information (CSI), they show that significant
gains can be achieved over non-cooperative direct
transmission. In [12] the authors have resorted, to solve the
half duplex constraint, to a two-stage protocol and have
shown in several papers that the use of cooperation provides
a spatial diversity gain.
The concept of VAA or virtual MIMO has been
introduced in [13], derived from the principles of relaying
channel. Recently, the use of space-time block coding
(STBC) implemented in a distributed fashion providing user
cooperation has been proposed [14][15][16]. However,
despite the extensive literature on cooperative relaying
diversity, most of the work only considers single antenna
relays. Studies and practical schemes with relays equipped
with an antenna array are relatively scarce. Furthermore,
most of the proposed schemes are not targeting OFDM based
systems and/or have been assessed under unrealistic
scenarios.
In [17] a theoretical diversity-multiplexing trade-off
study is presented for a cooperative system with 1 and 2
antennas in a single relay scheme. In [18], a multiple
antenna half-duplex relay–assisted maximum ratio
combining (MRC) transmission scheme, that uses the
decode-and-forward protocol has been proposed to increase
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coverage. However, this scheme requires the knowledge of
the instantaneous CSI prior to the transmission at the relays.
Furthermore, in [19] the Rayleigh performance of a singlerelay cooperative scenario with multiple-antenna nodes has
been investigated, and pairwise error probability expressions
were derived. Recently, a robust MIMO relay for multipointto-multipoint communication in wireless networks, and
based on amplify and forward (AF) protocol, has been
proposed [20].
In this paper we provide a detailed description of the
work that we have started and presented at [1], on
single/multiple antenna relay-assisted cooperative schemes
designed for the uplink (UL) OFDM systems, and at [21], on
single antenna relay-assisted cooperative schemes designed
for the downlink (DL) OFDM systems. Moreover, we extend
the latter scheme from single antenna relay to multiple
antenna relay. We consider that some of the user terminals
deployed in a certain area could act as relaying-able
terminals for the communications of other users. We also
assume that these terminals are available idle users
connected to the network. The considered relay-assisted
(RA) protocols are: equalize-and-forward (EF) and decodeand-forward (DF). Their performance is evaluated under
realistic scenarios, considering typical pedestrian scenarios
based on WiMAX specifications and channel turbo coding.
These schemes are also compared against either SIMO or
MISO OFDM non-cooperative uplink or downlink systems,
respectively. Simulations reveal that the proposed
cooperative schemes outperform the non-cooperative ones in
most of the studied scenarios and that the availability of twoantenna arrays at the relay nodes dramatically increases the
cooperative systems performance. Cooperating is especially
advantageous when the source-to-relay link is better than the
source-to-destination link, so that the relay receives data
correctly and can have a considerable impact on the final
performance.
The remaining paper is organized as follows: in section II
we present a general description of the proposed multiple
antenna relay-assisted for uplink and downlink systems. In
sections III and IV, we derive and analyze the link equations
for those relay-assisted schemes for uplink and downlink,
respectively. The optimal relay-assisted MRC coefficients
are derived. In section V, we assess the performance, in
terms of BER, in several communication scenarios. The first
part is devoted to discuss the uplink results while second one
is for downlink. Finally, the main conclusions are pointed
out in section VI.
II.

Figure 1. Single/double antenna relay-assisted system model for uplink.

Fig. 1 shows the system model for the uplink. We
consider that Nc subcarriers are assigned to the UT. From this
scenario, three main links can be identified: the direct UT-tom, p
BS link, represented by hub
, m  1, 2 channels; the UT-tol, p
RN link, formed by channels hur
, l  1, 2 ; and the RN-tol , m, p
BS link, represented by channels hrb
, l  1, 2, m  1, 2 ,
th
where index p denotes the p subcarrier. If the RN has a
single antenna, then L=1 and the UT-to-RN and RN-to-BS
m, p
links are represented by channels hurp and hrb
, m  1, 2 ,
respectively.
Fig. 2 is analogous to Fig. 1, but for the downlink. Since
the BS is equipped with 2 transmit antennas (M=2), the noncooperative link is a 2×1 MISO channel. It is represented by
m, p
the hbu
,m  1, 2 channels. The cooperative links, BS-to-RN
m ,l , p
and RN-to-UT, are represented by hbr
, l  1, 2, m  1, 2

l, p
and hru
, l  1, 2 , respectively.

SYSTEM MODEL

Figs. 1 and 2 depict the proposed multiple antenna relayassisted scheme for both the uplink and downlink OFDM
based systems, which consist of a user terminal equipped
with a single antenna, a base station equipped with an
antenna array and a relay node which can have either one or
two antennas.
Figure 2. Single/double antenna relay-assisted system model for downlink.
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If the RN has a single antenna, the BS-to-RN and RN-tom, p
UT links are represented by channels hbr
, m  1, 2 , and

hrup , respectively. Since we assume the relay is half-duplex,
the communication cycle for both aforementioned
cooperative schemes requires two phases:
 In the first one, the source, UT or BS depending on
whether
UL or DL systems are considered,
broadcasts its own data at full power to its
destination (BS or UT), and also to the relay node,
which does not transmit data during this stage. For
the downlink systems, the data are space-frequency
encoded before transmission.
 During the second phase, the relay node can help
the source by forwarding the information, also at
full power, to the destination node (BS or UT),
whereas the source is idle. If the RN is equipped
with a 2-antenna array, the data to be transmitted to
the BS or UT must also be space-frequency
encoded.
The mapping scheme with two transmit antennas used in
this work is shown in Table I [23] , where sp is either the soft
or hard decoded data estimated at the relay node on the pth
subcarrier for equalize-and-forward or decode-and-forward,
respectively. Factor 1/ 2 is included in order to constrain
the transmitted energy to one and (.)* denotes complex
conjugation.

According to the communication cycle adopted in this
paper, the received signal during the first communication
phase at the BS antenna m , is found to be
m, p
m, p
yBS
(t ) 
 t   d p hubm, p  nBS



where d p is the data symbol for the pth subcarrier, with unit
m, p
power and hub
represents the complex flat Rayleigh fading

non-cooperative channel of the pth subcarrier on antenna m .
m, p
Samples nBS
(t ) are complex additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN) on antenna m with zero mean and variance  d21 .
The received signal at the RN, at instant t and antenna l,
is

y RN  t   d p hurl , p  nRl , p  t  
l, p





where nRl , p are AWGN samples added at the RN with zero
mean and variance  r2 . The received signals at the relay
antennas at instant t are combined using MRC. The
resulting soft decision variable, s p , is expressed as


TABLE I: SFBC MAPPING SCHEME.

L

p
l , p* l , p
s p   p d p Гur
  p  hur
nR (t ) 


l

1

DesiredSignal



Relay Noise

Antenna 1

Antenna 2

Subcarrier p

sp / 2

 s*p 1 / 2

Subcarrier p+1

s p 1 / 2

s*p / 2

L

III.



UPLINK RELAY-ASSISTED SCHEMES

We analyze two half-duplex multiple antenna relayassisted schemes: equalize-and-forward and decode-andforward. Throughout this paper, we shall refer to these
schemes as 1×L×M RA EF and 1×L×M RA DF, depending
on the number of antennas at the relay node (L) and BS (M).
Without loss of generality, hereinafter the mathematical
formulation refers to a generic subcarrier p .
A. Relay-Assisted Equalize-and-Forward
In this work we consider that the RN node is either
equipped with a single antenna or a 2-antenna array. For the
first case, the amplify-and-forward protocol studied in [22] is
equivalent to the RA EF protocol proposed here. However, if
the signal at the relay is collected by two antennas, doing just
a simple amplify-and-forward it is not the best strategy. We
need to perform some kind of equalization to combine the
received signals before re-transmission.

p
l, p
  hur
with Гur
l 1

2

and  p is a constant whose purpose is

to constrain the transmitted power by the RN to one, given
by


p 

1
p2

Г ur

.



p
  r2 Г ur

The following actions that occur at the RA EF relay
differ, depending on its number of receiving antennas (L).
1) Single Antenna Relay
In the single antenna scenario (L=1), the 1×1×M RA EF
can conclude its action by re-transmitting the signal in (3) to
the BS. Therefore, the received signals at BS antenna m and
instant t  Ts , are expressed as


m, p
m, p
m, p
yBS
(t  Ts )  hrb
s p  nBS
(t  Ts ) 



m, p
where hrb
represents the complex flat Rayleigh fading
channel between the RN and antenna m of the BS;
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2) Two Antenna Relay

m, p
nBS
(t  Ts ) is AWGN added at t  Ts on antenna m for

the pth subcarrier, with zero mean and variance  d2 2 ; and,
Ts is a symbol transmission duration.
The total noise power of (5), conditioned to a specific
channel realization, is related to  d21 by
2

m, p
 y2, p   d21 (    2p urp hrb
 2 ) 








m, p

Coefficient 1 is used to relate the variance of the
noise that is added at the BS at instants t and t  Ts ,


In the same manner,  2 relates the noise
that is added at the relay with the one added at BS at
instant t  Ts , i.e.,  r2   2 d21 .
At the BS side, MRC is used to combine the received
signals from the direct and 2-hop links. Note that MRC is
the optimal technique to maximize the overall signal-tonoise ratio (SNR). Since the noise variance of the
received signals at the BS at instants t and t  Ts is
different, the coefficients that maximize the overall SNR
are given by

 d2 2

2 .
1 d1

m, p*
 hub
k =0
 2 ,
  d1
m, p
g (t+kTs )  

p
  p ur m, p *
hrb , k =1
 2 
d
1
m
,
p




In this case before transmission, the RN encodes the soft
data estimates represented by (3) with the SFBC encoding
algorithm according to the scheme presented in Table I. The
received signals at BS antenna m , at instant t  Ts , on
subcarriers p and p  1 , are given by





channel for the pth subcarrier, between relay antenna l and
BS antenna m . The OFDM systems are usually designed so
that the subcarrier separation is significantly lower than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel. Therefore, the fading in
two adjacent subcarriers can be considered flat, i.e., we can
l , m, p
l , m , p 1
consider hrb
equal to hrb
. With this assumption, and
,p
l ,m , p
L
defining Г m
rb as  l 1 hrb







 



Relay Noise
p


 p Гur m, p
m , p* m , p

 2  hub nBS (t ) 
nBS (t  Ts ) 

 m, p
 d 1 m 1 





1

 y2, p   d21 (    p2 urp  mrb, p  2 / 2). 





At the BS side, MRC is also used to optimally
combine the received signals from the direct and 2-hop
links. The direct link processing is the same as presented
for L=1 case.
For the 2-hop link, the signals for antenna m and an
arbitrary pair of adjacent subcarriers p and p  1 , are
subject to space-frequency block decoding. The resulting
signal is

m, p 2

Г rb
 2p
hurp* nRp (t )
2

 d 1 m 1 m, p


1

, the total noise power of (9),

m, p

Desired Signal
M

2

conditioned to a specific channel realization, is related to the
variance of the noise added at the BS at t ,  d21 , by



M Г m, p 
dp  p
p 
rb
dˆ p  2  Гub
  p2 Гur


 d 1 
m 1  m , p 





l , m, p
where hrb
represents the complex flat Rayleigh fading



The resulting soft decision variable, at the output of the
MRC detector, may be expressed as



1 1,m, p
 m, p
2,m, p *
m, p
hrb s p  hrb
s p 1  nBS
(t  Ts )
 yBS (t  Ts ) 
2



m, p 1
 y m, p1 (t  T )  1 h2,m, p1s*  h1,m, p1s

n
(
t

T
)
s
p
p 1
s
rb
rb
BS
 BS
2

M

p
 sˆm, p (t  Ts )  g1,m, p* (t  Ts ) yBS
(t  Ts )

p 1*

+g 2,p m, p (t  Ts ) yBS
(t  Ts )


2, m , p
p*
(t  Ts ) y BS
(t  Ts )
 sˆm, p 1 (t  Ts )   g

p 1
 g1,m, p* (t  Ts ) yBS
(t  Ts )




with equalization coefficients used at both instants given by

BS Noise

M

p
m, p
  hub
where Гub
m 1

2

.


m , p*
 hub
k =0
 2 ,
  d1
l ,m, p
g
(t +kTs )  

p
  p  ur
l ,m, p
hrb , k =1
 22 
d 1 m, p
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The resulting soft decision variable, at the output of the
MRC detector, may be expressed as

dˆ p 

Desired Signal



,p 
d p  p 1 2 p  M Гm
dˆ p  2  Гub
  p Гur  rb 
2
 d 1 
m 1  m , p 



 m , p* m , p

1 m, p
 2   hub
nBS (t )  nBS
(t  Ts ) 

 d 1 m 1 
1








m, p 2

L2

Г
1
l , p* l , p
 2p  rb  hur
nR (t )
2 d21
m 1  m , p l 1




 

2) Two Antenna Relay
Since the two-antenna array at the RN requires additional
SFBC for transmission in the RN-to-BS link, the 2-hop link
contributions at BS antenna m , at instant t  Ts , can be
obtained from (9) replacing s p by s p . The 2-hop decoded

p


 p Гur m , p
m , p* m , p

 2  hub nBS (t ) 
ñBS (t  Ts ) 

 d 1 m 1 
2  m, p




M

BS Noise

m, p
where ñBS
(t  Ts ) is the residual noise which results from
SFBC decoding.

signals are also given by (11). As in RA EF, the BS
combines the direct and 2-hop link signals using MRC
whose coefficients are given by
m , p*
 hub
 2
  d1
g l ,m, p (t +kTs )  
l ,m, p
 hrb
 2
  d 11

B. Relay-Assisted Decode and Forward
In contrast to RA EF, in the RA DF scheme, the relay
hard decodes the incoming signals before forwarding them.
The communication cycle for RA DF is as follows.
Firstly, the UT transmits at full power for Ts of the time.
The expressions for the signals at the receiving antennas of
the BS and RN for the first phase are the same as presented
in (1) and (2), respectively.
During the second phase, the RN demodulates, decodes
and forwards the received signals. Thus, the received signals
at the RN at instant t are combined using MRC, and the soft
decision in the RN, s p , is also given by (3). Now, if s p is
successfully detected, then the data to be retransmitted by
the RN, here represented by s p , is the correct data d p that
the UT transmitted. If the number of transmit antennas of
the RN is one, then the RN concludes its action by
forwarding s p to the BS. When the RN is equipped with
two antennas, the data must be encoded with the presented
SFBC scheme before the transmission.
1) Single Antenna Relay
In the single antenna scenario, the received signals at BS
antenna m and instant t  Ts are expressed as


m, p
m, p
m, p
yBS
(t  Ts )  hrb
s p  nBS
(t  Ts ) 



BS Noise

Relay Noise

1



M

1

Desired Signal
M

1 
1 M m, p 
d Г p  sp
Г 
2  p ub
1 m 1 rb 
 d1 










, k =1

The final soft decision variable for subcarrier p is

dˆ p 


1 
1 M m, p 
p
d
Г

s
Г 

p
p
ub
21 m 1 rb 
 d21 



Desired Signal

 m , p* m , p

1
m, p
 2   hub
nBS (t ) 
ñBS
(t  Ts ) 

 d 1 m 1 
2 1



1

 

M

BSNoise

As it can be seen from (15) and (17), in the outage case
when the relay fails to decode the data correctly, it cannot
help the UT for the current cooperation round. In such case,
the BS will get interference from the cooperative path and
cooperation will not be beneficial. For the particular case
where s p  d p , i.e., the data sent by UT is successful
decoded at the RN, (17) reduces to (18). In practical systems
this can be achieved when the link UT-to-RN has high
quality.

dˆ p 

m, p
m, p
where hrb
and nBS
(t  Ts ) hold the same meaning as in (5).

m, p
The total noise power of yBS
(t  Ts ) is  d21 .
For RA DF, the soft decision variable at the UT is
given by

, k =0



1  p
1 M m, p 
Г 
 Г dp
2  ub
21 m 1 rb 
 d1 



Desired Signal

 m , p* m , p

1
m, p
 2   hub
nBS (t ) 
ñBS
(t  Ts ) 


 d 1 m 1 
2 1



1

M

BSNoise
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Note that for this particular scenario, this RA scheme can
achieve a diversity order of 6 (4 by RN-to-BS link and 2 by
the direct one), and an antenna gain of approximately 6 dB.
IV.

DOWNLINK RELAY-ASSISTED SCHEMES

Similarly to the previous section, we analyze the two
relay-assisted schemes for downlink system, presented in
Fig. 2, using also EF and DF relay protocols. These schemes
are referred as M×L×1 RA EF and M×L×1 RA DF,
depending on the number of antennas at the relay node and
BS, L and M respectively. As for the uplink schemes, we
consider the cases with 1 and 2 antennas at the relay. The
formulation for single antenna RN was first derived in [21].
The main contribution of this section is to extend the
formulation for 2 antennas at the RN.
A. Relay-Assisted Equalize-and-Forward
In the single-antenna relay-assisted scheme, the amplifyand-forward protocol is equivalent to the RA EF protocol
proposed in [21]. For the relay case with 2 antennas, we
need to equalize and estimate the received data at the relay
and only after that retransmit the coded data. However, no
hard decision is made at the RN.
During the first phase the BS transmits at full power for
Ts of the time. Thus, the received signal at the UT, at instant
t , is given by







1 1, p
 p
2, p *
p
hbu d p  hbu
d p 1  nUT
t 
 yUT  t  
2

 

p 1
 y p 1  t   1 h 2, p 1 d *  h1, p 1 d
p
p 1  nUT  t 
bu
bu
 UT
2





where d p is the data symbol for the pth subcarrier, with
m, p
unit power; hbu
, with m  1, 2 , represents the complex

Rayleigh flat fading channel between mth BS antenna and
p
UT; and, samples nUT
 t  are zero mean complex additive
AWGN samples on the UT with variance  d21 .
The received signals at the l th relay antenna (which can
be l=1 or l=1,2, depending whether the RN is equipped with
1 or 2 antennas), at instant t , are given by





During the second phase, the RN comprises several tasks
over the received signals, which include: equalization plus
space-frequency decoding, power normalization and
forwarding. Since the mathematical formulation for RA EF
depends on the availability of a 2-antenna array at the relay
node, we treat these cases separately, deriving the final
decision variables for both schemes, with L=1 and L=2.
1) Single Antenna Relay
When the relay is equipped with a single antenna, i.e.,
L=1, the soft decision variable in this terminal is expressed
as







m ,l , p
where hbr
, with m  1, 2 and l  1, 2 represents the

complex Rayleigh flat fading channel between mth BS
p
antenna and l th RN antenna, and, n Rl
 t  represents zero
mean complex additive AWGN samples on the lth relay
antenna, with variance  r2 .



where the equalization coefficients are defined as

g rm, p 



m, p
hbr
p
2br





1 2 m, p 2
represents the BS-to-RN
 h
2 m 1 br
equivalent channel gain. The expression for s p can be
p
with m=1,2 and br


simplified to the expression that follows

s p  d p  nRp1 





where n Rp1 is the noise that results from SFBC decoding
with variance  r21 

 r2

.
p
br
The following task that the RN does is to normalize the
overall transmit power of sˆ p to one. The pertinent
normalization constant is




1 1,l , p
 p
2,l , p *
hbr d p  hbr
d p 1  nRlp  t 
 yRl  t  
2

 

p 1
 y p 1  t   1 h 2,l , p d *  h1,l , p d

n
t
p
p 1
br
br
Rl  
 Rl
2

 s  g1, p* y p  t   g 2, p y p 1*  t 
r
r
 p
R
R


2, p p*
1, p* p 1
 s p 1   g r y R  t   g r yR  t 

p

1

2
1  rp
br





At the UT, for the cooperative link the received signal,
on subcarrier p , is given by


p
p
yUT
 t  Ts   hrup  p s p  nUT
 t  Ts  



where hrup represents the complex flat Rayleigh fading
p
channel between RN and UT; nUT
 t  Ts  is AWGN noise
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added in the UT, during the second phase, with zero mean
and variance  d2 2 .
The total noise variance of (25), conditioned to a
specific channel realization is referred to as  2y,u and is

Here we used normalized coefficients to allow higher
order modulations. The resulting soft decision variable, for
subcarrier p, may be expressed as

found to be

dˆp  d p 
2

1, p
 2y ,u   2p hru
 r2 / brp   d2 2 



2



Now we define factor 1 as the relation between the
noise variance added at the UT at instants t and t  Ts . In




 2
  d1  



At the UT, MRC is used to combine the received
signal from the direct path and the 2-hop cooperative
links. Thus, the estimated signal for an arbitrary pair of
adjacent subcarriers, at instants t and t  Ts , after the
space-frequency combining scheme being applied, is
expressed as
 dˆ  g1, p*  t  T  y p  t  T  
s
s
UT
 p
1, p*
p
2, p
p 1*

g  t  yUT  t   g  t  yUT
t 



1, p*
p
ˆ
 t  Ts  yUT  t  Ts  
 d p 1  g

p*
p 1
g 2, p  t  yUT
 t   g1, p*  t  yUT
t 






where the equalization coefficients g m, p  n+kTs  are
defined as



m, p

hbu

2 d21

 1
1
p
2
p
 2 bu  2  p hru
2


 d1
y ,u
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p
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 1
p
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 2 2 bu   2  p hru
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2
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, k =1
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nRp (t ) + 

hrup* p

p
p
nU(t  Ts )  nU(t)  
y,u



 y,u



Relay Noise

UT Noise

1

with  
 bu 

1

p

the same way,  2 is defined as the relation between  d21
and the variance of the noise added at the RN. In (27) we
express  2y,u as a function of  d21 .

 2 p 2
  p hru  2
2
2
 y ,u   y ,u  d 1  
 1
p
br



p
hru  p

1, p

hru

 y ,u

2

 2p

p

and bu

1 2 m, p
 h
2 m 1 bu

2

.

2) Two Antenna Relay
When the RN is equipped with a 2-antenna array (i.e.,
L=2), the soft decision variable at the lth relay antenna
(l=1,2), is expressed as follows







2
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where the equalization coefficients, g rm,l , p , for m=1,2, are
defined as

g rm,l , p 



m ,l , p
 hbr

 2







1 2 2 m ,l , p
 h
2 l 1 m 1 br

2





After this processing, the RN retransmits sˆ p according
to the SFBC mapping scheme and sends it to the UT. Thus,
the received signals in the UT, at instant t  Ts , on
subcarriers p and p+1, are given by









1 1, p
 p
p
2, p *
hru s p  hru
s p 1  nUT
 t  Ts 
 yUT  t  Ts  
2

.  

p 1
 y p 1  t  T   1 h 2, p s*  h1, p s
s
ru
p
ru
p 1  nUT  t  Ts 
   UT
2
The total noise variance of the received signal in UT,
during the second phase, is also referred as  y2,u and now is
given by
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B. Relay-Assisted Decode-and-Forward



  d21 






In this scheme, during the second phase, the relay first
demodulates and hard decodes the incoming signals before
forwarding it. Mathematical expressions for the estimated
symbols for schemes with L=1 and L=2, are made
separately.

.
1) Single Antenna Relay

At the UT side, MRC is used to combine the received
signals from both phases, obtaining

When the RN is equipped with a single antenna, the soft
decision variable at the relay is expressed in (21). The hard
decision of s p , also represented by s p , is forwarded to the

1, p*
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1 g
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UT. The received signal at UT is
p
yUT
 t  Ts   hrup s p  nUTp  t  Ts  





Signals received in both phases are then combined using
MRC, resulting in (28), but now with the equalization
coefficients defined as

where now the equalization coefficients are given by
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The final expression for the estimated signal is given by

1 2 l, p 2
 hru and q represents the antenna script
2 l 1
for BS (for k=0) and for RN (k=1).
The final expression for signal estimation would be
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1

The optimal situation occurs when the data is
successfully detected at the RN, i.e., s p  s p . On other
hand, when the relay fails in decoding the data correctly, the
UT will get interference from the cooperative path and
cooperation will not be beneficial.
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TABLE II: MAIN SIMULATIONS PARAMETERS.

2) Two Antenna Relay
Considering the RA scheme with a 2-antennas relay,
the decoding expressions for the relay received signals, in
the first phase, is expressed as (31) with the equalization
coefficients defined as (32). After that, the RN hard
decodes and then re-encodes the data and forwards it to
the UT. If the decoded data at the RNs is correct, the data
to be retransmitted by the RN antenna l, i.e., s p , is the

WiMAX
General
Signal Definitions
[24]

data d p that the BS broadcasted.
Signals received in both phases are then combined using
MRC as in (35), with the coefficients defined as



q, p

hbu

2 d21

, k 0
 1 p
1 p



 2 bu
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 d22
  d1
q, p

g (t +kTs )  
q, p 
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 2 d 2 

, k 1
1 p
 1 p



ru
bu
 2
 d22
  d1

Nodes’s Antenna
Array Size

Channel Model

3 km/h

Channel Code

Convolutional Turbo Code (CTC)

Channel
Decoder

Max Log MAP algorithm with 8 iterations

The final expression for the estimated signal for
subcarrier p may be expanded as

UT Noise

Desired Signal

with  

1

.

p
p
bu
  ru
2

As in the previous scheme, RA DF with L=1, the
optimal situation occurs when the data is successfully
detected at the RN, i.e., s p  d p and for this specific
situation (43) reduces to


dˆ p 

 p
  ñUp (t ) 
ñU (t  Ts ) 
2



Desired Signal
dp




UT Noise

V.

NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to evaluate the performance of the presented
relay-assisted schemes we considered a typical pedestrian
scenario, based on WiMAX specifications. The main
simulation settings are summarized in Table II.
With the aim of having the same spectral efficiency
between both cooperative and non-cooperative schemes, we
used 2 different modulation and coding modes: for the
relay-assisted schemes we used QPSK and a CTC, with a









FFT size: 1024;
number of available carriers: 400;
sampling frequency: 11.20 MHz;
useful symbol duration: 91.43μs;
cyclic prefix length: 11.43μs;
overall
OFDM
symbol
duration:
102.86μs;
sub-carrier separation: 10.94 kHz;
number of OFDM symbols per block: 9;
UT: 1 Tx/Rx antenna
RN: 1 ou 2 Tx/Rx antennas (L=1 or 2)
BS: 2 Tx/Rx antennas (M= 2)
ITU pedestrian model B for 3km/h [25]
modified tap delays according to the
sampling frequency defined for WiMAX.
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Modulation and
coding schemes
for (CTC)

Constellation

Code rate

CTC code size
(N, K)

BPSK

1/2

(3600,1800)

QPSK

1/2

(7200, 3600)

block size of (7200, 3600); for the non-cooperative schemes
we used BPSK and a CTC with block a size of (3600,
1800). For both cases, the code rate was set to 1/2 and a
Max Log MAP algorithm with 8 iterations was used.
Concerning the MIMO model and for the uplink system,
we extended the ITU time model to space-time, assuming
that the distance between antenna elements is far apart
enough to assume LM independent channels, i.e, we assume
independent fading processes. We consider that the UT has
just one antenna, the BS has 2 receiving antennas (M =2)
and the relay can have either 1 or 2 antennas (L=1 or 2). We
further assume perfect channel state information at both RN
and UT and the overall transmitted power is normalized to
1. For the downlink system, we use spatial transmitter
correlation matrix with an average angle of departure (AoD)
of 50º, the standard deviation of AoD set to 8º, and a spatial
receiver matrix (at RN and UT when equipped with an
antenna array) with an average angle of arrival (AoA) of
67.5º, standard deviation of AoA set to 68º, and antenna
spacing at both transmitter and receiver set to 0.5
wavelength.
The results of the relay-assisted and non-cooperative
schemes are presented in terms of the average BER as
function of Eb/N0, where Eb is the received energy per bit
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and N0/2 the bilateral power spectral density of the noise
added at the BS in the direct link. Since the aim is to
compare the performance using single or multiple antenna
relay in scenarios with different link qualities, we present
results considering different values of Eb/N0 for each links:
direct link Source-to-Destination (Eb/N0); Source-to-RN
(Eb/NR), and RN-to-Destination (Eb/N2), as shown in Table
IV. We define and focus our simulation efforts on three
scenarios, which will be referred to as scenarios I (all links
with similar quality), II (RN has a good connection to the
source) and III (RN have a good connection to the source
and destination). These scenarios definitions hold for UL
and DL communications as presented in Table III. Relay
assignment algorithms were not considered in this work,
i.e., algorithms to select the best terminals to cooperate.
However, some relay assignment algorithms can be found in
[26].
We compare the proposed relay-assisted schemes
against the non-cooperative or co-located uplink and
downlink systems. In the former, the non-cooperative
system is represented by the SISO and 1×M MRC point-topoint communication systems, i.e., cellular systems with a
single antenna at the UT and a BS with M antennas, where
the signals of each antenna are MRC combined.
In the latter, the non-cooperative systems used as
reference are the 2×1 and 2×2 MRC SFBC Alamouti pointto-point communication systems. Moreover, we compare the
single antenna relay-assisted schemes against the multiple
antenna ones. For the sake of simplicity, the numerical
results used for assessing the performance of the RA
schemes in the UL and DL communication will be presented
in two separate sections.
TABLE III: UPLINK AND DOWNLINK SIMULATION SCENARIOS.
Scenario
for UL/DL

Eb/N Relations with Eb/N0

Observations

I

Eb/N0=Eb/NR = Eb/N2

All links exhibit
similar quality

II

Eb/NR = Eb/N0+10dB

III

Eb/NR = Eb/N2 = Eb/N0
+10dB

1) Uplink Relay-Assisted Schemes
In order to assess RA schemes in UL communication, we
consider the different scenarios presented in Table III. The
first one assumes that all links have the same quality
(scenario I), i.e., Eb/N0= Eb/NR= Eb/N2. In the second one, the
quality of the UT-to-RN link is made 10 dB higher than the
direct link, i.e., Eb/NR= Eb/N0+10dB. This second scenario is
more realistic, since the RN is assumed to be near the UT. In
practical cellular systems the cooperative mode is only
activated if an active UT can see an idle one with a high link
quality. In the third scenario, the quality of the UT-to-RN
and RN-to-BS links is made 10 dB higher than the direct
link, i.e., Eb/NR= Eb/N2=Eb/N0+10 dB.
Fig. 3 shows results for the case at which all links have
similar quality. It suggests that the systems whose relay is
equipped with an antenna array outperform the ones that use
single antenna relays. In fact, the existence of an antenna
array at the RN dramatically improves the UT-to-RN link,
because it turns this channel into 1×2 SIMO, which provide
both 2-order diversity and antenna gain of approximately
3dB. Also, Fig. 3 shows that 1×1×2 RA DF is not working
properly, since the information that is erroneously hard
decoded at the relay will be seen as interference at the BS
and will not improve the system behavior. In this scenario,
EF schemes are preferable, as the relay only takes a soft
decision over the incoming data and the hard-decision is left
for the BS (after combining both signals received from direct
and cooperative links).For a BER target of 10-4, the 1×2×2
RA EF scheme yields about 3.6 dB of increase in Eb/N0, over
the non cooperative 1×2 MRC system.
Fig. 4 shows the performance of cooperative schemes for
scenarios where the UT-to-RN link is significantly better
than the other links. We consider the case where
ER/N0=Eb/N0+10dB and Eb/N0=Eb2/N0. Since the UT-to-RN
link is improved with respect to the previous scenario, all RA
systems reveal relative performance improvements.

RN has a good
connection to the
Source Node
RN has a good
connection to the
Source
and
Destination Nodes

10

BER

10

10

-1

-2

-3

TABLE IV: EB/N NOTATION FOR EACH LINK.
DL

UL

Eb/N

BS-to-UT

UT-to-BS

Eb/N0

BS-to-RN

UT-to-RN

Eb/NR

10

10

-4

-5

-6

Non Coop. 1x1 MRC
Non Coop. 1x2 MRC
Non Coop. 1x4 MRC
1x1x2 RA EF
1x1x2 RA DF
1x2x2 RA EF
1x2x2 RA DF
-4

-2

0

2

4

6

E /N of the direct link(dB)
b

RN-to-UT

RN-to-BS

Eb/N2

0

Figure 3. Performance comparison of RA schemes for the uplink: when
Eb/N0= Eb/NR= Eb/N2 (Scenario I).
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Figure 4. Performance comparison of RA schemes for the uplink: when
Eb/NR= Eb/N0+10dB (Scenario II).

In the 1×1×2 RA schemes, we observe that, for
increasingly higher Eb/N0 values (above 0 dB), 1×1×2 RA EF
outperforms 1×1×2 RA DF. The explanation for the 1×1×2
RA DF malfunction is the fact that the UT-to-RN SISO
channel is still not good enough to allow for proper hard
decoding at the RN. In the cases where the relay has a 2antenna array, the UT-to-RN link is not the performance
bottleneck anymore. The RA schemes are once again
improved by the use of 2 antennas at the relay and are now
better than non cooperative 1×2 MRC systems.
The performance of the 1×2×2 EF non cooperative is
similar to the one obtained with the 1×4 MRC systems.
Moreover, the 1×2×2 DF is even slightly better than 1×4
MRC in the studied range. This non cooperative system can
achieve a diversity order of 4 and an antenna gain of 6dB,
while the 1×2×2 DF can achieve a diversity order of 6 and an
antenna gain of 6 dB for the case where the data is
successfully decoded at RN. For a BER target of 10-4, 1×2×2
RA DF yields a gain of 6 dB and 0.7 dB with respect to non
cooperative 1×2 MRC and 1×4 MRC, respectively.
Fig. 5 summarizes results for the scenario when Eb/N2
and Eb/NR are equal to Eb/N0+10 dB (scenario III). It
evidences the fact that the proposed 1×2×2 RA schemes are
clearly better than the 1×1×2 RA ones, clearly showing the
benefit of using a 2-antenna array at the RN. It also confirms
that RA DF outperforms RA EF for low Eb/N0 values and the
opposite situation occurs as Eb/N0 increases. For a BER
target of 10-4, 1×2×2 RA schemes offer a gain of about 4 dB
with respect to non cooperative 1×4 MRC.
2) Downlink Relay-Assisted Schemes
To assess the RA schemes in DL communication, we also
consider the different scenarios presented in Table III.

Non Coop. 1x2 MRC
Non Coop. 1x4 MRC
1x1x2 RA EF
1x1x2 RA DF
1x2x2 RA EF
1x2x2 RA DF

-1

-2

-3

-4

-5

-10

-8

-6

-4

-2

0

2

4

6

E /N of the direct link(dB)
b

0

Figure 5. Performance comparison of single and multiple antenna RA
schemes for the uplink: when Eb/NR= Eb/N0+10dB and Eb/N2= Eb/N0+10dB
(scenario III).

Fig. 6 shows performance results for RA and noncooperative schemes for scenario I. From this figure we can
see that both RA schemes have a performance that is
between non cooperative 2×1 and 2×2 MRC SFBC systems.
For L=1, RA EF is preferable, whereas for L=2, RA DF is
better and also outperforms 2×1 MRC SFBC. The
explanation for the DF improvement relates to its high
sensitivity to the cooperative link. As its reliability improves
(as happens when the BS-to-RN link becomes MIMO 2×2
instead of MISO 2×1), the hard-decoding process that takes
place at the relay is more effective and less likely to produce
decoding errors, which will be regarded as interference noise
at the UT side. RA DF with L=2 yields a performance
improvement greater than 6 dB with respect to SISO, for a
BER target of 10-4.
In Fig. 7 we show the schemes performance under the
definitions of scenario II. The choice of this scenario for
downlink derives from the fact that, in most real situations,
the cooperative link has higher transmission quality
conditions than the direct link. From this figure we can
observe that the performance of both RA schemes is
improved in comparison with the previous scenario and that
all schemes also outperform non cooperative 2×1 MRC
SFBC. This is due to the fact that in the case that the links
between BS and RNs are highly reliable, most information is
successfully detected at the RN.
We also observe that cooperative systems perform almost
the same. Note that in the RN-to-UT link, where most of the
errors occur, the schemes behave as a SISO for 1 relay
scheme and as a MISO for 2-antenna relay scheme, which
have similar performances for low SNRs.
It is interesting to observe that the cooperative schemes
outperform the co-located MIMO system, already expected
for this scenario.
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Figure 6. Performance comparison of single and multiple antenna RA
schemes for the downlink: when Eb/N0= Eb/NR= E2/N0 (scenario I).
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Figure 8. Performance comparison of single and multiple antenna RA
schemes for the downlink: when Eb/NR= Eb/N0+10dB and Eb/N2=
Eb/N0+10dB (scenario III).

effectively eliminating the RN thermal noise, whereas the EF
scheme is being limited by the impact of that noise. We also
observe that, due to the antennas correlation and the high
quality of the cooperative links (BS-to-RN and RN-to-UT
are MIMO 2×L and L×1 channels, respectively), the gains of
RA systems with L=2 with respect to L=1 are smaller in
scenario III than in scenario I.
The aforementioned results suggest that the RA schemes
are severely limited by the relative quality of the cooperative
links, specially the BS-to-RN link. Thus, the success of the
cooperative schemes lies upon the choice of the relay in the
network. Ideally, it should be chosen so that the BS-to-RN
link is highly reliable.

Non Coop 2x1 SFBC
-1

-3

Eb/N0 of the direct link (dB)

Eb/N0 of the Direct Link (dB)

10

10

2x2x1 RA DF

-2

10

Eb/N0 of the direct dink (dB)

Figure 7. Performance comparison of single and multiple antenna RA
schemes for the downlink: when Eb/NR= Eb/N0+10dB (scenario II).

Despite almost all information being successfully
detected at the relay node, we particularly note that in the
reference MIMO case the channels of the two receiver
antennas are strongly correlated, while for the relay based
systems the channels between RN-to-UT and BS-to-UT links
are uncorrelated, increasing the diversity order and thus the
overall system performance. Note that for the downlink
scenario uncorrelated channels between both receiver and
transmitter antennas are not assumed.
Further performance improvements are verified when the
whole cooperative link is now 10 dB better than the direct
link, as is illustrated in Fig. 8, where the results for scenario
III are summed up.
In contrast with Fig. 7, Fig. 8 exhibits a slight
performance improvement of RA DF with respect to RA
EF. This is due to the fact that DF is decoding properly and

V. CONCLUSION
We proposed and evaluated single and multiple antenna
relay-assisted schemes designed for both the UL and DL
OFDM based systems. For each configuration, two types of
relay-assisted protocols were analyzed: equalize and forward
and decode and forward. These schemes were evaluated
under realistic scenarios based on WIMAX specifications
and compared against the non-cooperative/co-located SISO,
MISO, SIMO and MIMO systems.
Concerning UL systems, results have shown that all the
proposed relay-assisted schemes have better performances
than the non-cooperative ones in the studied scenarios.
Furthermore, it was shown that RA DF schemes outperform
RA EF when Eb/N0 is low and the quality of the UT-to-RN
link is of good quality. Otherwise, RA EF based relays are
preferable.
For DL systems, results have also shown that all the
proposed relay-assisted schemes perform better than the noncooperative ones. In scenarios where all the links have
approximately the same quality the RA EF outperforms the
RA DF. However, when the BS-to-RN link has good quality
is preferable to implement RA DF instead. In short, the UL
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and DL results have shown that it is possible to achieve
dramatic improvements in systems performance if the
proposed cooperative schemes are implemented, especially if
the relays are equipped with two-antenna arrays.
It is clear from the presented results that the proposed
cooperative schemes can be used to increase the coverage
and provide fairness, especially in scenarios where the
quality of the direct link is poor, as in urban environments
cluttered with buildings. Also, it is crucial to select the best
terminal to cooperate, i.e., the one with the higher sourcerelay link quality in order to achieve better performances.
Thus, efficient algorithms to select the best terminal are
absolutely fundamental in practical cellular systems.
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Abstract—In this paper we propose a simulation modeling
approach based on aggregate process times for the performance
analysis of order picking workstations in automated warehouses
with first-in-first-out processing of orders. The aggregate process
time distribution is calculated from tote arrival and departure
times. We refer to the aggregate process time as the effective
process time. An aggregate model uses the effective process
time distributions as input to predict tote and order flow times.
Results from experimental settings show that the aggregate model
accurately predicts the mean and variability of tote and order
flow times. As a case study, we develop an aggregate model to
predict flow times for a real, operating warehouse. The resulting
flow time predictions give satisfactory accuracy for both tote and
order flow times. Meaningful insights are obtained for improving
the performance of the warehouse.
Keywords—Order picking; Polling system; Simulation; Aggregation; Performance analysis

I. I NTRODUCTION
Order picking has been identified as the most expensive
process in a warehouse. It is estimated that 55% of the total
warehouse operating expenses is caused by order picking only
[2]. Even in automated warehouses, order picking remains a
very capital intensive operation [3]. This fact alone highlights
the importance of performance analysis and improvement of
order picking systems.
In this paper we consider a product-to-picker, end-of-aisle,
unit-load order picking system [4], with totes as unit-loads.
An AS/RS (Automated Storage/Retrieval System) is used to
retrieve product totes from a storage area. The totes are then
transported using conveyors to an order picking workstation.
At the workstation, a picker takes the required amount of
products from the totes. Afterwards, totes with remaining
items are stored back by the AS/RS.
For automated warehouses, the existing literature mostly
focuses on the AS/RS [5]. Koh, Kwon and Kim [6] developed
an analytical model for a miniload AS/RS with a horse-shoe
style buffer. Park, Foley, and Frazelle [7] analyzed the performance of a miniload AS/RS with two-class storage. Bozer
and Cho [8] derived closed-form analytical results to evaluate
the performance of AS/RS under stochastic demand. Hur et
al. [9] developed an M/G/1 queueing model to estimate
∗ This

article is an extended version of [1].

the performance of a unit-load AS/RS. Other references on
performance analysis of similar AS/RS are available in the
recent review by Roodbergen and Vis [4].
An order picking workstation can be regarded as a special type of polling system, where a number of queues is
attended by a single server in a certain order. Several analytical
queueing models of such systems exist, see e.g., references
[10] [11] [12] [13]. Typically these methods consider gated
or exhaustive service policies, or a combination of the two.
Another variation is the k−limited polling system where the
server continues to work at a queue until either a predefined
number of customers k is served or until the queue becomes
empty (see e.g., [14]). These polling variants, however, do not
fully correspond to the order picking workstation we consider.
In our case, a picker always completes an order before starting
to pick items for the next order. Hence, a picker may be idle
at one queue (i.e., waiting for the remaining totes to arrive)
while other queues are filled with totes.
We present a simulation model for quantifying the mean
and variability of tote and order flow times for this type of
order picking workstation. A key aspect of our model is that
we do not model in detail the various outages that contribute
to the flow time performance. That is, the human pickers,
picking faults, setup times, picking equipment failures, etc.
are not modeled in every detail. In practice, these are typically
difficult to quantify [15]. Instead, we model them by means
of an aggregate process time distribution. The idea is that we
want to obtain the aggregate process time distribution from tote
arrival and departure events of the order picking workstation
in operation. Here we start from the concept of EPT (Effective
Process Time) by Hopp and Spearman [16] and the concept of
measuring EPT distribution from arrival and departure events
[17], using a sample path equation [18].
Gu et al. [19] concluded in their recent literature review
that studies describing validated or applied design models,
and practical case studies will give important contributions
to warehouse research in the future. This paper includes an
extensive warehouse case study based on data obtained from
a real, operating warehouse.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the order picking workstation. Section III
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Fig. 1.

Order picking workstation.

describes the simulation model. Section IV elaborates the aggregation method and the EPT measurement method. Section
V discusses a number of validation experiments. Section VI
provides a case study to see the performance of the proposed
method in a realistic setting. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. S YSTEM DESCRIPTION
Figure 1 shows the layout of the order picking workstation
under study. This system can be classified as a product-topicker system [20]. Pickers work to fulfill orders. An order
consists of a number of order lines. The number of order lines
in an order is referred to as order size. Order sizes may vary
significantly. Internet orders, for example, may have a small
order size while orders from supermarkets may have a very
large order size. An order line represents the required number
of items from a certain SKU (Stock Keeping Unit). A product
tote contains items of the same SKU type.
At the order picking workstation, arriving product totes form
queues on buffer conveyors. Once the picker and the required
product tote are available, the product tote will be removed
from the buffer conveyor and transported to the pick position
where the picker stands. The picker then picks a number of
required items from the product tote and puts them in an order
tote. The picker works on one order at a time until all lines of
the order have been picked and the order is said to be finished.
When an order is finished, the picker moves the finished order
tote to a take-away conveyor that brings the order tote to a
consolidation area. It is possible that more than one order tote
is needed to fulfill an order due to the number of required
items in that order or the size of the items being picked. In
that case we assume the order has been split into suborders
accordingly, which means that in the remainder of this paper
we assume that every order corresponds to a single order tote.
If a product tote is not yet empty after item-picking, the tote
will be returned to the storage area using a return conveyor.

Order picking workstations have a typical characteristic that
distinguishes them from ordinary manufacturing workstations.
An order picking workstation receives a number of product
totes for different orders. In the type of system that we consider
here, the picker can only pick items from the product totes that
belong to the order currently being processed, known as the
active order. As such, only product totes required to fulfill the
active order are sent in a FIFO (First-In-First-Out) sequence
from the buffer conveyor to the pick position, while all other
product totes wait in the queue. If there are no product totes
in the queue that belong to the active order, then the picker
will be idle although totes for other orders may be present. In
this system, totes of three orders may arrive simultaneously
at the buffer conveyor. They are sorted such that the picker
always has access to the totes of the active order.
Once all order lines of the active order are finished, the next
order is processed following a FIFO sequence. Subsequently,
product totes for this new order are sent to the pick position.
Note that only one active order is allowed in the system under
consideration as shown in Figure 1. In other order picking
systems it might be possible that more than one active order
is processed, allowing the picker to pick items for multiple
orders simultaneously. We do not consider these here.
Two performance measures are particularly of interest for
this order picking workstation, namely the tote and order flow
times. Tote flow time is defined as the total time spent by
a tote at the order picking workstation, which starts when a
tote arrives at the workstation and ends when it departs the
workstation. Order flow time is defined as the time required
to complete an order, which starts when the first product tote
of an order arrives at the workstation and ends when the last
product tote of the order has left the workstation. A complete
order means that all items required for the order have been
picked into the order tote.
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Fig. 3.

Aggregation method.

IV. AGGREGATION METHOD AND EPT MEASUREMENT

Fig. 2.

Order picking workstation as a polling system.

III. S IMULATION MODEL DESCRIPTION
Figure 2 shows the simulation model representation of
the order picking workstation. The workstation is modeled
as a polling system with a single server S and k infinite
queues. The queues are denoted by Qi , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1.
The number of queues k indicates the maximal number of
orders for which product totes simultaneously arrive in the
workstation; that is, order IDs of arriving product totes may
be shuffled. Totes arrive with a rate of λ. Each tote has an
id that denotes the order ID to which the tote belongs. All
arriving totes with the same id are put into the same queue.
When the first tote of a new order enters a queue, a gate is
immediately set for that queue. The gate indicates the number
of totes required for the order, which equals to the order length.
The gate is kept open until all totes for the corresponding
order have arrived at the queue. Once the last tote of the order
has arrived, the gate is closed. In Figure 2 an open gate is
represented by a dotted line and a closed gate is represented
by a solid line in the queue.
A new order is created each time the gate for another order
has been closed. The variable id is increased by one and the
totes arriving for new order are put in queue Qi where i =
id modulo k. In Figure 2, for example, the gates of orders
0 and 2 have been closed and thus two new orders can be
started. If the number of queues k = 5 (as in Figure 2), then
the new orders 5 and 6 are put into queues Q0 and Q1 .
The server attends the queues in a cyclic direction, causing
the orders to be served in FIFO sequence. The server will
switch to the next queue only if the gate for the current queue
has been closed and all totes in front of the gate have been
served. If the server is done processing all totes in front of the
gate but the gate is still open, then the server will become idle
at the queue. In this case, the server waits until the remaining
totes for the queue arrive.

The process time used in this paper represents an aggregation of all components that contribute to the processing time
at the order picking workstation. We refer to the aggregate
process time as the effective process time or EPT for short (see
[16]). Jacobs et al. [17] presented an algorithm to compute
EPT realizations directly from arrival and departure events
for infinitely buffered workstations with single-lot processing.
Subsequent studies using this concept have been conducted
for equipments in manufacturing lines with blocking [18],
equipments in assembly lines [21], and batch equipments [22].
The former two studies employed sample path equations to
calculate EPT realizations. We will do so here as well.
An order picking workstation is characterized by several
process time components (see Figure 3). At the core of
the process is the time required for picking items, which is
referred to as the raw pick time. In addition to the raw pick
time, pickers may require some setup time (change-over time)
between processing of orders. Conveyor systems may break
down, causing unavoidable delays. Picker availability is also
an issue since it is likely that a picker is sometimes not present
at the workstation. In our aggregate model (see Figure 3) these
components are aggregated into a single EPT distribution. The
idea is then to reconstruct the EPT distribution directly from
tote arrival and departure times registered at the operating order picking workstation under consideration, with the obvious
advantage that one does not need to quantify each component
contributing to the process time.

Fig. 4.

Gantt chart example.
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An EPT realization is calculated for each departing tote,
which equals the total amount of time a tote claims capacity
even if the tote is not yet in physical process. When EPT
realizations for all departing totes have been obtained, an EPT
distribution with mean te and squared coefficient of variation
c2e is created. We typically assume a gamma distribution,
but other distributions may equally well be used. A gamma
distribution is relatively easy to construct since the scale and
shape parameters are readily obtainable from the mean and
variance of the empirical EPT realizations.
Figure 4 shows an example of arrivals and departures of six
totes at an order picking workstation. Totes 1, 2, and 3 belong
to order p, Tote 4 belongs to order q, and Totes 5 and 6 belong
to order r. An arrival Ai occurs at the moment a product tote i
enters the buffer conveyor of the order picking workstation. A
departure Di occurs when item picking has been finished and
the respective product tote i is moved to the return conveyor
or to the take-away conveyor (see Figure 1).
EPT realizations are calculated using the following sample
path equation:
EPTi = Di − max{Ai , Di−1 }

(1)

th

here Di denotes the time epoch of i departing tote. Ai denotes the arrival epoch of the corresponding ith departing tote.
The bottom part of Figure 4 illustrates how EPT realizations
are obtained using Equation (1).
The first tote of an order typically may have a different
EPT distribution compared to the other totes in an order.
The reason is that each time a picker starts working on a
new order, a number of extra activities are performed. These
activities include moving the active order tote to the take away
conveyor, scanning the barcode of a new order tote to be
used for the next order, and placing the order tote at the pick
position. Furthermore, pickers may leave their workstations
for a break after finishing an order. These are setup activities,
which usually only take place in preparation of picking items
from the first product tote of a new order. Consequently, EPTs
of the first tote typically include a setup time whereas the
remaining totes do not. Therefore, we sort EPTs into EPTs
for the first totes and EPTs for the remaining totes. So in
our aggregate model we will use two distribution functions,
accordingly, which we refer to as the 1st tote difference EPT
approach.

Fig. 5.

EPT-based aggregation.

V. VALIDATION EXPERIMENTS
This section presents simulation experiments to validate
the proposed aggregate modeling method. First, we create a
detailed model to be used as a test case representing the ”reallife” operating order picking workstation. We simulate this
detailed model at a certain utilization level (referred to as the
training point) to generate tote arrival and departure events.
Subsequently, these events are used as input for the sample
path equation to calculate EPT realizations. Two gamma EPT
distributions are constructed namely for the first totes and
the remaining totes. Next, we simulate the detailed model at
various utilization levels to measure the mean and variability
of tote and order flow times.
In the aggregate model, we use the EPT distributions to
sample the aggregate process time for totes that are being
processed. The aggregate model is then simulated at the same
utilization levels as the detailed model. We compare the mean
and variability of tote and order flow times from the aggregate
model with those of the detailed model. In this way, we
assess the accuracy of flow time predictions by the aggregate
modeling method.
A. Detailed model
The detailed model represents the real system under study,
namely the order picking workstation with a number of process
time components including raw picking time, setups and
disturbances. This system is modeled as a polling system
with three queues shown in Figure 5. As such, we assume

TABLE I
DATA OF ORDER SIZES AND THEIR FREQUENCIES .

Size
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Freq.
331
243
257
181
195
208
147
91
134
90

Size
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Freq.
80
67
41
24
34
42
19
14
17
27

Size
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Freq.
20
20
12
13
7
10
6
12
20
5

Size
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Freq.
11
6
5
12
11
12
7
9
8
6

Size
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Freq.
11
10
11
12
7
2
3
5
3
1
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B. Measured EPT
To measure EPT realizations we first generate arrival and
departure events from the detailed model at a training point of
0.8δmax , where δmax is the maximum throughput of the detailed
model. Through simulation we obtain δmax = 0.05 totes per
second. Arrival and departure events of 1,000,000 product
totes are then generated. Subsequently, EPT realizations are
calculated using Equation (1).
We apply the 1st tote difference as explained in Section IV.
Two EPT distributions with parameters te,1 = 31.15 seconds,
c2e,1 = 0.59 and te,2+ = 18.69 seconds, c2e,2+ = 1.61 are
obtained for the first and remaining totes of orders, respectively. Suppose now we do not apply the 1st tote difference.
That is, we do not distinguish between EPT realizations of the
first totes and the remaining totes of orders. Without the 1st
tote difference we obtain one EPT distribution with parameters
te = 20.08 seconds and c2e = 1.44.
Figure 6 shows the CDF (Cumulative Distribution Function)
of EPT realizations with and without 1st tote difference. With
the 1st tote difference we obtain two significantly different
EPT distributions for the first and remaining totes of orders.
Without the 1st tote difference, the EPT distribution of all totes
is very similar to the EPT distribution of the remaining totes
using the 1st tote difference. This is because the number of
EPT realizations of remaining totes is significantly larger than
the first totes.

Empirical CDF

1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
F(x)

that totes for three orders are generated simultaneously to the
workstation, each with an exponential rate of 13 λ. Orders have
different sizes as given in Table I.
The server S in Figure 5 represents a picker, which is
characterized by the mean values of raw pick time E(B), order
tote setup E(S), and other disturbances E(X). The raw pick
time is assumed to be gamma distributed with a mean of 17.5
seconds and an SCV (Squared Coefficient of Variation) of 0.8.
The SCV is defined as the variance divided by the square of
mean raw pick time. An order tote setup is performed each
time a picker starts working on a new order. We assume that
the order tote setup is uniformly distributed between 10.0 and
15.0 seconds. Other disturbances such as incorrect product
tote administration, unreadable barcode on the product tote,
distraction from other pickers, etc. occur during item picking.
These disturbances are assumed to take place on average every
30 minutes, with a duration of on average 2 minutes. Both
times are assumed to be exponentially distributed.
This model has been implemented using the process algebra
based simulation language χ (Chi) 1.0 [23]. χ uses a pseudorandom number generator based on Mersenne Twister [24]
to generate samples from distributions. But other simulation
packages may of course be used as well.
The experimental setup used for the detailed model is as
follows. The arrival and departure data are generated in a
single simulation run of 1,000,000 totes. To measure the mean
and variability of tote and order flow times we perform 30
simulation runs of 300,000 totes and a warm up period of
30,000 totes at utilization levels ranging from 0.30 to 0.95.

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2

EPTs all totes
EPTs first totes
EPTs remaining totes

0.1
0

0

20

Fig. 6.

40

x
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CDF of EPT realizations.

C. Analytical EPT
The mean EPT for this system can be obtained analytically by applying the EPT formula for nonpreemptive and
preemptive outages consecutively [16]. Order tote setup is a
nonpreemptive outage because the setup only occurs between
picking. Other disturbances, on the contrary, can be seen as a
preemptive outage since they occur during picking. Since the
formula in [16] assumes no distinction between job types, the
resulting analytical mean EPT is as if the 1st tote difference
is not applied.
Let t0 , σ02 , and c20 be the mean raw pick time, its variance,
and its SCV, respectively. The order tote setup is characterized
by the mean setup time ts , its variance σs2 and the number of
jobs between setup Ns (or the mean order size from Table I).
The mean EPT te , effective variance σe2 , and effective SCV
c2e after including the order tote setup (nonpreemptive outage)
are [16]:
te = t0 +

ts
σ2
σ2
Ns − 1 2 2
ts , ce = 2e
, σe2 = σ02 + s +
Ns
Ns
Ns2
te

(2)

Next we include other disturbances (preemptive outage) in
the EPT calculation. te , σe2 , and c2e obtained previously become
t0 , σ02 , and c20 . Mean EPT te and effective SCV c2e after
including the preemptive outage are [16]:
A=

mf
t
mr
, te = 0 , c2e = c20 + (1 + c2r )A(1 − A)
mf + mr
A
t0

(3)

where mf is the mean time between two consecutive disturbances, mr is the mean repair time, and c2r is the SCV of the
repair times.
Applying the above formula with assumptions used in the
detailed model, we obtain te = 20.06 seconds and c2e = 1.43.
Comparing these values with the measured EPT without 1st
tote difference (see Section V-B), we get errors of 0.11% and
0.81% for te and c2e , respectively. This result validates our
method of measuring EPT realizations from tote arrival and
departure events.
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Flow time prediction without 1st tote difference.

D. Aggregate model
The aggregate model comprises a single-server with aggregate process times sampled from EPT distributions. With
the 1st tote difference, two EPT distributions with means
and SCVs te,1 , c2e,1 , and te,2+ , c2e,2+ are used for the first
and remaining totes, respectively. Without 1st tote difference,
the EPT distribution has mean te and SCV c2e . The sampled
aggregate process time represents the duration in which the
capacity is claimed by a tote.
The aggregate model is simulated at the same utilization
levels as the detailed model (see Section V-A). At each
utilization level, 30 simulation runs of 300,000 totes and a
warm up period of 30,000 totes are performed. We evaluate
the flow time prediction accuracy of the aggregate model with
and without 1st tote difference by comparing the flow times
from the aggregate model with that of the detailed model.
E. Flow time prediction
Figure 7 shows the tote and order flow time predictions with
1st tote difference. The first tote of an order is assigned with
an aggregate process time that is significantly larger than the
remaining totes (see the values of te,1 and te,2+ in Section
V-B). This imposes a longer flow time for the first totes of
orders. Therefore the remaining totes have to wait longer
before they are processed. Consequently, the aggregate model

correctly predicts both tote and order flow times. Errors for
mean and variability of flow time prediction are less than 0.5%
and 3.0%, respectively for both tote and order flow times.
Figure 8 shows the tote and order flow time predictions
without 1st tote difference. Flow time predictions by the aggregate model are consistently lower than the flow times from the
detailed model. This observation can be explained as follows.
The processing time for all totes in the aggregate model are
sampled from an EPT distribution with parameters te = 20.08
seconds and c2e = 1.44 (see Section V-B). However, this te
is significantly lower than the mean EPT of the first totes of
orders te,1 = 31.15 seconds when using 1st tote difference.
This causes the aggregate model to underestimate the flow
times of the first totes of orders because they are processed
much faster in the aggregate model than in the detailed
model. The flow times of the remaining totes are affected as
well. These totes have shorter waiting time in the buffer and
therefore their flow times become lower as well.
Figure 9 compares the percentage error in flow time predictions with and without 1st tote difference. It is clear that the
1st tote difference approach increases the flow time prediction
accuracy.
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Percentage error of flow time prediction

F. Effect of order size distribution
We investigate the effect of using different order size
distributions on the accuracy of flow time prediction by the
aggregate model. Geometric and uniform distributions are used
for this purpose. A geometric distribution allows us to model
an order pattern with many small orders (e.g., internet orders,
slow-moving products) or an order pattern with many large
orders (e.g., supermarket orders and fast-moving products). A
uniform distribution allows us to model an order pattern with
a predefined maximum order length.
The geometric distribution for order size is given by its
probability mass function:
P {X = n} = (1 − p)(n−1) p
where n is the order size and two values of p are used namely
0.8 and 0.2. With p = 0.8 the order size distribution is shorttailed and most orders will have a size of 1 tote. On the
contrary, with p = 0.2 the order size distribution is long-tailed
and most orders will have a size larger than 1 tote.
For the uniform distribution, we set the maximum order size
nmax = 20. As such, the probability that an order size takes
any value between 1 and 20 is fixed at 0.05.
Each order size distribution is used in a simulation experiment with 30 replications of 300,000 totes and a warm up
period of 30,000 totes. Again, we evaluate flow time predictions from two aggregate models namely with and without 1st
tote difference. In each simulation replication, the mean and
variability of individual flow times are calculated as ϕ and
c2ϕ , respectively. We take the average of all 30 replications
to get the mean values of both performance measures ϕ̄ and
c̄2ϕ . Subsequently, a two sample t-test at significance level
α = 0.05 is conducted to compare the mean flow time from
the detailed model ϕ̄D with that of the aggregate model ϕ̄A .
The following two-sided hypothesis is tested.
H0 : ϕ̄D = ϕ̄A
H1 : ϕ̄D 6= ϕ̄A
The results are shown in Tables II and III. Prediction errors
(in %) are indicated in the columns labeled with % e.

The aggregate model with 1st tote difference predicts the
mean flow times of both tote and order significantly better
than the one without 1st tote difference. This can be seen from
the resulting p-value of the t-test. Without 1st tote difference,
the p-value is significant at some utilization levels (p < 0.05).
At those values we reject H0 and conclude that the mean flow
times from the detailed and aggregate model are different.
However, all p-values are not significant for the aggregate
model with 1st tote difference. Hence, we cannot reject H0 and
accept that the mean flow time of the detailed model is similar
to the mean flow time predicted by the aggregate model.
The errors for flow time SCV are larger for the order size
distribution that has high probability of small orders (see
columns % e c̄2ϕA and % e c̄2ϕA1 in Tables II and III). For
this type of order size distribution, setups between orders
are performed more frequently. The error occurs because the
gamma distributed EPTs do not correspond fully to the setup
time, which is a convolution of a uniform and a gamma
distribution. Consequently the errors of flow time variability
increase as the EPT distribution is sampled more frequently.
In this case, a more detailed fit for the EPT distribution of
the first totes is required. We refer to [25] for alternative EPT
distribution fits. However, if the probability of having small
orders is low, then using a gamma distribution is sufficient.
For geometrically distributed order size with p = 0.8,
the errors for mean flow time prediction without the 1st tote
difference % e ϕ̄A are all positive. That is, the predicted flow
times from the aggregate model consistently overestimate the
real flow times. This can be explained as follows. Recall that
without 1st tote difference all EPT realizations are collected
into a single bucket. In the case of geometric distribution with
p = 0.8, most orders have a size of 1 tote. Therefore, most
EPT realizations are high because EPTs include setup time
for orders with size of 1. The resulting EPT distribution has
a high mean EPT te . Since only one EPT distribution is used
for sampling the aggregate process time, totes that do not
require setup time (remaining totes of an order) also have high
aggregate process times. This causes extra waiting for totes in
the buffer and consequently higher flow times.
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TABLE II
T OTE FLOW TIME ( IN SECONDS ) AND ITS VARIABILITY.

u

Detailed (D)
ϕ̄D
c̄2ϕD

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

200.47
179.69
174.53
180.91
200.80
245.98
379.11
625.63

2.35
1.81
1.38
1.05
0.80
0.63
0.60
0.66

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

1071.00
875.53
771.43
719.18
707.24
744.15
899.89
1184.60

1.22
1.07
0.91
0.76
0.61
0.46
0.33
0.31

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

1161.10
938.48
815.37
746.40
716.53
730.08
845.82
1089.00

0.90
0.80
0.69
0.58
0.48
0.37
0.29
0.31

Aggregate without 1st tote difference (A)
ϕ̄A
c̄2ϕA
% e ϕ̄A % e c̄2ϕA p-value
Geometric p = 0.8
203.47 2.30
1.50
−2.32
0.00
182.82 1.76
1.74
−3.06
0.00
177.71 1.33
1.82
−4.09
0.00
184.06 0.99
1.74
−5.69
0.00
203.87 0.73
1.53
−8.07
0.00
248.88 0.57
1.18
−10.33
0.00
381.60 0.54
0.66
−10.03
0.27
630.62 0.62
0.80
−5.61
0.57
Geometric p = 0.2
1064.40 1.23
−0.61
0.86
0.03
868.49 1.08
−0.80
1.16
0.01
763.87 0.93
−0.98
1.43
0.00
710.85 0.77
−1.16
1.71
0.00
697.83 0.62
−1.33
1.87
0.00
732.88 0.46
−1.52
1.49
0.00
886.05 0.33
−1.54
−0.41
0.01
1173.30 0.32
−0.96
2.79
0.46
Uniform nmax = 20
1157.60 0.90
−0.30
0.22
0.05
934.43 0.80
−0.43
0.29
0.01
810.86 0.69
−0.55
0.29
0.00
741.42 0.58
−0.67
0.18
0.00
710.72 0.48
−0.81
−0.09
0.00
722.78 0.37
−1.00
−0.90
0.00
836.96 0.28
−1.05
−4.59
0.01
1089.40 0.31
0.05
0.40
0.97

Aggregate with 1st tote difference (A1)
ϕ̄A1
c̄2ϕA1
% e ϕ̄A1 % e c̄2ϕA1 p-value
200.42
179.62
174.37
180.68
200.57
246.08
380.24
637.12

2.34
1.79
1.35
1.00
0.74
0.57
0.55
0.63

−0.02
−0.04
−0.09
−0.12
−0.11
0.04
0.30
1.84

−0.73
−1.39
−2.54
−4.49
−7.21
−9.24
−8.44
−3.70

0.92
0.86
0.67
0.58
0.63
0.89
0.62
0.25

1070.40
874.89
770.88
718.62
706.43
742.79
896.99
1187.20

1.22
1.07
0.91
0.76
0.60
0.45
0.31
0.31

−0.06
−0.07
−0.07
−0.08
−0.11
−0.18
−0.32
0.22

0.08
0.07
−0.02
−0.17
−0.43
−1.32
−4.03
−0.67

0.83
0.80
0.81
0.80
0.72
0.61
0.56
0.87

1163.00
939.91
816.49
747.17
716.55
728.51
841.58
1087.90

0.90
0.79
0.69
0.58
0.47
0.36
0.28
0.30

0.16
0.15
0.14
0.10
0.00
−0.22
−0.50
−0.10

−0.21
−0.26
−0.38
−0.59
−0.94
−1.79
−5.57
−3.29

0.28
0.31
0.36
0.51
0.99
0.26
0.21
0.94

TABLE III
O RDER FLOW TIME ( IN SECONDS ) AND ITS VARIABILITY.

u

Detailed (D)
ϕ̄D
c̄2ϕD

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

272.23
233.51
217.59
216.79
231.56
272.85
402.98
648.27

1.65
1.33
1.05
0.81
0.63
0.51
0.52
0.61

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

1917.30
1510.30
1279.30
1142.40
1070.10
1061.80
1182.30
1452.10

0.42
0.38
0.34
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.16
0.19

0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.95

2728.70
2106.20
1742.50
1512.30
1366.50
1292.30
1339.30
1553.20

0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.09
0.09
0.13

Aggregate without 1st tote difference (A)
ϕ̄A
c̄2ϕA
% e ϕ̄A % e c̄2ϕA p-value
Geometric p = 0.8
275.21 1.64
1.09
−0.75
0.00
236.61 1.31
1.33
−1.17
0.00
220.76 1.03
1.46
−1.96
0.00
219.94 0.78
1.45
−3.44
0.00
234.62 0.59
1.32
−6.02
0.00
275.78 0.47
1.07
−8.99
0.00
405.54 0.47
0.64
−9.52
0.26
653.30 0.57
0.78
−5.37
0.57
Geometric p = 0.2
1911.20 0.43
−0.32
1.29
0.12
1503.50 0.39
−0.45
1.83
0.03
1271.80 0.35
−0.58
2.34
0.01
1134.20 0.31
−0.72
2.91
0.00
1060.70 0.26
−0.88
3.46
0.00
1050.40 0.21
−1.07
3.36
0.00
1168.30 0.16
−1.18
0.91
0.01
1440.80 0.19
−0.78
4.00
0.46
Uniform nmax = 20
2729.70 0.15
0.04
0.39
0.75
2106.40 0.14
0.01
0.56
0.94
1742.10 0.13
−0.02
0.69
0.84
1511.30 0.12
−0.06
0.75
0.58
1364.60 0.10
−0.13
0.60
0.26
1288.90 0.09
−0.27
−0.27
0.04
1334.00 0.08
−0.40
−5.35
0.13
1556.90 0.13
0.23
1.90
0.81

Aggregate with 1st tote difference (A1)
ϕ̄A1
c̄2ϕA1
% e ϕ̄A1 % e c̄2ϕA1 p-value
272.16
233.42
217.41
216.55
231.32
272.98
404.19
659.89

1.64
1.31
1.02
0.78
0.58
0.46
0.47
0.58

−0.02
−0.04
−0.08
−0.11
−0.10
0.05
0.30
1.79

−0.56
−1.14
−2.23
−4.20
−7.12
−9.49
−8.54
−3.54

0.91
0.84
0.68
0.59
0.64
0.86
0.60
0.25

1917.20
1510.00
1278.90
1142.00
1069.40
1060.50
1179.50
1454.80

0.42
0.39
0.34
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.18

0.00
−0.02
−0.03
−0.04
−0.07
−0.13
−0.24
0.19

0.15
0.17
0.07
−0.11
−0.44
−1.62
−5.15
−0.86

0.99
0.92
0.90
0.87
0.77
0.64
0.58
0.87

2732.20
2108.90
1744.60
1513.90
1367.10
1291.10
1335.10
1551.70

0.15
0.14
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.08
0.12

0.13
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.05
−0.09
−0.32
−0.10

−0.33
−0.46
−0.69
−1.03
−1.65
−3.07
−8.11
−3.76

0.25
0.25
0.26
0.34
0.66
0.45
0.20
0.91
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VI. C ASE S TUDY
A case study with data obtained from an operating automated warehouse is used to illustrate the applicability of our
method in a real warehouse setting. The warehouse shown
in Figure 10 distributes slow-moving products to a number
of supermarkets in the Netherlands. Three processing units
are present in the warehouse, namely miniloads, a conveyor
loop, and order picking workstations. Miniloads provide temporary storage spaces for product totes. The conveyor loop
transports product totes from the miniload to the order picking
workstations, and the other way around. Three order picking
workstations, with a similar structure as shown in Figure 1,
are available to process customer orders. We predict the flow
time of totes and orders at the order picking workstation using
an aggregate simulation model. These flow times exclude the
time spent while retrieving the totes from the miniload and the
time spent by the totes while traveling on the conveyor loop.
That is, the tote and order flow times start when a tote and the
first tote of an order arrive at the order picking workstations,
respectively.
A. Data processing
The data consist of event logs collected via Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLC) from all processing units in the warehouse. From this PLC data we extract tote arrival and departure
events at the order picking workstations. EPT realizations are
then calculated using Equation 1. Other parameters are also
extracted from the event data, including the interarrival times
of totes, order lengths, and the order release strategy. These
parameters are the input for the aggregate simulation model to
predict tote and order flow times. Subsequently, we compare
the predicted flow times with the flow times measured from the
data. This demonstrates the prediction accuracy of the method
when applied to the data from a real, operating warehouse.

Figure 11 depicts the flow chart of activities performed in this
case study.
Arrival and departure events from three working days are
extracted from the PLC data for all three order picking
workstations. An event consists of type (arrival or departure),
time, order ID, order length, and tote ID. Some recorded
events may be inconsistent or extreme outliers; e.g., a tote may
have an arrival recorded without a departure, or the other way
around. Extreme outliers are present when some exceptionally
large delays occur between two events, for instance due to
lunch breaks. These breaks occur also when there are some
totes still waiting in the buffer. The outliers cause very large
values for the EPT of the next required tote waiting to be
served, the tote flow times of all totes in the buffer, and
the order flow times pertaining to the totes in the buffer.
Therefore, we filter the arrival and departure events to exclude
inconsistent events and large delays between two events if they
are longer than 60 seconds. This threshold has been chosen
based on the observation that it is very unlikely that there is
no arrival or departure event at all within 60 seconds from the
previous event. Only 2.8% of all arrival and departure events
are discarded due to data filtering. The remaining arrival and
departure events (97.2%) are used to extract EPTs, interarrival
times, order lengths, and order release strategy.
The calculated EPTs are sorted based on the 1st tote
difference rule into EPTs of the first totes and EPTs of the
remaining totes. We observed that many large EPTs occur
when not all totes for the active order are present in the buffer
as the picker starts picking. That is, the EPTs are smaller
when the picker finds all totes for the active order present in
the buffer. This observation holds for both the EPTs of the
first totes and the EPTs of the remaining totes. As such, we
further sort the EPTs based on the completeness of totes in
the buffer when the picker starts picking a tote. This results

product
totes

Miniload

Order
Sequence
Point

product totes from
replenishment

Conveyor
buffer
lane

product
tote

Workstation
operator

active order tote

to consolidation
order tote

Fig. 10.
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product tote

Layout of an automated warehouse.

take-away
conveyor

Fig. 11.

Case study flow chart.
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Fig. 12.

Sorting of EPTs.

in four types of EPT as shown in Figure 12, namely EPTs
first totes complete (1st , c), EPTs first totes incomplete (1st , i),
EPTs remaining totes complete (2+, c), and EPTs remaining
totes incomplete (2+, i). We use shifted gamma distributions
to represent all four EPT distributions because the EPTs can
never be smaller than a certain value. Hence, using a shifted
gamma distribution with the minimum EPT value as offset
should produce a better fit than using a gamma distribution as
previously done in Section V. Figure 13 visualizes the EPT
distributions gathered from workstation 1. The EPTs have been
normalized due to data confidentiality. We can see that there
are significant differences between all four EPT distributions.
It is therefore important to distinguish the EPTs based on the
1st tote difference approach and completeness.
The interarrival distribution can be easily extracted from
the tote arrival times at the workstation. However, these
interarrival times alone are not sufficient. We also need to
reconstruct the order release strategy used in the operating
warehouse. Such strategy determines to which order the next
arriving tote belongs. Since tote and order flow times are
affected by the sequence in which totes arrive, the flow time
prediction accuracy also depends on how accurate the order
release strategy is modeled in the aggregate simulation model

as compared to the reality. The order release strategy is reconstructed also from the arrival and departure events, as follows.
We create several so-called buckets for each order length.
When the first tote a new order arrives at the workstation,
the order length of that order is registered. Afterwards, we
count the number of totes arriving subsequently for this order
until the arrival of the first tote of the next order. The resulting
number of totes is then collected into the corresponding bucket
based on the order length. Next, an empirical distribution
function of the number of totes is created for each bucket.
These distributions will be used in the aggregate simulation
model to sample the number of totes to be generated for the
active order before generating the first tote of the next order.
To assess the quality of the reconstructed order release
strategy, we compare the interarrival time of orders from the
real data with the simulation. The order interarrival time is
defined as the time between the arrival of the first totes of
new orders. The result is depicted in Figure 14. The interarrival
times have been normalized due to data confidentiality. The
reconstructed order release strategy resembles the order release
strategy used in the operating warehouse.
B. Flow time prediction
The aggregate simulation model shown in Figure 15 is
used to predict the tote and order flow time of the operating
warehouse. We model the system as a closed queueing network
with two sequential servers namely the miniload and the
workstation. The input parameters used in each server are
shown in the figure.
The miniload generates new totes for the workstation if there
is a space available in the finite buffer of the workstation. For
each tote generated, the miniload determines the interarrival
time of the tote, the tote ID, the order ID, and the order length.
Since totes from multiple orders are generated simultaneously,
the order release strategy reconstructed previously is used to
determine the order ID indicating the order to which a tote
belongs. The order release strategy works as follows. Suppose
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Aggregate simulation model of the operating warehouse.

the system is empty and the miniload generates the first tote
of order X with an order length of 5 totes. At that moment
we say that a new order, i.e., order X, has entered the system.
We sample from the corresponding bucket, that is the bucket
for order length 5, the number of totes N to be generated
for order X before generating the next order. Suppose we
sample N = 3, this means the next three generated totes will
belong to order X. The fourth generated tote belongs to a new
order, e.g., order Y . Now two orders are in the system and the
miniload will decide based on a certain probability whether the
tote generated next belongs to order X, order Y , or another
0.35
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new order. If all totes of order X has been generated, then the
value N will be sampled again from the correct bucket based
on the order length of order Y . The interarrival time of totes
are sampled from the interarrival time distribution.
The workstation is modeled as a polling system with a finite
buffer. The EPT for each tote being processed is sampled from
one of the four EPT distributions, depending on the type of
the tote and the completeness of totes for the active order.
For example, if the tote is the first tote of an order and not
all totes for this order are present in the buffer at the start of
picking, then the EPT for this tote will be sampled from the
distribution of EPTs 1st incomplete.
The aggregate simulation model has been run with 50 replications each with a run length of 1,000,000 totes excluding
a warm-up period of 300,000 totes for all three workstations.
The predicted flow times from the aggregate simulation model
are then compared with the real flow times from the data.
The resulting flow time distributions shown in Figures 16
and 17 suggest that the aggregate simulation model accurately
predicts the flow time of totes and orders. Indeed, the errors of
mean tote and order flow time prediction are less than 5.5%.
We also observe that the tote flow time variability is better
predicted than orders flow time variability. That is, in Figure 16
the aggregate model consistently overestimates the occurrence
of small values of tote flow times.
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C. Discussion

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose a method to predict the mean
and variability of tote and order flow times for a singleserver order picking workstation by means of a simulation
model that is based on an aggregate process time distribution.
Arrival and departure data of totes are the only input required
to calculate the aggregate process time distribution. Inspired
by [16], we refer to the aggregate process time as Effective
Process Time. We actually distinguish two types of EPT
realizations namely for the first totes and for the remaining
totes of orders, which we refer to as the 1st tote difference EPT
method. We have demonstrated in the simulation validation
study that this separation is important because the EPTs of
the first totes are not identically distributed with the EPTs
of the remaining totes. Therefore we sort the EPTs into two
EPT distributions. We then fit a gamma distribution to these
empirical EPT distribution data, but in principle any other
suitable distributions may be used. The two gamma EPT
distributions are used to sample the aggregate process time
in the aggregate simulation model. We find that the proposed
method accurately predicts the mean and variability of tote
and order flow times.
We apply the method to data obtained from a real, operating warehouse. The flow time prediction by the aggregate
simulation model has satisfactory accuracy, even with the
relatively small amount of arrival and departure data. Practical
insights for performance improvement are proposed based on
the observation of EPTs from the real data. The resulting
EPT distributions represent the actual pick rate of an order
picking workstation, which for performance analysis purposes
can be compared to the expected pick rate. The aggregate
simulation model can further be used to evaluate the order
picking workstation’s performance under different settings.
The proposed method can also be used for manufacturing
workstations processing a number of different product types,
where switching from one product type to another requires
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We found that tote and order overtaking exist in the real
warehouse. Overtaking of totes occur when the picker picks
a product tote that did not arrive the earliest for the active
order. Any time loss due to overtaking is not accounted for
in the EPT calculation using Equation 1. Overtaking of orders
occur if upon completion of an order the picker processes the
next order that is not the oldest in the buffer. We measured the
average percentage of tote and order overtaking from the three
workstations to be 18.3% and 4.6%, respectively. This may
explain the underestimation of mean tote and order flow time
prediction since overtaking is not considered in the aggregate
simulation model.
Another insight from the case study is that pickers hesitate
to wait for totes. If totes for the active order are not yet
complete in the buffer by the time the picker starts picking, it
is very likely that the picker will leave the workstation for a
while. Suppose that a tote for the active order arrives shortly
after the picker leaves, then the EPT for this tote will include
the time when the picker was leaving the workstation. This
will cause the EPT for this tote to become very large. To
account for this phenomenon, we have sorted EPTs based
on the completeness of totes in the buffer. In practice, one
may want to improve the order release strategy such that the
totes for the active order arrive more frequently than the totes
for other orders. One may also consider allowing pickers to
work on multiple orders simultaneously, hence reducing the
likeliness that the picker becomes idle waiting for the required
totes.
In this case study, the aggregate simulation model is able to
predict the tote and order flow time with satisfactory accuracy
based on real data of three working days. The aggregate model
may further be used to analyze the effect of different interarrival rates, order length distributions, order release strategies,
etc. on the system throughput and flow times. As an example,
Figure 18 shows the predicted performance of workstation 1
under various interarrival rates. One may also be interested in
analyzing the flow time distribution for a specific order length.
Furthermore, EPTs can be calculated in real-time to monitor
the performance of an operating order picking workstation

such that any deviations from the expected performance (e.g.,
extremely large EPTs) can be detected and the necessary
corrective actions can be performed timely.
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a setup time (see e.g., [26]). Here, the first job of a product
type will have a different process time distribution than the
remaining jobs. Hence, the 1st tote difference EPT approach
used in this paper is also valuable in other systems.
Current advancements in order picking technology have
allowed multiple orders to be processed simultaneously by a
picker, which is often the case in warehouses with fast-moving
products. Also, tote routings in large-scale automated warehouses may cause orders at the workstation to be processed
not in a FIFO sequence. Performance analysis of these types
of order picking workstation is subject to future work.
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Abstract—Advanced driver assistance systems can have consequential effects on traffic flow. For the design, optimization
and evaluation of these systems investigative simulations are
necessary. Previous calibration and validation methods for these
simulations utilized either microscopic or macroscopic measurement data. This paper’s purpose is to argue that the formerly
held calibration and validation perspectives with regard to traffic
simulations are incomplete. Moreover, these assistance systems
have their own set of particular requirements, and require
the simultaneous consideration of microscopic and macroscopic
system behavior. Therefore, this paper presents a new measurement concept that is needed to gain the required data
necessary for proper calibration and validation. This concept
advocates simultaneous measurements sourced in both a vehicle
(microscopic) and overall traffic (macroscopic) perspective. Microscopic measurement results obtained by an equipped vehicle
are presented.
Index Terms—Traffic simulation; validation; calibration; microscopic and macroscopic perception, equipped vehicle

I. I NTRODUCTION
In this paper we extend our previous work [1][2]. The
extensions and new contributions are as follows: the simulation
requirements for investigation of recent developed advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS) are presented in a more
structural method, therefore the difference between the previous and the new calibration and validation method becomes
more clear. The measurement concept is presented in more
detail and first empirical results from own test drives with an
equipped vehicle are presented.
To date, exclusively the driver and the physical behavior
of the vehicle have determined the overall driving behavior.
More and more, it is becoming the trend to have assistance
systems take over functions in areas of longitudinal and lateral
dynamics of the vehicle. An already established system in
the field of longitudinal guidance is the Adaptive Cruise
Control (ACC) system. Using ACC, the driver chooses a
target speed, and depending upon traffic conditions, the system
automatically accelerates the vehicle to this target speed. If
there is a preceding vehicle the vehicle decelerates and follows
the preceding vehicle at a safe distance. Radar or laser sensor
systems are used for distance and speed measurement. The
driver assistance system uses distance or relative speed to the
preceding vehicle as input variable. The combined vehicles’
behavior as a system determines the macroscopic traffic characteristic, e.g. traffic flow or mean-speed. Therefore, the driver

Fig. 1. Driver assistance system perception at the microscopic and macroscopic levels

assistance system also influences these characteristics (see Fig.
1). Since the introduction of these systems to the market,
there have been many simulation investigations concerning the
influences of ACC on traffic flow. For an overview of the past
work considering the effect of conventional ACC systems on
traffic flow see [3][4].
In recent years, initial proposals have been presented for
advanced ACC systems which recognize the current traffic
state and adapt system parameters to optimize traffic flow
[5]. Simulation investigations are carried out for design, optimization and evaluation, and are essential for the improvement
of the system. Models employed for traffic simulations have
been examined for over fifty years. However, the investigations
associated with the advanced driver assistance systems, make
new requirements essential which have not been considered
over the last several decades since those simulation investigations were designed with different objectives in mind. This
paper investigates these new requirements and proposes a
measurement concept to fulfill these requirements.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 an overview
of current simulation models and tools is presented, which are
most popular for examination of recently developed ADAS. In
order to obtain quantitative results, a calibration and validation
of the simulation model is mandatory, and this significance
is presented in Section 3. Subsequently, Section 4 describes
three typical simulation investigation cases, and based on
this knowledge identifies the new requirements for simulation
investigations for this kind of assistance system which have not
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yet been considered. Section 5 presents a new measurement
concept to fulfill the determined requirements. First results
from an own equipped vehicle are presented.
II. T RAFFIC F LOW M ODELING
In this section the most common traffic stream features are
explained and different model structures are classified. Concluding the most widely-used simulation tools are presented.
A. Measures for Traffic Stream Features
One makes a distinction in general between microscopic
and macroscopic measured variables. When considering the
microscopic driving condition it is necessary to have: the
position on the street s, the speed v as well as the acceleration
(positive values) or deceleration (negative values) a of the
vehicle as a function of time. In the case of the consideration
of two successive vehicles, the distance ∆s as well the relative
speed ∆v are also considered.
When considering the macroscopic traffic state, the traffic
flow, sometimes also referred to as ”traffic volume”, density,
as well as space-mean speed are essential. The dimensions are
defined in detail as follows:
The number of vehicles Nq observed at a fixed location
during a time interval ∆t is the traffic flow Q (veh/h) for
this interval:
Nq
Q=
(1)
∆t
The traffic density k (veh/km) is the instantaneous number
of vehicles Nk for a given road segment with the length ∆x :
Nk
∆x
k and Q yield the space-mean speed v (km/h):
k=

(2)

Q
(3)
k
For a detailed discussion about traffic variables see e.g.
[6][7][8].
v=

B. Traffic Simulation Models and Tools
Modeling of traffic reaches back to the middle of the
20th century when mainly physicists began to describe the
phenomena of traffic by differential equations. There exist
fundamentally different model structures that may be classified
in agreement with e.g. [6][8][9]:
1) Microscopic traffic models
2) Macroscopic traffic models
3) Hybrid traffic models
4) Mesoscopic traffic models
Microscopic traffic models simulate the behavior of single
vehicle-driver-units and describe their interactions by rulebases that specify acceleration or velocity. Generally the
dynamics are based on local variables like distance or relative
speed to the front or rear vehicle.
Macroscopic traffic models neglect individual vehicles.
They are devoted to aggregate state variables like density
and flow for representing the collective behavior of vehicles.

The equations are derived from the laws of nature and are
structurally often similar to fluid mechanics.
Hybrid traffic models are a combination of macroscopic
and microscopic approaches. Regions of the traffic network
are modeled either in a macroscopic or microscopic manner,
depending on which manner is more reasonable. For example
at on and off ramps it may be interesting to regard the microscopic interactions of cars entering or leaving the highway,
whereas traffic dynamics on the highway between ramps is
sufficiently modeled by a macroscopic approach.
Mesoscopic traffic models combine the properties of microscopic and macroscopic traffic models. Single vehicles are
simulated, but instead of considering vehicle-vehicle interactions macroscopic relationships are used to determine vehicle
behavior.
Traffic simulation tools offer a network model for storing
the data for the relevant traffic route properties as well as a
traffic demand model for determining the amount of vehicles
depending on time and day. The movement of the vehicles is
determined by the behavior model. The behavior model itself
consists of sub-models. In microscopic traffic models these
are models for car-following, lane changing and route choice
behavior.
The most well-known car-following models include Gazis
Herman, Gipps, Wiedemann, IDM as well as the Cellular
Automata ([10][11][12][13][14]). Popular lane changing algorithms have been presented by Sparmann, Gipps and for Cellular Automata ([15][16][17]). An integrated approach including
car-following and lane changing behavior is investigated by
[18].
At this time, the commercially most successful traffic simulation tools like VISSIM, PARAMICS and AIMSUN use
the microscopic approach for the behavior model. Some of
them also offer a macroscopic approach. Additionally, there
are simulation tools, such as PELOPS, which have not been
widely marketed, which use a more detailed description of
human and vehicle behavior than in other microscopic models,
therefore this type is called nanoscopic model.
III. C ALIBRATION AND VALIDATION OF T RAFFIC M ODELS
The behavior of the driver-vehicle units is determined generally by the model behavior and especially by the parameters
for the individual models. In order to obtain reliable simulation
results, it is necessary to prove the validity of the selected
parameters for each individual application [19].
Calibration involves adjusting the model parameters so that
the simulation is sufficiently accurate when compared to actual
behavior. It is necessary that a comparable set of actual
measurement data for the selected route or network section
is available for calibration. The goal is that the deviation is
minimized between the model result and the recorded, actual
measurement data. For this, an application adapted measured
variable needs to be selected, such as measurement of travel
times, velocities, time gaps or waiting periods. In general the
measurement data, which originates from the varying behavior
of the individual vehicles, illustrate the traffic behavior in an
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aggregated form. A calibration according to non-aggregated,
real comparative data (such as car-following or lane change
behavior) seldom takes place, if at all, since this data often
is not available. As shown below, a representation of the
actual behavior on both microscopic and macroscopic levels
is difficult to achieve.
The validation of model parameters immediately follows the
calibration. Therefore, an additional set of data measurements
is necessary. Calibration and validation data sets should also be
collected under comparable conditions and ”the core problem
should be directly or indirectly described” [9]. For validation
purposes, the simulation parameters must not be changed
beyond this point. The simulation results are to be compared to
the second measurement data set. The model gives valid results
when the previously determined error measurement bound is
not exceeded. Quantitative statements can only be made from
a sufficiently validated model.
The account described above is based on information from
[9]. The American equivalent is [20]. The makeup of both
documents is very similar. A large difference originates from
the validation evaluation of the traffic model. While [20]
”presumes that the software developer has already completed
this validation of the software and its underlying algorithms in
a number of research and practical applications”, [9] says that
the ”Validation [. . . ] therefore serves for determination of the
reliability of attainable statements in the particular application
case” and ”The calibration and validation step is of crucial
importance for the reliability of reachable statements in every
application case.”
IV. S IMULATION R EQUIREMENTS FOR I NVESTIGATION OF
R ECENT D EVELOPED ADAS
Although the models employed for traffic simulations have
been examined for over fifty years, previous research completed on simulation models consider either the microscopic
or the macroscopic level during calibration and validation. In
general four different approaches can be identified:
•

•

•

•

The approach of calibrating a macroscopic simulation
with empirical microscopic data is not possible as macroscopic simulations do not model the details of the
microscopic level. Therefore this approach will not be
discussed in the following.
Approach I deals with the calibration and validation of a
microscopic simulation with empirical microscopical data
(c.f. Subsection IV-A)
Approach II deals with the calibration and validation of a
macroscopic simulation with empirical macroscopic data
(c.f. Subsection IV-B)
Approach III deals with the calibration and validation of a
microscopic simulation with empirical macroscopic data
(c.f. Subsection IV-C)

The existing approaches are discussed in the following section
along with their specific pros and cons. With this knowledge
the new two-level approach is explained in Subsection IV-D.

A. Calibration and validation following approach I
There are a lot of investigations considering car-following
behavior. Calibration and validation is performed for one
or several car-following models and the differences between
measuring data and simulation results are evaluated. The
investigation of lane changing behavior seldom takes place.
Figure 2 shows the approach for calibration and validation
on microscopic level. This investigation is only possible with
microscopic simulation models, since macroscopic models
neglect the details of the microscopic level. Calibration can be
seen as a closed loop which involves the iterative execution
of the following steps: First a microscopic simulation run
is performed. In the second step the microscopic parameters
empirically observed in the field are compared against the set
of data resulting from the simulation. As stated before the
investigation on the microscopic level is often restricted to
the investigation of car-following behavior. Depending on the
use case it may also be necessary to consider lane changing
behavior. The deviation is compared against a predefined
threshold.
In case the deviation between empirical results and simulation results is above the threshold in a third step, a thorough
analysis of the underlying causes is needed. This is the crucial
step in the calibration process. In order to properly identify the
reasons of the deviation a deep knowledge of the qualitative
correlations of the model parameters is required. Especially
for the causal analysis, a good understanding of the traffic
simulation model is necessary. The fourth step is the model
adjustment. As soon as the cause has been identified the
simulation can be adjusted. This can either be an adjustment
of the parameters (parameter variation), or a change in the
underlying mathematical functions relating the parameters to
each other (structural variation). After having adjusted the
model we have to start with step one again and perform a
new simulation run.
In the case the deviation during calibration is below the
threshold, the validation of microscopic model parameters
immediately follows the calibration. Calibration and validation
are closely related to each other. The calibrated model is
transferred into a new, but comparable situation. For this
situation an additional set of measured (microscopic) data is
necessary. For this new situation a simulation run is performed.
The microscopic simulation results are to be compared to
the second measurement data set. The simulation run should
deliver sufficiently accurate results for the new situation as
well. In case the previously defined threshold is exceeded
a re-calibration is needed, thus the causal analysis is the
subsequent step. The model gives valid results on the considered microscopic level when the previously determined error
measurement bound is not exceeded.
Macroscopic measurement data is not considered in this
approach. Therefore a validation on macroscopic level is
lacking. The validation is achieved only for one single drivervehicle unit. In the case of considering only car-following
behavior the validation is only achieved for one single function
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Fig. 2. Calibration and validation of a microscopic simulation model on
microscopic level

of the driver-vehicle unit. The validation of one function as a
subsystem of the complex simulation model does not result in
a validation of a higher level of the model.
This conclusion is confirmed by the work of [21]. The
authors of [21] present a multi-stage calibration and validation
procedure. The microscopic calibration of headway behavior
is one of the first steps. After completing the parameter finetuning to reconstruct traffic variations, the parameter values
for the Mean Target Headway are raised by almost 25%,
in comparison to values after headway behavior calibration.
The reaction time is even raised by 59% in comparison to
the previously determined value. With [21] it was therefore
necessary to make an adjustment of the microscopic headway
behavior in order to model the measured values from the
macroscopic behavior. The question naturally arises whether or
not it is advantageous to conduct a microscopic calibration and
validation, and afterwards evaluate the macroscopic simulation
results. As a restriction, it must be pointed out that in the
investigation mentioned above the authors used measurement
data from different traffic sites and different days.
In conclusion it can be stated that the validation of the simulation model does not walk hand in hand with the validation
of separate sub-models.
Another crucial point is, that for the acquisition of the
measurement data used for calibration and validation of carfollowing behavior many simplifications are used: the tracks in
use are often single lane roads, sometimes the data is obtained
on special test tracks or only consider inner city driving.
Nevertheless these measurement data or the parameters determined by these measurement data is used for investigating
traffic behavior on motorways. For example [22] found as a
result of their car-following investigations that calibration with
measurement data from urban rides cause strong deviations
between the calculated parameters in comparision to suburban
rides.
Many investigations also consider only a very small amount
of car-following rides. For example [5] uses only three
following-rides to determine the parameters of the model in
use. When attempting to use only a very small amount of carfollowing rides, it does not seem possible to distinguish the
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Fig. 3. Calibration and validation of a macroscopic simulation model on
macroscopic level

behavior of different drivers (inter-driver variability) and the
variation of the behavior of a single driver in the course of
time (intra-driver variability).
B. Calibration and validation following approach II
Often the primary focus is not on the detailed analysis of
the behavior of individual vehicles. Instead the major interest
lays on the aggregated macroscopic traffic behavior. Examples
for this can be found in traffic planing where the effects
changes in the control of traffic light signals or modified traffic
routings can be evaluated. For those analyses both microscopic
and macroscopic traffic simulation models are applied. In the
following Section we elaborate on how the calibration and
validation of a macroscopic traffic simulation model based on
macroscopic data can be performed. In the next Section we
describe how a microscopic traffic simulation can be calibrated
and validated taking into consideration macroscopic simulation
results.
Figure 3 shows the procedure of calibrating and validating a
macroscopic traffic simulation on the macroscopic level. This
procedure is comparable to the the procedure of calibration
and validation on microscopic level. In contrast to this only
the macroscopic level is considered in this case. As the first
step a macroscopic simulation is performed with standard
parameters and during calibration and validation the results of
the macroscopic simulation are compared to the macroscopic
empirical data. Again the adjustment of the parameters of
the macroscopic simulation requires a thorough and deep
understanding of the model as the model’s parameters often
do not have an explicit relation to empirically observable
parameters. Validation follows the succesful calibration. In the
validation phase macroscopic simulation results are compared
with a second data set of macroscopic empirical data. It should
be stressed, that the macroscopic simulation does not simulate
individual driver-vehicle-units and thus does not allow an
analysis on the microscopic level.
However, for design and evaluation of advanced driver
assistance systems optimizing traffic flow it is required that the
model is valid and explains the differences of the microscopic
behavior of the driver and the macroscopic behavior at the
system level. This will become obvious in different driving
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Fig. 4. Calibration and validation of a microscopic simulation model on
macroscopic level

situations, where for example a following vehicle approaches
the preceding vehicle, follows a preceding vehicle, brakes due
to the decelaration of the preceding vehicle or accelerates to
the level of the previously entered desired value as soon as
no other vehicle is in front of the own vehicle. In order to
show the differences of the vehicles’ longitudinal dynamics
performed by a human driver compared to an assistance system
it is necessary to simulate the behavior of indvidual vehicles.
The design of advanced driver assistance systems brings about
requirements macroscopic simulations can never meet due to
these principal considerations.
C. Calibration and validation following approach III
For the same investigations as mentioned in IV-B also
microscopic simulation models are used. But in these cases
the detailed microscopic behavior is not considered. Instead,
the microscopic simulation is used only with regards to
macroscopic results.
Figure 4 shows the approach for calibration and validation
on macroscopic level. The calibration is comparable to the calibration process in subsection IV-A. During calibration almost
the same steps have to be performed. Only the second step
differs. As unlike before not the microscopic empirical results
and microscopic simulation results are considered, but the
macrosopic empirical results are compared to the macroscopic
simulation results. For validation also a second macroscopic
measurement data set is necessary. Finally in this case the
model offers valid results on the considered macroscopic level
when the previously determined error measurement bound is
not exceeded.
Microscopic measurement data is not considered in this
approach and therefore a validation on microscopic level is
lacking. The validation on the macroscopic level of the simulation model does not result in a validation of the sub-models.
It is possible that different combinations of the microscopic
sub-models result in the same macroscopic behavior.
D. Two-level approach for calibration and validation
The review of currently available research shows that the
microscopic and macroscopic levels of simulation currently
co-exist and are not interwoven. Current research did not

reflect that for the optimization of advanced driver assistance
systems the interrelations of both levels of simulation need
to be reflected. For this reason a two-level approach for
calibration and validation is stipulated in this paper. It is to
calibrate and validate a traffic simulation both on microscopic
and macroscopic level. The microscopic simulation model
simulates each vehicle individually. Each vehicle behavior
in the simulation has to be valid especially concerning the
crucial input factors for the advanced driver assistance system.
Improving the macroscopic traffic flow with the advanced
driver assistance system, the simulation has to be validated
on a macroscopic level too.
Taking the ACC system as an example, the system changes
the following behavior of the vehicle to its preceding vehicle.
Therefore it is absolutely necessary to use a microscopic traffic
model for testing such a system which includes the headway
behavior of the human driver as well as the ACC system.
The ACC equipped vehicles exhibit different vehicle headway
behavior than those vehicles driven by humans. It must be
particularly assured that human following behavior is modeled
precisely as long as no 100% system equipment is considered,
since the interaction between system headway behavior and
human headway behavior can be of particular importance.
It seems reasonable to conduct both a microscopic calibration and validation of the vehicle headway behavior for
human and ACC system behavior in the first step. This step
is the same as described in subsection IV-A. Subsequently,
it is possible to estimate the accuracy and reliability of
the simulated vehicle headway behavior of humans and the
system.
As stated in Section I the previously mentioned ACC system
will influence traffic flow behavior. In recently developed
ADASs the individual vehicle will even optimize traffic flow
[5]. The microscopic behavior is thus changed in order to optimize the macroscopic behavior. Subsection IV-A stated that
a valid model on microsopic level does not have to be valid on
macroscopic level. However, for evaluating system efficiency
macroscopic variables, e.g. traffic flow or travel times are used
as a measurement variable. Therefore after calibrating and
validating the simulation model only on microscopic level the
simulation seems not yet suitable for investigation of these
ADAS. Therefore a microscopic calibration and validation of
the individual models and a concluding macroscopic validation
appear to be meaningful. This is the reason for proposing a
two-level approach of traffic simulation models.
The basic idea of a microscopic calibration and a macroscopic validation has been already described in [23] in the
explanation of calibration and validation.
”This should ideally be undertaken at both a
macroscopic scale (validation) to ensure the overall
behavior of the model matches that readily observable, but also at a microscopic scale, with regard to
individual vehicle-vehicle interactions (the calibration, and ”tuning” of the many behavioral parameters
comprising the decision making processes).”
One of the first research using this approach can be seen
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Fig. 5. Calibration and validation of a microscopic simulation model on
microscopic and macroscopic level

in [24]. Witte, the author of [24], carried out a microscopic
calibration and afterwards a macroscopic validation. Unfortunately, this validation is limited to a purely qualitative
consideration. Moreover the validation is carried out with the
help of an single-lane roundabout, therefore overtaking and
merging are not considered. Witte comments that he observes
relatively high traffic flows and traffic densities from the
simulation. He attributes these results to the absence of trucks
and the measuring data used for calibration.
The new proposed two-level approach is shown in Fig. 5.
The first steps for calibrating and validating the model on
microscopic level is the same procedure as in subsection IV-A.
As soon as microscopic parameters have been successfully
validated a validation of macroscopic variables (e.g. traffic
flow, traffic density, mean speed) is possible. Again, this can
be done by doing the following steps. First a microscopic
simulation run is performed. This time the behavior of the
sum of all individual driver-vehicle units in the simulation
is measured. This simulation run yields the macroscopic
variables previously identified. In a second step the simulation
results are compared against empirical data observed in the
field. In case the results stay within the permissible range
the calibration and validation on microscopic and macroscopic
level has been successful. Otherwise a re-calibration on microscopic level becomes necessary. Now it becomes obvious
that calibration is only possible on the microscopic level, as
well as the fact that the microscopic variables are independent
variables whereas the macroscopic variables can be considered
as dependent variables.
The next step is to gather both the macroscopic and microscopic real-traffic variables in such a manner that they
share the same time and geographical reference. A plausible
measurement concept is proposed in the next Section.
V. M EASUREMENT C ONCEPT
In general three different approaches for the acquisition of
measurement data can be identified:
• The approach of acquisition of macroscopic data (c.f.
Subsection V-A)
• The approach of acquisition of microscopic data (c.f.
Subsection V-B)

Fig. 6.

System layout of a traffic control center

The approach of acquisition of both macroscopic and
microscopic data (c.f. Subsection V-C)
Based on the knowledge of the previous measurement concepts
a new approach for acquisition of both macroscopic and
microscopic data is presented. First empirical results regarding
the measurement of microscopic variables are shown.
•

A. Acquisition of macroscopic data
Primarily, the calibration and validation of simulation models is done with macroscopic measurement data. This measurement data is often obtained by traffic centers which typically
store aggregated measurement data. The general system layout
of a traffic control center is shown in Fig. 6. Traffic Control
Center often consists of sub-Centers and the road-side-units
near the highway. The main sensor in use is the inductive loop
sensor to measure traffic flow and vehicle speed, and to differ
between different vehicle classes. Variable message signs are
used to influence driver and traffic flow behavior. The data
from the sensors is aggregated in the road side units - often
is used a time span of 1 minute or more. The typical distance
between the sensor systems is one or several kilometers.
B. Acquisition of microscopic data
To obtain microscopic measurement data different methods
are used. This can either be a terrestrial or an aerial perspective.
Following the terrestrial perspective, test vehicles are in
most cases equipped with an appropriate sensor system. The
test vehicle speed, distance and the relative velocity to the
vehicle driving ahead are measured by the system. Usually it is
well-known by test drivers that they are being observed while
driving, and in some cases they are given special driving tasks.
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It is accepted that the drivers in these special test conditions
do not react as they might under normal conditions. Such
an investigation was conducted for example in [25]. In this
investigation the suitability of 10 traffic flow models of vehicle
headway behavior was tested for emulating measured data.
Another terrestrial perspective is the equipment of several
test vehicles with a GPS system. The test vehicles have to drive
behind each other. Therefore these kind of investigation is
often performed on special test tracks. Using the GPS position
data of the individual vehicles the speed, acceleration and
distance information is calculated.
Following the aerial perspective, traffic observations are
carried out from a helicopter. Initial investigations already have
been conducted as found in [26]. The latest investigations with
a video camera installed under a helicopter come from [27].
This approach has the advantage that the observed drivers
remain uninfluenced as much as possible. The disadvantage
exists that a great effort is needed to collect data, and inaccuracies occur when determining the distance and velocity of
the observed vehicles from the video material. This inaccuracy
directly influences the calibration of the traffic model.

C. Acquisition of both macroscopic and microscopic data
Presently, there are empirical investigations acquiring either macroscopic traffic data or microscopic traffic data. As
previously discussed, it would make sense to simultaneously
measure data from microscopic vehicle headway data and lane
change data from several vehicles as well as macroscopic
measurement data for the same section and the same time
span.
One approach already exists for the collection of such data.
In the NGSIM project [28] vehicle positions are extracted
from video material obtained by several cameras and translated
into vehicle tracking data. Additionally, for the road segment
observed by the video macroscopic data can be calculated. In
NGSIM project loop detector and weather data also have been
recorded.
The data sets originate exclusively from the USA and
indicate the road network layout that is typical there, as well
as drivers’ behavior. It is otherwise undetermined whether or
not this data can universally be applied to driving scenarios
in Europe or Germany. A comparable European project does
not exist. Another problem with the NGSIM project exists as
a result of the camera technology used. For this data only
relatively short road segments a maximum of 640 m were
considered. In current databases there exist two data sets from
freeways, the sides measuring 500 m and 640 m, respectively.
The mean-speed of the vehicles is less than 50 km/h and therefore each car is tracked for about a maximum of 50 seconds.
Additionally, estimating vehicle trajectories from video data
leads to measurement errors that cannot be neglected. These
errors have to be taken into consideration using the data for
calibration and validation [29].

D. A new approach towards the acquisition of macroscopic
and microscopic data
A new approach towards the acquisition of microscopic data
is the continuous and entire movement data acquisition of
single vehicles on longer road segments and for greater time
periods in combination with the acquisition of the macroscopic
data from traffic centers. Without influencing the traffic behavior extensive data sets can be collected from the equipment
of the measuring vehicles participating in the real flow of
traffic. By means of suitable sensor facilities (radar, lidar), the
measuring vehicles are able to capture the behavior of several
surrounding vehicles precisely and pursue them continuously
for a longer period.
At the same time a traffic center provides aggregate data for
this road segment. This data, among other things, represents
the traffic flow, truck percentage and mean vehicle speed. To
simulate the real traffic flow, it is at least necessary to know
the amount of vehicles entering the section under observation,
and the amount of vehicles entering or leaving this section
by on- or off-ramp. Figure 8 shows a road segment with the
necessary inductive loop sensors as well as several equipped
vehicles and observed vehicles.
Up to now test vehicles were equipped with sensor systems
measuring the vehicles in front of the test vehicle. With this
approach the behavior of the test driver and the test vehicle
itself can be monitored, especially regarding the movement of
the preceding vehicle. The test driver can be monitored for
a longer time period, therefore intra-driver variability can be
investigated. The disadvantage of this application is that the
test driver knows that he is observed personally.
In addition to the sensors monitoring the activity ahead of
the vehicle, sensors should also be mounted on the vehicle’s
rear in order to observe the following traffic, including the
following driver’s behavior. As soon as the following vehicle
changes with another vehicle, the next following vehicle can
be observed. This procedure has the advantage that within
a short time frame the behavior of multiple drivers can be
examined without the examined drivers’ awareness. Therefore,
the following driver’s influence on the measurement can be
neglected. Hence with this data the calibration of the vehicle
subsequent model of the traffic simulation can be carried
out. Due to the large number of observed drivers, where
behavior can vary from driver to driver, the so-called interdriver variability is determined and can be applied to the traffic
simulation.
The Institute for Traffic Safety and Automation Engineering
equipped a Volkswagen Passat with a radar sensor in the front
and a lidar senor in the back to monitor the preceding and
following vehicles. In addition a lot of measurement data from
the own vehicle (speed, steering angle, actuation of throttle and
brake, . . . ) is recorded. For verification of the measurement
data a video system is recording the view to the front and
back. Figure 7 shows the general system layout.
Up to now only one vehicle was equipped with the sensor
system. The goal is to equip several vehicles with this system.
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Measurement concept with several cars

In this case the GPS device is an important component for
the measurement concept with several cars. Of course on
the one hand the GPS device allows the measurement of the
position of the vehicles. On the other hand it is much more
important that the GPS device delivers a unique time base.
This unique time base is absolutely necessary to merge the
measurement data of several vehicles. The GPS time base is
available almost everywhere. The advantage of this approach
is that the vehicles don’t have to exchange any data between
each other to synchronize the measurement time.
E. Empirical results
Our equipped vehicle was tested and gathered data from
trips with more than one thousand kilometers. The measurement data shows, that our measurement system is excellent
for observing the own vehicle, the preceding vehicle and
the following vehicle. Due to the developments in sensor
technology over the past several years, testing on microscopic
level is feasible with significantly lower technical effort in
comparison to a few years ago.
Figure 9 shows a small section of our measurement data.
The figure shows the trajectory of the movement of our
equiped vehicle and the trajectory of the following and preceding vehicle in a typical stop-and-go situation on the Autobahn
A2 near Hannover, Germany. In this measurement data we
can identify the driving situations mentioned in Subsection
IV-B. In phase A the vehicles follow with almost constant
speed of about 70 km/h. In phase B the equipped vehicle
and the following vehicle brake due to the deceleration of the
preceding vehicle. The vehicles comes almost to standstill. In
phase C the vehicles accelerate very slowly up to a speed of
almost 80 km/h before starting to decelerate in phase D again.
Finally the vehicles drive at almost constant speed in phase E
of about 40 km/h.
With this measurement data the car-follwing behavior of
our test driver and our equipped vehicle as well as the car-

following behavior of the following driver and vehicle can be
investigated.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
For future investigations of ADAS it is necessary to validate
the simulation at the microscopic and the macroscopic level.
As a result, it has been deemed necessary to simultaneously
obtain both microscopic and macroscopic data.
After verifying the qualification of our measurement system
to observe car-following, the next step is to extend our
analysis to lane changing behavior. With the knowledge of
the preceding and following vehicle and some additional
information it should also be possible to observe lane changing
behavior. Afterwards several vehicles can be equipped with
this measurement system. It is noteworthy that fortunately a
large number of institutes and research facilities already own
one or several such measuring vehicles. It is possible to use
GPS signals as a uniform time and local reference. Therefore,
only the coordination of a uniform data format is necessary
in order to enable these vehicles to examine together traffic
behavior together. With such common measurements, a new
data base can be achieved for the first time.
The final goal is to coordinate the measuring vehicles
on a predetermined road segment where for the same time
span a traffic center provides macroscopic data for this road
segment. Therefore the details for this measurement have to
be developed together with experts from traffic centers and
institutes, and research facilities interested in participating in
such an investigation with their own test vehicles.
If video data of the segment is available it can be used as
a reference. For example in Germany on the Autobahn A7,
a long stretch is equipped with such a video camera system.
Because the videos are used only as a supplement, a clearly
larger road segment, as opposed to the NGSIM project, can
be considered.
This approach makes it possible to connect the microscopic
and macroscopic view. Using the evaluation of the data of all
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measuring vehicles and the data from traffic centers the current
traffic behavior of a large road segment can be developed.
A calibration and validation on microscopic and macroscopic
scale can then also be achieved.
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Abstract—A shape grammar based model that generates
functional initial microstrip antenna designs is developed. The
functionality of the designs is ensured with the inclusion
of a feedback mechanism that influences the rule selection
process. The grammar itself decomposes a complex shape
into a chain of rectangles, whose parameters are used in
a mathematical formula model that makes up the feedback
mechanism. This approach to antenna design is demonstrated
with the generation of compact microstrip antenna structures.
Keywords-Shape Grammar; Compact Microstrip Antenna;
Feedback; Intelligent Computer Aided Engineering;

I. I NTRODUCTION
The design of compact microstrip antennas is by far a
manual task and in particular requires the antenna engineer
to combine, articulate and evolve in a constrained volumetric
space, a number of geometric shapes that yield the desired
electrical characteristics. Fig.1 shows five examples of increasing design complexity. The first design is a standard full
size single-band rectangular microstrip antenna that is not
restricted in size and its design is a straightforward process
that can be readily formalised, since the shape is always
that of a parametric rectangle. The antenna in Fig.1(b) is a
compact version of a larger single-band rectangular antenna.
A narrower and longer rectangular patch is meandered into
an S-shape. The aspect ratios of the various sections can be
varied, but the shape remains the same, however distorted
it may look. Therefore for example adding an extra twist
in the shape cannot be simply done with a change in the
value of one parameter. The antenna in Fig.1(c) is a dualband single feed compact design which is then modified to
accommodate within the same volume a separately fed third
band, Fig.1(d). The design process for the latter prototypes
is not obvious and difficult to formalize. Additionally the
designer is rarely free to decide on the positions of the
feed and shorting posts (shown as dots in fig.1) as these
are generally dictated by other system design considerations.
This means that the shape has to fit around the position of
these components and not the other way round. The antenna
in fig.1(e) is an example of a reconfigurable antenna that can
be switched between wide-band and narrow-band operation.
In such a case it is desired to use the minimum number of
switches, while at the same time, satisfy the characteristics
at a discrete number of frequency bands. The synthesis task

for this case is even more difficult to formalise. Furthermore
the design task is a complex one because the electrical
characteristics are strongly coupled to the form and shape
of the antenna structure and a small change in the topology
or form can result not only in a significant change in
performance, but can also render the design invalid. Because
of these two reasons such designs are carried out by expert
designers. Hence modifying a design to suit some additional
specifications requires a significant time investment.
During the design process, the antenna engineer has at his
disposal two types of Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools,
empirically derived mathematical formula based models, and
full-wave numerical models. The former type is limited to
specific simple geometries, is very fast to compute, and to
some extent relates dimensional attributes to the electrical
properties. On the other hand the latter is applicable to
any arbitrary geometrical shape and is very accurate, but is
computationally intensive and does not give an explanation
of how the device works and how it can be modified to fit
the specifications. During the design of compact antennas the
engineer makes use of the simple formula models to select
the components and advance the process of shape evolution
and manipulation. Once the initial form is developed numerical CAD and optimisation techniques are used to refine
the design, or shape. It would therefore be useful to have a
design tool that formalizes and mimics some of the informal
processes that an antenna designer goes through. This will
help speed up the synthesis task.
In [1] the use of a shape grammar with feedback based
CAD system to assist the designer in the generation of valid
and functional shapes is proposed and this system is demonstrated on narrow constant-width-meander-line microstrip
designs. This paper extends this work to include microstrip
antennas of variable line widths and therefore shapes similar
to the ones in fig.1. The grammar makes use of feedback
to yield an estimate of the electrical properties of arbitrary
shaped meander-line microstrip antennas.
Shape grammars have been originally developed by
Stiny[3] and have been used to generate architectural designs
and art works that pertain to a particular style [3], [4]. They
were later applied in engineering design for example in the
representation of solid objects [5], the design of optimal truss
structures [6], the design of coffee makers [7] and design of
microresonators [8].
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Figure 1. Microstrip and patch antenna designs (a) relatively straightforward to design and describe, (b) this design makes full use of the available
space and is harder than (a) to design, (c & d) two harder designs where
two modes are matched at the same point, and (e) an even harder problem
where the antenna can be switched between wide-band and narrow-band
operation [2].

Architectural designs have a well-defined function-form
decomposition such that the generating engine first satisfies
the functional requirements and then proceeds to generate
the physical forms in a particular style. However most
engineering artifacts do not have such a straightforward
form-function decomposition and are characterised by a
considerable function-form coupling. Agarwal and Cagan[9]
propose shape grammars as a new framework for geometrybased engineering expert systems as an analysis and synthesis tool. It is further stated that it is the class of products
characterised by a strong function-form coupling that stand
to gain most from formal design tools because the lack of
a pre-defined generation sequence limits human designs to
a small set of valid configurations. In [9] a coupled formfunction shape grammar is proposed for the design of microelectromechanical resonators. This is used to generate designs that function as resonators. The functional requirement
is enforced by making sure that the grammar includes all
the necessary elements that are required for the device to
function and validity is ensured in this respect. The form of
the device is then altered by choosing the rules at random
or through a search process. This however means that the
design may not necessarily meet or be close to meeting
all the required specifications for the intended applications.
However, the goal in this paper is to generate designs
that are close to satisfying all specifications without the
use of numerical CAD. An approximate model is therefore
developed and used within the generative or synthesis cycle.
The system is therefore described as a shape grammar with
feedback generative system.
The automation of the synthesis task in microstrip antenna
design has been mainly approached through the application
of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) in search of structures that
yield the required specifications. Genetic algorithms are

useful to explore poorly-understood search spaces. They
are coded with the minimum of domain knowledge and
assumptions, and use domain independent genetic operators
to explore the search space. They can be very robust and persistent throughout the search but are very slow to converge to
a result and are inefficient for local optimization. Systems
that rely solely on the GA, therefore, require hundreds of
iterations to reach their goal, if a solution exists in the
defined search space. Several methods like pruning and
structuring of the search space can be applied to improve
the GA efficiency for CAD purposes. Some of these methods
are domain specific and some are not. Johnson and Yahya
Rahmat-Samii pioneered the use of the genetic algorithm
(GA) for machine evolved planar microstrip antenna shapes
that exhibit wide-band characteristics [10]. In this work a
rectangular design space is defined in terms of a M × N
matrix of pixels and the GA is allowed to search new and
unknown shapes that exhibits the required specifications.
Jones and Jones developed a wire antenna array language
that defines the structure of Yagi antenna arrays and combines this with a genetic programming (GP) algorithm [11].
The setup is used to obtain a machine evolved classical Yagi
structure as well non standard Yagi designs, where the GP
is allowed to try new configurations. A similar experiment
is reported by Koza [12] for loaded co-linear wire antennas
and uses the concept of a turtle that drops elements along a
linear track. In [13], a Knowledge-Based Genetic Algorithm
(KBGA) is developed to reduce the time required to evolve
novel microstrip antennas. The KBGA makes use of the
abstract shape representation described in [10] and selects
antenna design heuristics (rules of thumb) that influence the
genetic operators. The KBGA is similar to a language of
design techniques, but does not deal directly with shape.
In [14] the same encoding and crossover techniques are
used for the purpose of miniaturization. In [15] it is shown
experimentally that this encoding method is not suitable to
evolve compact structures of the types shown in Fig.1(c& d).
However this does not mean that other encoding techniques
do not yield results. The approaches described above are
limited in three ways (a) These methods call a numerical
model at each iteration and this slows down the process,
(b) the quest of these papers is machine evolved designs
rather than acting as a partner within the design team and
therefore there is little need to link any shape modification
to its properties, and (c) these methods do not deal with the
geometric shape in a direct way.
In this paper the shape grammar is primarily used as
an automated generative tool, where the system chooses
rules to be applied based on immediate feedback on the
electrical characteristics of the partial design and on the
specifications to be met by the final design. The feedback is
obtained through the use of the shape grammar as an analysis
tool. The emergent shapes in the design are recognized and
linked to an analytical equation that yields the electrical
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characteristics. Recognition of the emergent shapes is carried
out implicitly during the shape evolution process. This is
a similar process to the procedure adopted by the human
designer where first order models are used to evolve the
conceptual or initial shape or form. The usefulness of
this methodology lies in the fact that a large number of
designs valid for the intended application can be machine
generated allowing a system to explore a wide variety of
configurations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The microstrip antenna shape grammar is first described followed
by a discussion on how shape attributes and grammar labels
are used to obtain an approximate electrical analysis of the
structure; next, the whole process is demonstrated with an
example; in the final section conclusions and future work
are discussed.

of reasoning and interpretation of shape as well as shape
algebra. This representation has been often applied in studies
that make use of a genetic algorithm to evolve a shape that
yields the required electrical and physical characteristics,
such as in device miniaturization [14] or for wide-band
designs [10].

II. T HE C OMPACT M ICROSTRIP A NTENNA S HAPE
G RAMMAR
A shape grammar consists of four components; the initial
shape, a finite set of shapes, a finite set of symbols and a
finite set of shape rules. A labeled shape is defined as a
shape augmented by symbols. By successively applying the
transformation rules to an evolving shape, a design is derived
in the language specified by the shape grammar. Parametric
shape grammars extend shape grammars to deal with shapes
whose dimensions can be arbitrarily specified. Additionally
weights can be specified for the various shapes and used
to redefine shape boolean operations. Weights ensure that
certain components are not written off by newly introduced
components. The work described in this paper makes extensive use of symbols, while weights and parametric shapes
are implicitly included in the rules.
The compact microstrip antenna shape grammar is to
generate designs that fit in the 2D design space available
and satisfy the electrical specifications to the point that the
structures generated can be either efficiently optimized with
the aid of a full-wave numerical model or combined further
to evolve reconfigurable structures.
In order to fulfill these tasks this system should (1) ensure
the inclusion of all the components necessary for the antenna
to function, (2) explore the space available so as to be able
to generate the shapes, and (3) trace the electrical current
paths from the driving point to the radiating edges so as to
be able to obtain approximate quantities for the electrical
characteristics.
In this paper the grammar is limited to describe patch
shapes that can be generated in 2D from an array of small
square shapes or pixels. Fig.2 shows some example shapes
that can be generated from an 12 × 10 array of square
pixels. The dimensions of the square pixel and the size and
boundaries of the array are variable and this arrangement can
scale-up and accommodate many real-life cases. This system
of shape representation is chosen to simplify the problem

Figure 2. Shapes generated from a matrix of square pixels. The grammar
described in this paper limits the number of shapes that can be generated.
Shapes (a) and (d) conform with the grammar in this paper.

In this section the basic grammar that generates one pixelwide meander line shapes and explores the design space is
described first. The grammar is then extended to evolve these
initial shapes to shapes characterised by wider sections, like
the ones shown in fig.1(c & d) and fig.3(c). This is followed
by an explanation on how feedback is coupled with the shape
grammar to synthesize or generate valid shapes and results
are used to demonstrate the system.

Figure 3. Examples of 2D design spaces (a) rectangular shape, (b) irregular
space, and (c) Space leftover by other antenna elements - a 2D-space
optimisation problem.

A. The Basic Shapes and Symbols
The proposed grammar is a parametric 2D grammar
augmented by symbols. Fig.4 shows the basic shapes and
symbols defined in this grammar. The basic shape is the
square pixel and rectangles emerge from the union of
adjacent pixels and are labeled as such. In this grammar
rectangles are defined in terms of pixels rather than as a
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Figure 4.

Grammar elements symbols and labels.

B. The Initial and Line Grammar Rules
Physically the compact microstrip antenna is made up of
a patch of metal supported on a substrate and attached to a
probe feed. The substrate is further backed by a groundplane. For the structure to perform as an antenna, these
four elements must be present; the feed or driving point, the
patch, the substrate and ground-plane. Optional components
like shorting posts and capacitive patches can also be added.
In this grammar the substrate and the ground-plane are
assumed to be infinitely large and assumed to be implicitly
present. The inclusion of the feed point and the shape are
enforced by the grammar. The grammar evolves a shape as
two branches coming out of the probe feed or a shorting
post. The branches are labeled a and b and the interface
point between them is located at the probe feed or shorting
post. This setup is suitable to model structures resonating
at the fundamental mode and can also be used to model
shorted patch structures. These two types of structures are
the most common building blocks used in the design of
compact microstrip antennas.
Fig.6 shows the initial rules that define the initial patch
shape consisting of a probe feed and two branches. Rule 1

union of lines, as in [8]. The parametric term in this grammar
relates to the width and length of the rectangle in pixels.
Fig.5(a) shows an example of a rectangle. The symbol ’r’
is a unique integer number given to an emergent rectangle
as defined by the shape rules. The diamond symbol together
with the arrows define how the pixels are connected to form
a rectangle. The arrows define the general direction to be

Figure 5. (a) An example of how a rectangle is defined, (b) an example
of how adjacent rectangles are defined and connected.

Figure 6.

followed and the diamonds define transverse paths. Fig.5(b)
depicts two rectangles adjacent to each other and also defines
the interface points, with the dot symbol. The rest of the
labels and symbols in fig.4 are explained in the next section.

The initial rules.

defines a pixel as a feed pixel. Rule 2 labels the extensible
edges with the label e. Extensible edges in this context
means that adjacent pixels can be appended to the current
pixel given that these do not touch other elements belonging
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to other branches or systems. Rule 3 or 4 define the starting
points for the two branches ’a’ and ’b’. Rule 5 attaches a
pixel to one of the chosen sides and the first rectangle is
defined. Rule 6 attaches a pixel to the other chosen side
and the second rectangle is so defined. This rectangle is
composed of two pixels. The initial shape is thus defined
and is composed of two branches labeled a and b and the
location of the probe feed. The radiating edges or pixels are
defined by labels a and b. Some possible starting shapes are
shown in fig.7.
Figure 9.

Figure 7.

Rule 9 defined with neighbouring pixels included.

Some initial shapes using the initial shape grammar of fig.6.

The initial shape is further evolved or extended using the
line generation rules given in fig.8. The rules are constructed
using the shape and label algebra together. The rules as
depicted here also assume that the side to be extended is
indeed extensible. One way to implement this is to include
the states of the neighbouring nodes in the rule, as depicted
in fig.9. For the rest of the rules given in this paper the
provision of a mechanism that is aware of the state of the
neighbouring pixels is assumed and no further comments
on this issue are given. Furthermore fig.10 defines three
operators that transform rules to suit different orientations
and an example of the rotate operator is given.
Figure 10. Rule tranformation operators and example for the rotation
operator. This operator does not extend the shape but modifies a rule, such
that it is applied in a different orientation.

Figure 8.

Grammar rules that evolve one pixel-wide meander lines.

Fig.11 illustrates the successive application of the line
generation rules and how rectangles emerge and replace or

modify previous ones. The arrow label indicates the direction
of where next pixel is to be found. In this case rectangles
are limited to a width of one pixel in one dimension. The
basic shape grammar of fig.8 therefore generates the shapes
discussed in [1]. The grammar ensures that two and only
two branches a, b are always present; the shape evolves by
considering the extension of a branch by one pixel; and a
branch is extended if the new pixel to be added does not
touch any other pixel that is present except for the one at
the end of the branch. The shape grammar therefore ensures
that (a) the overall shape of the patch is a meandered line of
width one pixel, (b) there are no loops along the line, and
(c) one feed is always present.
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Figure 11.

Application of the line grammar to evolve a shape.

C. The Extended grammar
The grammar described in the previous section is limited
to shapes made of lines that are one pixel wide. It is desired
that the grammar generates meander lines that are wider
than one pixel and of non-uniform width, commonly used
to optimise bandwidth and the driving point impedance. This
section extends the grammar with a set of rules that further
evolve a shape originally developed by the line grammar
and is termed the extended grammar. Additionally the line
grammar is implicitly used to explore the design space and
therefore takes into consideration other concurrent shapes
common in multi-band designs. The initial shape for the
extended grammar is therefore the final shape evolved with
the line grammar rules. The final shape for the extended
grammar is a line defined by a chain of rectangles rather than
pixels. Subsets of the extended grammar can also be defined
to generate specific shapes, like for example rectangular
shapes, L-shapes and C-shapes.
The extended grammar starts with a modification to the
line grammar. Rule 4 is removed from the initial rule set.
Fig.12 shows Rule 10 and Rule 11 that define how the line
in the vicinity and including the probe feed is extended.

Figure 12.

Shape rules in the vicinity of and including the probe feed.

Fig.13 and fig.14 give the rules for widening the line at
corner sections, while fig.15 defines how branch ends are
widened or extended. The rules given in figs.12, 13, 14 &
15 must be applied in pairs. Fig.16 combines rules to widen
a straight run, a U shape and an S-shape. Likewise in fig.17
an S-shape is evolved into a straight run and the branch end
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Figure 14.
Figure 13.

Shape evolution at the outside of corners.

Shape evolution at the inside of corners.

is widened. The rules update the symbols accordingly and
the chain of rectangles comes out in an implicit way as a
product of the application of the rules. Fig.18 shows how the
staircase line evolves into a straight tapered run consisting of
rectangles of different widths. At this point no further rules
can be applied on the right hand side other than Rule 19 at
the end of the branch. The end result may not be desired
in practice but it demonstrates how rectangles emerge and
replace other rectangles, while at the same time maintain the
flow of arrows along the path.
In general an edge is extended as follows: an edge for
extension is first chosen, based on extensibility and priority
or a random list; this is followed by a search for a rule that
matches the section and if the search is successful the change
is carried out. Probabilities in the rule selection can be used
to influence the path taken by the line grammar. Fig.19 gives
some examples of shapes generated by the shape grammar.
Subsets of the grammar can also be defined to describe
particular classes of shapes, for example L-shape, C-Shape,
G-shape. These shapes can be recognized from the number

of corners and the sense of arrow directions. These features
can be defined as a subset of rules, some of which having
a limit on the number of rule instances that can be applied.
Other shapes having other features like for example, wider
branch ends than the rest of the line can be defined as a
sequence of rules, that when applied generate these specific
shapes.
D. The Grammar in Analysis
The antenna electrical properties of major interest are
the frequency of operation, input impedance, efficiency,
radiation pattern and bandwidth. In compact antenna design,
radiation patterns are usually not a design variable since
the designer has very limited ability to control the patterns
[16] and most often exhibit omni-directional properties
characterised by considerable cross-polar levels. Efficiency
is a function of many variables including materials used and
bandwidth is mostly a function of physical configuration,
including shape characteristic and is catered for by the
sequence of the grammar rules applied as described in the
previous section. Furthermore, in practice, the bandwidth is
usually enhanced with a matching circuit[17]. The frequency
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Figure 15.

Shape evolution at branch end.

Figure 16.

of operation and the input impedance are the two properties
that need to be considered explicitly in the analysis task and
this section describes how these are estimated.
In theory the microstrip antenna resonates at an infinitely
number of modes. However it is mostly used in its fundamental mode which is excited when the size of the patch is
roughly half a wavelength long in at least one dimension, or
quarter of a wavelength long for shorted patches. This is the
concept on which the simple and natural transmission line
model for the microstrip antenna is built. The transmission
line model treats the antenna as a transmission line with
open or shorted ends. Additionally the height of the substrate
and size of the ground plane have some minor effects
on the value of the frequency of resonance. The input
impedance is modeled on a standing wave analysis that
gives the impedance as a function of position. The effect
of the patch width has a considerable effect on the input
impedance and the height of the substrate usually effects
the inductive part because of the higher inductance of the
probe feed. These models are used as guides by the compact
antenna designer during the initial design stage where exactness and high accuracy are not the priority. The designer
follows rules of thumb to relate the shape of the compact
antenna to these models and obtains an approximation of
the electrical characteristics prior to optimisation using a

Set one of Modification rules in pairs.

numerical model. The feedback mechanism in the generative
grammar reported in this paper models this analysis process
and therefore can be thought of as a formalization of the
transmission line model applied to the analysis of the shapes
generated by the shape grammar, i.e. shapes that range from
straight lines to irregular meander lines.
The main task for the algorithm is to analyze the shape
and link its geometrical attributes and dimensions to the
transmission line model. This is carried out by decomposing
the shape into rectangles and tracing the current paths that
are required to estimate the resonant frequency and the input
impedance. These two tasks are carried out implicity by
the grammar rules. The next step is to pick up the shape
attributes that are used as inputs in the formula models
to yield the electrical properties. The previous discussion
highlighted that the main attribute used in the calculation of
the frequency of resonance as well as the input impedance,
is the effective length of the current path. Other physical
characteristics of the structure that have less effect on the
electrical characteristics are the height of the substrate and
the shape itself - how compact the shape is as well as the
aspect ratios of the sub-shapes.
The mechanism of this process is first discussed and
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Figure 19.

Examples of shapes generated by the shape grammar.

pixels between A and C.
3) Separation in space of the two end points, B and C.
This is equal to distance BC.
4) Angle subtended by lines AB and AC. This angle is
equal to θ.
Metrics 1 and 2 are used in the calculation of the effective
lengths and metrics 3 and 4 give an indication of the
compactness of the structure.
Figure 17.

Set two of Modification rules in pairs.

Figure 20.

Figure 18. Stair-case line evolved to a quasi straight run by applying the
extended grammar

demonstrated for shapes derived from the grammar of fig.8,
and later for shapes derived by the whole grammar, i.e
including the extended grammar. A set of metrics is adopted
and listed below, where reference is made to fig.20.
1) Number of corners along the meandered line. This is
split into two. N Ca is equal to the number of corners
along branch a, and N Cb is equal to the number of
corners along branch b.
2) Length of meandered line in terms of pixels. This
is split in two. La is equal to the number of pixels
between A and B, and Lb is equal to the number of

Metrics that are used to obtain properties of the shape.

The next step is to relate the metrics to the electrical
properties, so as to be able to carry out the approximate
quantitative analysis desired for the feedback mechanism.
In general the relationship can be described by a weighted
function of the shape properties as,
∑
EPn =
Weighted Shape Metrics,
(1)
where EPn is the electrical property under consideration.
For this purpose a set of 20 random elements are generated
from the grammar without feedback of fig.8. Fig.21 shows
the algorithm used to generate these elements. Table I lists
the data collected for the 20 elements. The shape is described
by the metrics, and the electrical properties are obtained
with a Finite-difference-Time-Domain (FDTD) numerical
tool developed by the author [18]. The next step is to
select the shape properties that have a strong influence on
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45

03

04
05

La+Lb
La+Lb−NC

Generate initial shape and define branches
Choose a branch to extend. The choice is based on
a random number and the probability of a branch
being selected more often than the other is variable
Check if branch is extensible: If YES repeat step
02. If no extensible branch can be found terminate
element
Extend branch in a random extensible direction
Decide with a probability of Pcontinue whether to
continue extending the branches. If YES goto step
02 else terminate element

40

35
Total Path Length (Element Squares)

01
02

30

25
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5

0

Figure 21.

1

2

3

Figure 22.

3 × 10−4 /((La + Lb + 2a0
−(N Ca + N Cb ) ∗ a1 ) ∗ Lp ∗ 2)

(2)

The coefficients a0 and a1 are obtained by minimizing the
error and Lp is the width of the square pixel in millimeters.
The angle θ and distance BC are ignored in this equation
because the frequency’s sensitivity to these is minimal.
The driving point impedance depends mostly on the
relative position of the feed point along the current path.
Another set of scatter plots, fig.23 confirm that, Zin , depends
on the relative position of the probe feed to the ends of the
line. The scatter plots for the angle θ and the normalized BC
metrics show a weak and inconclusive relationship with Zin
and therefore are not included in the model. The model does
not yield a numerical value for Zin but gives an indication
of how far away it is from 50Ω, the system impedance.
The input impedance estimate is obtained by considering the
B0 : B1 ratio from which it is derived that when the ratio
is close to 0.85 the input impedance is in close proximity to
50Ω. These two relationships are used to obtain an estimate
for the frequency of resonance and the input impedance level
for the structures of I. The set of designs in table I group is
termed the Tuning Set as it is used to obtain the coefficients
a0 and a1 in eq.2 using a trial and error approach. The values
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Scatter plot for the resonant frequency.
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each electrical property. In general this could be posed as a
regression problem. In this paper, microstrip antenna design
experience discussed previously supported by scatter plots
are used to guide the selection of the most significant metrics
to approximate the resonant frequency and driving point
impedance.
The resonant frequency, f0 is dependent mostly on the
effective length of the meandered line given by (pathx +
pathy ) in fig.20, which in turn is a function of La , Lb and
N C. Scatter plots for these variables against f0 confirm a
higher dependence on the branch lengths than on the number
of corners present, fig.22. The relationship for f0 derived by
considering the simple transmission line model is,
f0

4

Algorithm Generate Random Elements

400
300
200
100
0
0.4

Figure 23.

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
Branch Ratio

0.9

1

Scatter plots for the input impedance.

for the optimised coefficients are a0 = 0.6 and a1 = 0.31.
The last two columns in table I give the estimated frequency,
and the error. The average error is 2.96% with a standard
deviation of 2.03.
A second set elements was generated using the same
algorithm as that for the tuning set. This second set is
used as a Validation Set. The average error in the estimated
frequency is 3.15% with a standard deviation of 1.85.
The randomly generated elements for the tuning set span
the frequency range from approximately 1 to 7GHz and a
histogram of these shows that their distribution is approximately uniform especially in the 1 to 4GHz range. The
model is therefore fitted to this wide frequency range. A
plot of the averaged error against frequency shows a gentle
downward slope favoring the high frequencies. The same
observations are noted in the validation set. If a smaller error
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Table I
T UNING S ET
#

La

Lb

NC

N Ca

N Cb

BC

Θ

B0 : B1

B0/(B0 + B1)

F0

Zin

f0

Error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

10
4
4
10
12
11
5
2
4
9
12
8
11
15
12
12
27
13
7
18

5
2
1
3
11
6
4
9
2
3
15
2
4
2
31
9
8
10
4
16

9
1
3
7
13
6
5
6
3
5
14
7
7
7
18
7
23
9
2
18

6
0
2
6
7
4
1
1
2
2
6
6
4
6
2
3
16
7
2
11

3
0
0
1
5
2
3
4
0
2
8
0
2
1
15
3
6
1
0
7

33.4
17.6
14.5
33.4
25.2
32.1
17.0
32.1
17.6
12.6
12.0
28.3
37.8
44.1
20.2
29.0
36.5
32.1
22.0
28.3

88
90
132
129
52
72
81
159
111
64
16
122
137
180
29
57
78
55
15
71

0.56
0.61
0.47
0.41
0.97
0.60
0.72
0.31
0.69
0.37
0.83
0.43
0.41
0.20
0.45
0.75
0.31
0.90
0.68
0.95

0.63
0.66
0.71
0.71
0.32
0.50
0.50
0.79
0.73
0.28
0.13
0.80
0.68
0.70
0.13
0.37
0.32
0.38
0.48
0.24

2.67
5.14
6.4
2.85
1.82
2.3
4.2
3.4
5.5
3.05
1.55
3.83
2.64
2.2
1.02
1.92
1.29
1.8
3.27
1.35

hi
me
me
hi
lo
hi
me
me/hi
me
hi
lo
hi
hi
hi
hi
me
hi
me
me/hi
lo

2.72
5.14
6.61
3.02
1.82
2.24
4.14
3.49
5.62
3.11
1.55
3.98
2.60
2.28
0.96
1.84
1.27
1.72
3.13
1.25

1.70
0.08
3.34
5.86
0.17
2.60
1.34
2.69
2.22
2.03
0.27
3.83
1.56
3.75
5.78
4.40
1.36
4.48
4.27
7.47

is desired the model can be fitted over a smaller frequency
range. In this case the grammar will have associated with
it a set of coefficient vectors from which the appropriate
one has to be selected. In the modelling mode this has to
be carried out at least over a two step iteration. However
for the initial design phase a smaller error is generally not
required.
The model is tested in the synthesis task. The simple
synthesis algorithm in fig.24 was developed for this purpose.
The task of the algorithm was to develop a structure that
01
02
03
04
05

06
07
08

Set frequency of resonance and desired input
impedance
Start Synthesis
Generate initial shape at a random position
Obtain an estimate for the input impedance
If the input impedance estimate is greater than the
target randomly pick one branch that can be extended, else pick the shortest branch that can be
extended
If neither branch is extensible then terminate synthesis
Extend branch in a random extensible direction
Obtain an estimate of the resonant frequency: If
estimate is less than the desired value terminate
synthesis else repeat as from step 04
Figure 24.

Algorithm Synthesize Elements

resonates at 2.0GHz and provides a close match to 50Ω.
The algorithm terminates either when the specifications are
satisfied or when the shape cannot be changed any more.

Further more, since the feed is fixed at a given position,
it may be the case that the desired input impedance is
unattainable. In this case the algorithm does not attempt to
shift the feed. Table II lists ten structures that have been
developed by this algorithm. All ten cases were simulated
Table II
S YNTHESIS S ET
#

Freq
Model

Freq
FDTD

Prediction
Error

Target
Error

Branch
Ratio

Zin
FDTD

Target
Error

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1.954
1.947
1.954
1.986
1.994
1.923
1.994
1.986
1.994
1.923

2.03
2.01
2.02
2.01
2.07
1.91
2.10
2.00
2.08
1.98

3.744
3.132
3.260
1.183
3.690
0.685
5.048
0.689
4.153
2.875

2.300
2.648
2.293
0.689
0.300
3.846
0.300
0.689
0.319
3.846

0.881
0.912
0.963
0.993
0.939
0.851
0.869
0.902
0.869
0.879

53.0
13.0
15.0
35.0
44.0
45.0
57.0
80.0
60.0
40.0

6
74
70
30
12
10
14
60
20
20

with the FDTD numerical tool and the average error in the
resonant frequency is 2.85% with standard deviation of 1.5,
whereas the average deviation from the 2.0GHz desired
is 1.72% with a standard deviation of 1.44. The average
error for the input impedances is 31.8% with a standard
deviation of 26.2. This figure seems high. However, the
input impedance is a very sensitive quantity and for this
type of model it should be considered sufficiently accurate.
Furthermore the accuracy required depends on where and
how the model is utilized in practice. Certainly it is an area
for further study.
The method described above cannot be applied directly
to shapes evolved with the extended grammar and a general
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method that can be applied to any shape is desired. The
way the effective length is calculated is modified. Fig.25(a)
demonstrates how this is done. The dot symbols that define
the interface points for the rectangles are joined together
by straight lines and the summation of the length of these
lines gives the initial effective length, which is equivalent to
(La + Lb ) in eqn.2. The final effective length is corrected in
the same way as in the previous section, i.e. by considering
the number of corners as well as the coefficients a0 and a1 .
To test this method the tuning set is used and the updated
coefficients are a0 = 0.55 and a1 = 0.02. The average error
is 2.82% with standard deviation of 1.95. The average error
for the validation set is 3.32% with a standard deviation of
2.02%.

Figure 25.

3.19, and for approach (3) a0 = 0.60 and a1 = −0.28
and the average error is 5.75% with a standard deviation of
8.13. For (1) and (2) the path length is underestimated and
therefore the a1 coefficients are negative. The results show
that approach (2) performed best. Intuitively this approach
is the closet to approximating the current path along the
antenna structure. However approach (3) has the advantage
of being less computationally intensive. It is also possible to
obtain higher accuracies if the set is restricted to a particular
type. The errors are greatest for the most irregular shapes and
when the interface width between rectangles is greater than 1
pixel. The simple formula model does not take into account
the various widths of the rectangles and how they scale
relative to each other. The accuracy is however adequate for
its intended application, i.e for the conceptual design stage.
This does not mean that a better model is not possible and
this issue is further discussed in the last section.

Evaluation of the effective length.

The accuracy of the formula model (eqn.2) when applied
for shapes evolved with the extended grammar is discussed
next. Three slightly different approaches are considered
in calculating the effective length for the branches; (1)
(La + Lb ) is equivalent to the minimum length end to
end path passing through the sub-shapes interface points
and the feed point, (2) (La + Lb ) is equivalent to the
length of the path passing through the midpoint of each
sub-shape interface zone (fig.25(b)), and (3) (La + Lb ) is
equal to the sum of the lengths of all the rectangles that
make up the shape. A set of fifty prototypes that operate
over a frequency range of 1 to 4 GHz and various shapes
ranging from rectangular to L-shapes and meander lines
are simulated with the FDTD model and used as a second
tuning set. This set is used to optimise the a0 and a1
coefficients. For approach (1) a0 = 0.60 and a1 = 0.30
and the average error is 6.73% with a standard deviation
of 6.90. For approach (2) a0 = 0.55 and a1 = 0.20 and
the average error is 4.72% with a standard deviation of

Figure 26.
structure.

Stages during the design process of a tri-band separately fed

This section ends with a multi-band structure. The design
of multi-band structures can be either evolved separately
or simultaneously. Fig.26 depicts an extracted sequence of
interim designs during the evolution of a three element
antenna with separate feed structures. Fig.26(a) is the result
of applying the line grammar rules to the three elements
simultaneously. In fig.26(b) the structure on the left-handside is widened but is short from satisfying the specifications
and can’t be further evolved. Therefore in fig.26(c) the other
designs are removed and the first structure is allowed to
evolve, at which point the other structures are evolved again.
Fig.26(d) shows the final design, that can be further evolved
if necessary. The intention of this design is to operate as a
single feed dual-band antenna at 0.925GHz and 1.8GHz
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and a separately fed antenna for 2.45GHz. These frequencies correspond to cellular licensed mobile communications
bands and the unlicensed Industry, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) band. The frequencies of operation as predicted by
the shape grammar in analysis are 1.86GHz, 1.05GHz, and
2.47GHz, while the respective deviations from the target
values are 3.5%, 13.2% and 2.1%. These deviations are not
due to errors in the analysis model, but are function of the
stopping criteria in the application process of grammar rules.
The two major shapes derived by the grammar are joined
together to create a single feed dual-band structure and
shorting planes are added. The third shape is fed separately.
The height of the substrate is 4mm and εr = 1.0. The
resulting structure, fig.27, is analyzed numerically (FDTD).
The frequencies obtained from the FDTD model for the
three fundamental modes are 0.85GHz, 1.69GHz, and
2.52GHz and the deviations from the grammar model for
the grammar derived shapes are 18%, 9% and 2%. The high
deviation for the dual-band structure is due to the increase
in length when the two shapes are joined together and due
to the shorting plane which is shorter than the width of
the line. The input impedance is also close to the system
impedance of 50Ω for both feeds. The next step for the
antenna engineer is to proceed to the second phase of the
design and optimise the structure so as to deliver the final
design prior to measurements. Potential variables for the
optimisation stage are indicated in fig.27 with lines ended
in arrows. The optimisation process does not change the
character of the shape itself, but varies the dimensions of
the sub-shapes or rectangles.

Figure 27. The numerical model ready for optimisation derived from
fig.26(d). The arrows and positions for the probe feeds are suggested
variables for the optimisation process. Possible variables for optimisation
are indicated by the arrow-ended-lines.

III. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper described an original microstrip antenna shape
grammar that generates compact designs similar to meander
line structures, as well as some standard shapes. The shape
derived is represented as a chain of rectangles identified
by labels and symbols. The decomposition into sub-shapes

or rectangles is carried out by the grammar itself. The
radiating edges are labeled and the nature of the shape can
be derived from the orientation and sequence of the arrow
symbols. A set of sub-shape and full-shape parameters are
used as variables in a mathematical formula model that
yields approximate values for the electrical characteristics.
The result from the formula is used as feedback to guide
the selection of rules and therefore shape evolution. The
shape grammar is useful to synthesize and analyze compact
microstrip antennas.
The shape grammar is a tool for the conceptual or initial
design stage prior to the optimisation of the details. This tool
formalizes and mimics some of the informal processes that
an antenna designer goes through. The rule selection can be
done by the machine to generate a wide variety of potentially
useful designs and can form the basis of an Intelligent Computer Aided Engineering (ICAE) software. Forbus describes
an ICAE system as a junior partner in the design team and
the goal for the system is to capture a significant fraction
of an engineer’s knowledge that is later used to generate
potential designs as well as modifications[19]. The shape
grammar described in this paper provides such a tool and can
be used to record design knowledge that can be used later.
Alternatively the shape grammar can be integrated as part
of a CAD software and the rules applied manually by the
designer. The feedback mechanism automatically provides
an estimate of the electrical properties of the antenna.
In this paper feedback is demonstrated with a simple
weighted function. This function performs very well for
the narrow line designs but its accuracy degrades when
more variables are introduced. Not surprisingly the results
show that the accuracy of the quantitative results improve
if the formula is fitted over a narrow range of shapes and
frequencies. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the model is still
good enough for the initial design phase. On the other hand it
is always desired to have a single model applicable to a wide
range of devices. The inclusion of more variables and nonlinear terms may improve the results. Of special interest is
the use of Neural Network architectures (NN) as black boxes
that replace the CAD formula. This model is suitably applied
to well known and understood configurations. Geometrical
dimensions are selected as inputs to a NN which in turn
yields the electrical properties of the device. This approach
has been shown to work for planar and microstrip antennas
[20],[21],[22] and [23]. It would also be very useful to the
designer if the model gives an estimate of how accurate
the result is [24]. The work presented in this paper may be
augmented with NN to automate the analytical derivation of
the approximate model used in the generative system.
The work reported in this paper demonstrates the feasibility of a shape grammar based model that can act as
an assistant to the designer. It would therefore be useful
to extend this grammar to include other configurations and
components such that it has a wider range of applicability.
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Equally interesting should be the application of boolean
shape operations to shapes generated by the grammar to
extract sub-shapes that can be re-interconnected by switches.
Such a tool would be very useful during the design of reconfigurable antennas.
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Abstract—In this paper we evaluate the new Grid Alu Processor architecture that is optimized for the execution of sequential
instruction streams. The Grid Alu Processor architecture comprises an in-order superscalar pipeline front-end enhanced by
a configuration unit able to dynamically issue dependent and
independent standard machine instructions simultaneously to the
functional units, which are organized in a two-dimensional array.
In contrast to well-known coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures no special synthesis tools are required and no configuration
overhead occurs. Simulations of the Grid Alu Processor showed
a maximum speedup of 2.56 measured in instructions per cycle
compared to the results of a comparable configured SimpleScalar
processor simulator. Further improvements introduced in this
paper lead to a top speedup of about 4.65 for one benchmark.
Our evaluations show that with restricted hardware resources,
the performance is only slightly reduced. The gain of the proposed
processor architecture is obtained by the asynchronous execution
of most instructions, the possibility to issue multiple depending
instructions at the same cycle and the acceleration of loops.
Keywords-High Performance Processors, Reconfigurable Architecture, Instruction Level Parallelism

I. I NTRODUCTION
Current processor research focuses especially on multi-core
architectures. Unfortunately, these architectures perform only
well with parallel applications but they cannot increase the
performance of sequential programs. The Grid Alu Processor
(GAP) presented in [23] is designed to improve the execution
of sequential instruction streams.
In general, control flow based applications contain small
data-driven code sequences that can be accelerated by special
hardware. Because of the differing demands of the applications, a general accelerator for all requirements cannot be
found.
Application
specific
processors
together
with
hardware/software codesign methodologies [17] contain
at least one functional unit or functional block, which can
be adapted to a concrete application. Mostly, these functional
blocks are generated at the hardware-design phase i.e., the
special demands of the application’s software need to be
known statically. Generally, the special functions consist
of very simple operations like a single MAC operation or
something similar.
Dynamically reconfigurable systems [6] comprise an array
of functional units that can be reconfigured during runtime.

However, the configuration of the array has special demands
on the development tool chain and reconfiguration is time
consuming. Hence, replacement of the operation should be
well scheduled, otherwise the replacement overhead exceeds
the gain in execution time.
Another issue is the global clock synchronous execution,
which hampers the execution of simple instructions, because
the working frequency depends on the most complex operation
performed in any pipeline stage therefore decelerating simple
and fast instructions. Our approach applies asynchronous timing between functional units, which allows the execution of
simple operations in less than a cycle.
The GAP Architecture mixes the advantages of a superscalar processor and those of a coarse-grained dynamically
reconfigurable system. A special configuration unit issues synchronously instructions to the processor back-end, consisting
of an array of Functional Units (FUs), a branch unit, and
several load/store units. Thereby even very small dataflow
oriented instruction sequences benefit from the reconfigurable
system-like architecture of the GAP. Instructions are executed
within a combination of an asynchronous array of FUs and
synchronous memory access and branch units. Due to the
design of the array it is possible to issue independent as well as
dependent instructions in the same clock cycle. Additionally to
the improved issue and execution behavior, instructions issued
to the array automatically form dataflow structures similar to
the accelerator blocks within an application specific processor.
The contributions of this paper are a detailed description of
the GAP architecture. Additionally, several optimizations are
presented and evaluated that further improve the performance
and, in parallel, decrease the hardware requirements of the
GAP.
The next section provides a summary of coarse-grained
reconfigurable systems, which are closest to the GAP architecture. An overview of the GAP is given in Section III together
with an example of its functionality. Section IV describes the
GAP architecture in detail and presents several optimizations
of the basic architecture. A performance evaluation is shown
in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper and identifies
future work.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
Most reconfigurable architectures are attached to a master
processor as an additional unit like a coprocessor. The master
processor has to fulfill three tasks:
1) It has to provide configuration data to the reconfigurable
system.
2) It has to take care about the activities of the reconfigurable system.
3) It executes the program parts that cannot be directed to
the reconfigurable system.
Additionally, the presence and the architecture of the reconfigurable part must be taken into account at the software
development phase. Example architectures with reconfigurable
parts as coprocessor are the MOLEN [24], [25], [22], the
GARP [10], and the MorphoSys [11] architectures. In contrast, the XTENSA chip from Tensilica, the CHIMAERA [9]
project, and the PRISC processor [14] use reconfigurable
functional units within the processor pipeline, see [6] for a
more detailed overview.
The reconfigurable functional units within these processors
are additional units besides the standard functional units of a
superscalar processor. The additional units have to be accessed
explicitly by the software. In contrast, the GAP features a
homogeneous array of reconfigurable units that are transparent
to the software.
A processor using a small reconfigurable architecture to
accelerate statically determined parts of a program is presented
by Clark et al. [4]. More flexible is the VEAL system [5]
where the VEAL virtual machine is responsible to deal with
the configuration of the loop accelerator online. Hence, an
overhead for the dynamic compilation occurs. The PACT XPP
architecture [13] contains several small VLIW processor cores
located besides the reconfigurable array. These processors
are responsible for the control driven parts of an application
while the array offers high-throughput data operations. The
WARP processor presented by Lysecky et al. [12] contains
a FPGA-like accelerator, an on-chip profiler, and an on-chip
CAD module (a separate CPU). The profiler identifies critical
parts of the software and they are translated into a FPGA
configuration online by the CAD module. Santos et al. [15]
presented the 2D-VLIW processor. It comprises a pipelined
two-dimensional array of functional units, which are configured by VLIW instructions containing as many operations
as FUs are available. A similar approach is the ADRES
reconfigurable processor [1], [26]. It comprises a VLIW frontend with a subordinated coarse grained reconfigurable array.
The RAW microprocessor [18], [19] and the EDGE architecture [3] implemented by the TRIPS microprocessor
seem to be comparable at first glance because of their tiled
architectures. However, the EDGE architecture introduces a
new type of instruction set architecture (ISA) as one of its
core concepts. Instructions in this ISA also include information
about how to map operations on the tiles. This placement
has to be calculated statically by the tool-chain in advance.
Hence, a special compiler is required and normal instruction

streams cannot be executed. The RAW microprocessor focuses
on scalability of the number of used tiles (and therefore the
used number of transistors) and wire delays. But if more than
one tile shall be used by a program, again a special compiler
is needed to map the application. This architecture therefore
has some properties of many-core systems but cannot speed
up single threaded applications without a special compilation
technique.
None of the above mentioned architectures is able to directly
execute a complete conventional sequential instruction stream
within a two-dimensional array of reconfigurable functional
units without any additional tool. The presented GAP architecture [21] exactly provides this feature.
III. BASIC A RCHITECTURE OF THE GAP
This section describes the basic idea of the GAP architecture
and demonstrates the execution of a sample code fragment. A
more detailed description of the different parts of the GAP are
given in the next section.
A. Architectural Overview
The basic aim of the GAP architecture is that execution of
normal programs shall profit from reconfigurable architectures.
The GAP architecture combines the two dimensional arrangement of functional units (FUs) from reconfigurable systems
together with the instruction fetching and decoding logic of a
general purpose processor leading to the architecture shown in
figure 1. Together with some additional components for branch
execution and memory accesses (at the west side and the east
side of the array), the GAP is able to execute conventional
program binaries within its two dimensional array of FUs.
Small loops will be mapped into the array and profit from
the special architecture. All other non-loop-based program
sequences are executed also within the array, and thus, they
can likewise profit from the asynchronous execution.
In contrast to conventional superscalar processors, the GAP
is able to issue also data-dependent instructions to the corresponding FUs within the same clock cycle. As consequence,
GAP as in-order issue processor, reaches an issuing throughput
similar to that of an out-of-order processor but does not
require any out-of-order logic like issuing buffers, reorder
and commit stages, as well as register renaming. However,
execution of instructions is more like data driven processing
within a reconfigurable architecture. Additionally, instruction
execution is not done in a simple clocked way, rather it
is possible to execute several dependent operations in one
machine clock cycle. Instruction execution and timing is
described in Section IV-D.
The array is arranged in rows and columns of FUs (see
Figure 2) that are described in Section IV-C in detail. At
the basic GAP architecture each column is attached to an
architectural register of the processor’s instructions set. We
chose the PISA (Portable Instruction Set Architecture) instruction set known from the SimpleScalar simulation tool set [2].
Hence, the basic array contains 32 columns of FUs for the
general purpose registers and an additional special column
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Decode and
configuration unit
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Array of reconfigurable FUs
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Memory
access
unit
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Branch control unit

Memory
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there is no data exchange within a single row and no data can
be moved to the rows up. In general, each FU is configured
by exactly one machine instruction or it is configured as route
forward i.e., the FU bypasses the data from the previous FU
in the same column to the next row.
Each array row is accompanied with a memory access unit
that serves as communication interface to the data cache. The
memory access units read the address from the previous row
and forward data to a FU input of the same row in case of a
load. A store receives the address as well as the store value
from the previous row.
The single branch control unit on the west of the array has
connections to all rows. Its task is to determine if conditional
branches have to be taken. For this purpose, it checks the
output value of a given FU against the branch condition. If
the condition is true, the actual execution phase is stopped
and the currently valid values in the corresponding row are
copied from all columns to their top registers.
B. Code Execution Example

Fig. 1.

Configuration busses

Top registers

Reg.

Reg.

...

Reg.

FU

FU

FU

...

FU

Memory
access
unit

FU

FU

FU

...

FU

Memory
access
unit

FU

FU

FU

...

FU

...

Memory
access
unit

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

move R1,#15
move R2,#addr
move R3,#0
load R4,[R2]
add R3,R3,R4
add R2,R2,#4
sub R1,R1,#1
jmpnz R1,loop
sub R3,R1,R3

;15 values
;start address
;Register for the sum loop:
;load an element
;add
;inc address
;dec counter
;end of loop?
;negate the result (R1=0)

...

...

Reg.

...

...

...

Branch control unit

The placement of instructions into the array is demonstrated
by the following simple code fragment. The pseudo machine
instructions add fifteen numbers out of subsequent memory
cells followed by negating the result.

Block diagram of the GAP core

ALU array
Reconfigurable Backward
FUs
connections
Fig. 2.

Forward
connections

Horizontal
connections

General organization of the ALU array

for the multiply/divide registers (hi/lo) with the corresponding
FUs (one multiply/divide unit per row). The number of rows
depends on the maximum length of loop bodies that should
be accelerated. An evaluation of the required number of rows
is given in Section V.
The general data flow within the array is from the north to
the south. A single 32 bit register is arranged at the top of
each column and is called top register. This register contains
the starting value of the corresponding architectural register of
the column for the next execution phase. Each FU is able to
read the output values of every FU from the previous row as
inputs and its output is available for all FUs in the next row. So

Fig. 3.

Dependency graph of the example instructions.

Figure 3 shows the dependency graph of the 9 instructions,
which can be recognized again at the placement of the
instructions within the GAP back-end shown in Figure 4. The
instructions 1 to 3 are placed within the first row of the array.
Instruction 4 (load) depends on R2 that is written in the first
row and therefore, it must be located in the second row. It
reads the address as a result of instruction 2 and forwards the
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data received from the memory into the column R4, which is
the destination register of the load. The instructions 5 to 7 are
placed in an analog way. Instruction 8 is a conditional branch
that could change program flow. To sustain the hardware
simplicity, conditional branches are placed below the lowest
already arranged instruction. In this case, the branch has to
be located after the third row. The last instruction is placed
after the branch in the fourth row. Hence, if the branch is
taken, the GAP takes a snapshot of the register contents at the
corresponding row and copies the data into the top registers.
In this case, instruction 9 is discarded. Otherwise, the sub is
executed without any time loss.

instructions following the loop body, the GAP does not suffer
from any misprediction penalty at loop termination as other
processors using branch prediction would do.
IV. D ETAILED GAP D ESCRIPTION
A detailed description of the superscalar pipeline front-end,
the back-end architecture, the execution and timing of the
operations, the memory hierarchy, and several optimizations
are presented in this section.
A. Superscalar Processor Front-end
Instructions are fetched from the instruction fetch unit out
of a normal program binary generated by a standard compiler
e.g., the GCC. A program counter determines the position
of the next instructions to fetch. The current implementation
fetches four instructions in parallel. During decoding, each
instruction is treated in one of the following ways:
•

•

Fig. 4.

Placement of the complete example fragment

•

Fig. 5. Placement of the loop body (instructions 4 to 8) and the subsequent
instruction (instruction 9)

After the first execution of the loop body, the backward
branch to the label loop has to be performed. The branch
target is already mapped into the array but it is placed among
other instructions that must not be executed again. To keep
the hardware simple, the GAP is only able to copy data into
the top registers of the first row. The decoding starts again
with the new address. The newly started decoding maps only
the loop and the following instructions into the array (see
Figure 5). Now, the loop target is the first instruction within
the array, and hence, all subsequent loop iterations can be
executed directly within the array without any additional fetch,
decoding and configuration phases. Due to the placement of

•

Unconditional direct branches: These instructions are
executed directly within the decode stage i.e., the program
counter is set to the given value and the decoding of the
subsequent instructions is cancelled.
Arithmetic-logic instructions: All arithmetic and logic
instructions are register-register instructions (a load/store
instruction set architecture like PISA is assumed). All
decoded arithmetic/logic instructions are placed into the
array of FUs. The column in which an operation is placed
is determined by the output register of the instruction and
the row depends on the availability of the input data and
the last read access to the output register. Input data is
available after the last write access to the corresponding
register i.e., the lowermost instruction placed within the
column. Because instructions are only placed and not
executed, it is possible to place independent as well as
dependent instructions into the array at the same cycle.
Conditional branches and register indirect jumps: The
branch control unit is able to handle one branch or jump
instruction per row of the array. Because both types of
control flow changes (conditional branches and register
indirect jumps) depend on the content of at least one
register, branches/jumps have to be placed below the
row in which the value of the corresponding register
is calculated. Additionally, it is necessary for the loop
acceleration to catch all register values out of a single
row (after one loop iteration) and copy them into the top
registers for the next iteration. Hence, branches/jumps are
placed below the lowest operation of the loop body within
the array.
Load/store instructions: Memory instructions are executed by the memory access units. Each unit is able
to execute one load or one store instruction. A load
instruction is placed as high in the array as possible
i.e., below the last write access to the address register
and the last read access to the destination column. Store
instructions additionally depend on preceding branches.
All memory operations are equipped with an ordinal
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number that prevents load instructions to be executed
before a foregoing store instruction.
The front-end is active as long as the array is not filled
up to the last row. If the array is full, the back-end is busy
with executing the instructions already placed in the array.
This could happen if some long latency operations like load
instructions have to be executed or if a loop is executed. In
both cases, the front-end can switch into sleep mode to save
energy.
When the execution of the operations inside the array
reaches the last row or when the branch controller signals
a taken branch, the front-end resumes to fetch and decode
instructions. If needed, the program counter is set to the new
value given by the branch controller beforehand.
The processor front-end is connected to the back-end by
several configuration lines. Because four instructions are decoded in a single cycle, also up to four operations could be
issued to a column in the array. Hence, the maximum of
four configuration busses per column, including the branch
controller and the memory access units, are required. But, due
to our evaluations we find out that only two busses per column
are sufficient. If more than two instructions (out of four) must
be issued to the same column, an additional cycle is required.
The configuration unit is aware of this circumstance.
The only feedback signals from the back-end to the frontend are the signals from the branch controller to the fetch unit
(a new program counter and a valid signal) and a finished
signal. The finished signal indicates that the execution has
reached the end of the array.
B. Timing Analysis at the Front-end
Besides the placement of the operations into the array, the
front-end is also responsible to determine the timing. Because
of the asynchronous execution of the operations, the time
at which a valid data word arrives at a particular location
is not known. To synchronize the synchronous units (see
Section IV-C) with the asynchronous execution within the
array, the configuration unit is aware of the timing of each
operation. Therefore, the runtime of each operation is known
by the configuration unit in terms of so-called pico-cycles. We
have chosen one pico-cycle as 41 of a machine clock cycle. At
each configuration step i.e., the assignment of one operation,
the configuration unit calculates the time at which the FU
output is valid. Inside the configuration unit one pico-cycle
counter is responsible for each architectural register i.e., each
column. The number of pico-cycles required for the current
operation is added to the longest path of the source values.
For the evaluations, we assumed the execution times for the
operations as shown in Table I. These assumptions are based
on the fact that some operations require a carry chain (add,
sub, setlt, setgt), require a shifter (shl, shr), or are flat logic
(and, or, xor, not).
If the resulting pico-cycle counter exceeds one machine
clock cycle, a so-called timing token register inside the FU
is activated (see Section IV-D) and the counter is decreased
by four. Otherwise, the timing token register of the FU is

Operation
Add, Sub
Setlt, Setgt
And, Or, Xor, Not
Shl, Shr

Pico-cycles
3
3
1
2

TABLE I
P ICO - CYLE TIMES ASSUMED FOR THE EVALUATION

bypassed i.e., the timing token passes immediately. The picocycle counter is implemented as a two bit counter and the
overflow indicates that the token register has to be activated.
Due to the overflow, decreasing the counter is not required
explicitly.
In a real implementation of GAP the longest signal path
depends on the technology and the placement. Hence, the picocycles required for an instruction class are not known at design
time (before synthesis). To address this problem, they can be
stored in an internal look-up table (RAM) that is initialized
with the maximum pico-cycle value (four pico-cycles in this
case) at system reset. A test software determines the actual
value per instruction class and sets the entries in the table
accordingly.
C. Back-end Architecture
The GAP back-end comprises the FU array, the branch
controller, and the memory access units (see Figure 2). The
branch controller and the memory access units are designed as
synchronous units while the FU array is asynchronous (except
for the configuration part and the timing token register). The
three parts are described below.
• Functional unit array: The array consists of a twodimensional arrangement of identical FUs. Each FU
contains an ALU that is able to perform the following
operations: +, -, shl, shr, and, or, xor, not, neg, setlt, setgt.
Besides each ALU, a configuration register including a
constant value, two input multiplexers, and the token logic
for the timing is present. Moreover, a bypass multiplexer
is available that allows the route-forward operation i.e.,
the output value of the previous FU in the same column is
routed to the next row. The block diagram of a complete
FU is shown in Figure 6. The input multiplexers are able
to select the output of each FU in the row above or the
top registers, respectively. Because of the asynchronous
execution inside the array, no registers are located in the
data path of the FU. In contrast, the configuration network
is fully synchronous and the register for the timing token
can be enabled by configuration.
• Branch controller: The branch controller comprises a
configuration register, two input selectors, and a compareto-zero comparator per row of the array. Additionally, the
branch controller offers a bus for the new program counter
(for taken branches) to the processor front-end together
with a valid-signal. Besides controlling branches, this unit
enables the top registers to store the values delivered by
the feedback network. It is also aware of the time when all
operations in the array are finished i.e., when all timing
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•

tokens arrived at the last row. Furthermore, the branch
controller manages the loop acceleration i.e., if the branch
target is the first instruction that is already configured in
the array, the configuration is left unmodified. Only the
new data is copied into the top registers in this case and
the timing tokens are activated at the top row.
Memory access units: The memory access units are
synchronous units. They are responsible for read and
write operations of the array to the main memory. A read
or write operation occurs if the software executes a load
or store instruction, respectively. To reduce the access
time, small local caches containing a single cache line are
present in each memory access unit (see Section IV-E).
Each memory access unit contains a configuration register, two input selectors, and an output bus. The input
selectors can choose any of the FUs’ output of the
upper row as address and write data input. The output
bus directs the read data to any FU of the same row.
An operation of the memory access unit is triggered at
the time the required timing tokens are available. The
output token is synchronously generated if the operation
is performed.
Synchronous
configuration
inputs

Asynchronous
data inputs

Configuration register

Selector

Data from
previous
row

Data

Configuration
Busses
Clk

Constant value

A

B

Input MUX
32:1
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32:1

33

33

33

0

1

MUX

32
32

Operation

&

FF
0

ALU
32

1

MUX

0

Functional unit
Timing token logic

1

MUX

Bypass
multiplexer

33

Output

Fig. 6.
Block diagram of a functional unit comprising an ALU, input
selectors, bypass network, and a configuration register set by one of the two
configuration busses

The units of the back-end are configured by different
synchronous configuration busses. These busses range from
the configuration unit of the front-end to the last row of the
array. Because of a high number of rows, these busses could be
comparatively long and, hence, have a negative impact on the
maximum clock rate. To overcome this problem, a register can
be integrated to pipeline the transportation of the configuration
data and to shorten the maximum delay.
A much more interesting issue is the wire length of the
horizontal connections. If the value of register zero (R0) is

required at the memory access unit or the value of R31 is
required at the branch controller, these values have to pass
from the leftmost FU to the right side of the array or viceversa, respectively. To get rid of these long wires together with
the delay, we evaluated different array extensions described
in Section IV-F. For our evaluations, we assumed that the
maximum delay is taken into account by the pico-cycles
required for an operation.
D. Instruction Execution and Timing
The front-end units of the GAP i.e., the instruction fetch,
decode and configuration units, work in a synchronous way
as well as the configuration paths within the array of FUs.
The branch controller and the memory access units are also
synchronous to a global clock signal. In contrast to these
units, execution of the operations within the FUs is performed
asynchronously.
So, the data stored within the top registers move to all FUs
in the first row that are configured to use data out of at least one
of these registers. The output of each FU in the first row moves
to the inputs of the FUs in the second row corresponding to
their configuration and so on.
To align synchronous parts with data from asynchronous
execution, we introduced so-called timing tokens. These tokens
propagate in parallel to each data word through the array. If a
FU is configured for an operation with two registers as source
operands, the FU sends a token if both source tokens are
available. To generate the delay of the tokens, the FUs are
equipped with an additional synchronous single bit register,
which allows to bypass the token signal depending on its
configuration. In general, these registers are in bypass mode.
The idea is that a token moves ahead of the corresponding
data till it reaches an active timing token register. Here, it has
to wait until the next rising clock edge i.e., until the data at
the associated FU is valid. The token registers are activated by
the configuration unit if the longest data path from the current
FU back to the FU with the last active token register or the top
of the array is longer than one machine clock cycle. Hence,
if a synchronous unit receives a token, the data at the input
will be valid not later than the next rising edge of the clock
signal.
Accordingly, the synchronous branch controller as well as
the memory access units use the timing token of the incoming
data as data valid signal. If it is set at the rising edge of
the clock signal, the corresponding action must be performed.
Additionally, an internal done state must be set to ensure that
the action is done only once. Because of the nature of the
timing token, it is not reset during a single execution iteration
of one configuration. If a configuration is executed multiple
times like a loop body or if the array is reconfigured, the done
state must be reset.
E. Memory Hierarchy
Reaching a high memory throughput is a main requirement
to get a high processor performance. The GAP back-end
comprises one memory access unit per row. Hence, assuming
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Fig. 7. Three instructions, each requires 2 pico-cycles. The token register
of the upper FUs are bypassed and the one of the lower FU is activated

n rows also n memory accesses can occur simultaneously. To
reduce the concurrency at the memory interface, each memory
access unit contains its own small private cache. Because
of hardware simplicity, the current evaluations assume only
a single cache line within each memory access unit. These
caches serve only for read accesses, writes go directly to
the next memory hierarchy i.e., the data cache. For cache
consistency, writes are also directed to all other memory access
units, which compare the received write address to their own
cache and update it, if necessary.
The memory write sequence is guaranteed by the backend by allowing only a single write access in one cycle. This
technique enables the memory access units to distribute writes
through a shared write bus to the other memory access units
and the data cache in parallel. Additionally, writes are executed
in the original program order and take care of preceding taken
branches. Hence, no unintended writes can occur. Between two
consecutive writes all loads that are in the program order in
between these writes can be executed simultaneously.
Memory throughput is increased by the data cache, which is
a non-blocking cache [16]. All read accesses from the memory
access units go to the data cache. If one request cannot be
satisfied it is redirected to the next level cache (which is not
implemented in our current simulator). Meanwhile, requests
from other memory access units can be served by the data
cache.
F. Architectural Optimizations
A problem of GAP arises from branches that can be resolved
only at the execution time inside the array. These branches
lead to a flush and reconfiguration of the array if they do
not form a loop. Another shortcoming of the basic GAP
architecture is the huge amount of chip area required for the 32
columns for 32 architectural registers. Additionally, the wire
delay is a very important issue in modern chip design and
the long horizontal wires have a big impact on the operating
performance (not the clock frequency because the concerned
parts are asynchronous). The following optimizations of the
GAP architecture consider these drawbacks.
1) Branch Prediction: Like most other processors the GAP
can profit from branch prediction. A taken conditional branch

inside the array that does not implement a loop leads to a flush
of the array and a new configuration phase. For this purpose,
a branch prediction tries to increase the length of the dataflow
graph mapped into the array by predicting the direction of
conditional branches. A misprediction results in an array flush
and starts a new configuration phase. Hence, the number of
speculation levels of the GAP predictor is only limited by the
number of rows because we allow only one branch per row.
In contrast to conventional speculative superscalar processors, the GAP does not require any commit logic that is aware
of speculative execution. Instead, the register values are taken
out of the row of the mispredicted branch and are copied into
the top registers. Now, they are available for the further correct
execution of the program.
2) Predicated Execution: Another possibility to reduce the
number of flushes is to get rid of some conditional branches.
Therefore, the optimized GAP is able to use predicated execution. In the case of a predicated instruction, it will be placed
in the array like a normal instruction. An additional logic
inside the FUs allows to use predication for all instructions.
A flag is set in the configuration register of the corresponding
FU, which indicates that the operation is predicated. If the
predicate is true, the operation is executed but if it is false,
the FU switches to route-forward mode. The predicate itself is
determined by the branch control unit i.e., the original branch
preceding the predicated instruction is not executed as a branch
but it sets the corresponding predication signal appropriately.
This technique is only useful for forward branches with very
small jump distances because the predicated instructions have
to be taken into account completely during the calculation of
timing tokens.
3) Horizontal Array Dimension: The horizontal extension
of the basic functional unit array is as high as the number
of architectural registers. Using a standard RISC instruction
set architecture like ARM, PISA, or openRISC (ORBIS32)
requires 16 or 32 columns. The high number of columns leads
to a high wire delay between the leftmost and the rightmost
FUs of the GAP. Additionally, the input selectors of each FU
must be able to select each of the outputs of the previous row
resulting in 33-to-1 33 bit width multiplexers (32 registers plus
one input for the memory access unit * 32 data bits plus the
timing token).
Reducing the number of columns has been reached by
decoupling the architectural registers from the array columns.
The processor front-end supports a technique like the wellknown register renaming [20]. But, in contrast to the standard
register renaming that maps less architectural registers to a
higher number of physical registers, GAP does it vice-versa:
a high number of architectural registers is mapped to a lower
number of physical registers i.e., columns.
Mapping is done by a mapping table with one entry per
architectural register and a column counter. At an array flush,
each entry in the mapping table is set to invalid and the counter
is set to zero. Every time the result of an instruction should be
written into an architectural register, the column is determined
by the value in the corresponding entry of the mapping table.
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If it is invalid, the content of the counter is written into the
mapping table and the counter is increased. If the counter
reaches the maximum value (the number of columns) no
instructions writing to further architectural registers can be
placed inside the array. The configuration stops at that time.
As a result of the lower number of columns, some configurations have to be split into multiple configurations for execution.
In Section V-C we have evaluated how many configurations
can be satisfied by a smaller array dimension.

the SimpleScalar than for the GAP and an RUU size of 128
for the SimpleScalar while the GAP does not need any issue
queue.

V. E VALUATION
The evaluation of the GAP architecture concerns the array
size with different optimization steps. In all evaluations, the
GAP features branch prediction unless otherwise noted. Besides the pure performance, we also evaluated the utilization
of the FU array and the memory access units.
A. Evaluation Methodology
To evaluate the performance of the basic GAP architecture,
we compared it to a superscalar processor simulated by the
SimpleScalar (SS) tool set with the parameters given in
Table II. Therefore, the GAP architecture is implemented
as a cycle accurate simulator written in C++. The pipeline
stages, the FU array, the branch controller, the memory access
units and the cache are modelled in the GAP simulator. Both
simulators execute the identical binary files.
Parameter
L1 I-Cache
L1 D-Cache
Fetch, decode, and issue width
Multipliers
Integer ALUs
Branch prediction
Return address stack
Branch target buffer
Load/store queue
Memory latency

SimpleScalar
128:64:1
1024:32:1
8-way
1
8
bimod
8
512*4
8 entries
24

Basic GAP
128:64:1
1024:32:1
4-way
1 per row
31 per row
bimod
none
none
one L/S unit
per row
24

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF BOTH SIMULATORS

At first glance, it seems not to be fair to compare the
SimpleScalar architecture with 8 ALUs to the GAP with up
to 992 ALUs (31 columns x 32 rows, R0 is fixed to 0).
But we first evaluated the IPC rates of the SimpleScalar
configured by the given parameters and with different numbers
of ALUs to identify its peek performance. Therefore, we used
the same benchmarks as for the evaluation of the GAP. The
results presented in figure 8 show only a marginal increase in
average IPC using more than 4 ALUs. The reason is that the
issue unit is not able to find enough independent instructions
to execute in the same cycle. To overcome this bottleneck,
the fetch width and the decode width have to be increased
together with the size of the Register Update Unit (RUU). But
increasing the issue complexity would influence the maximum
frequency dramatically as stated by Cotofana et al. [7]. To be
conservative, we used twice the fetch and decode width for

Fig. 8. Average IPC rates of all benchmarks using the SimpleScalar with
different number of ALUs and a fetch/decode width of 4 and 8, respectively.

Several benchmarks out of the MiBench [8] benchmark suite
without floating point operations are selected to determine
the GAP’s performance. As input data, the small data sets
are used. The stringsearch benchmark is an adapted version
of the original benchmark reduced to the central algorithm
without any output. Unless otherwise stated, the identical
binary files are used for the GAP simulation as well as for
the SimpleScalar.
B. Performance of the GAP Architecture With Branch Prediction and Predicated Execution
The first performance evaluation concerns two different
optimization steps of the GAP: the basic architecture with
integrated branch prediction and the basic architecture with
branch prediction and additional predicated execution. The
latter requires a slight modification of the execution binary
because of the predication bits. This modification is done only
by an analysis of the executable and not by compiler options.
As GAP array size we have chosen 4, 8, 16, and 32 rows and
always 31 columns of FUs, one multiplier and one memory
access unit per row.
Figure 9 shows the IPC rates of the benchmarks using the
GAP compared to the SimpleScalar. Using 16 or 32 rows,
the GAP outperforms the SS in all cases, except for bitcount.
The benchmarks ad pcm, di jkstra, and stringsearch result in
a higher IPC even with only 4 rows. On average the GAP
with 4 rows reaches a slightly higher IPC than the SS. The
top performance is reached by the SHA benchmark with 32
rows: The IPC is 2.56 times the IPC of the SimpleScalar.
After adapting the executable binary files with predication
bits, we simulated the same benchmarks with enabled predicated execution. Figure 10 shows the results of these measurements. The predicated execution achieves a slightly better IPC
on average with 32 rows. But, in particular the ad pcm obtains
a significantly higher performance in all row configurations
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C. Utilization of the GAP Back-end
The basic architecture of the GAP consists of one column
per architectural register and one memory access unit per row.
At the maximum configuration evaluated in Section V-B this
results in 992 FUs, 32 multiplier/dividers, and 32 memory
access units. The second evaluation step concerns the number
of FUs and memory access units that are really required
to reach the performance mentioned above. Because of the
direct relationship of the destination register as well as the
dependencies of an instruction to its placement inside the array,
we expect a very low utilization of the FUs.
Fig. 9.
IPC rate of the GAP with branch prediction compared to the
SimpleScalar.

Fig. 11.
Maximum number of used FUs per configuration with branch
prediction.

Fig. 10. IPC rate of the GAP with branch prediction and predicated execution
compared to the SimpleScalar.

(nearly 2-fold with 4 rows up to 4.65-fold with 32 rows) while
di jkstra and ri jndael show a performance loss. The bitcount
demonstrates an unexpected behavior: The performance of the
4-row version is decreased while the configurations with 8, 16,
and 32 rows show a performance gain. All other benchmarks
reach at least the same performance with enabled predicated
execution than without.
The performance loss of some configurations/benchmarks
can be explained by the timing of the execution inside the
array. If a short forward branch, which is mostly taken, is
substituted by predicated execution, the predicated instructions
increase the longest path inside the array without being executed. Hence, the time to execute a complete configuration is
also increased, which in turn reduces the IPC. In the case of the
dramatic performance increase of the ad pcm, which reaches
with 32 rows an IPC of 4.65 times the IPC of the SS, the
predicated execution shows its positive aspects: branches that
are resolved by predicated execution are hard to predict, which
leads to a better performance by using predicated execution.
The following evaluations are performed only with branch
prediction without predicated execution.

Figure 11 shows the amount of FUs, which are used for
real operations (not as route forward) with enabled branch
prediction. The average overall utilization using 32 rows is
about 81 FUs. That means, the utilization with 32 rows ranges
from 6.7% up to 8.2%. Using only four rows, the GAP
needs just 15 FUs on average i.e., 12% of its overall FUs.
Although more than 64 FUs are used by the configuration
with 32 rows in every benchmark, a maximum array with
64 FUs is reasonable. This is because the presented values
show the maximum utilization by the benchmarks; the average
utilization is much lower.
The number of allocated memory access units is shown in
Figure 12. In the four and eight row configurations, every
benchmark requires all available memory access units. At
the 16 row version, crc uses only 14 and j peg as well as
ri jndael and di jkstra all 16 memory access units. The other
benchmarks allocate 15 memory access units. A saturation
of memory access units is reached at the 32 row version of
GAP: The maximum number of memory access units (31) is
allocated by j peg while stringsearch requires only 23.
These measurements indicate that a high number of memory
access units seems to be required to get a good performance
result. But, the presented values are only the maximum number
of allocated memory access units i.e., they do not figure
out if this particular configuration is relevant for the overall
performance.
To clarify this question, the maximum number of rows that
are used to accelerate loops is presented in Figure 13. Because
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Fig. 14. Ratio of the satisfied configurations depending on the number of
columns.

Fig. 12. Maximum number of used load/store units per configuration with
branch prediction.

the GAP architecture supports only one memory access per
row, the number of memory access units required for loop
acceleration cannot be higher than the number of used rows.
Hence, with only 17 memory access units most benchmarks
would perform well if 32 rows are available. With less rows
only 3, 6, resp. 12 units are required on average.

all applied benchmarks. With 14 columns, 99% and with 20
columns all of the configurations can be mapped completely
into the array.
Besides the lower number of FUs also the input multiplexers
of the FUs shrink if the array width is decreased. Choosing
an array width where not all configurations can be issued
completely does not mean that some applications cannot
be executed at all. Rather these configurations require an
additional array flush resulting in an additional configuration
phase.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

Fig. 13. Maximum number of used rows at loop acceleration with branch
prediction.

Another area consuming resource is the multiply/divide unit.
Although each row of the array contains a multiply/divide unit,
the evaluations show a clear result: only one multiply/divide
unit is required for all benchmarks and all configurations.
Hence, a single multiply/divide unit, which can be accessed
by all rows would be sufficient.
Besides the number of rows the number of columns also
dictates the hardware effort. To find out a minimum array
width we measured the number of used columns per configuration i.e., the number of columns with at least a single issued
instruction. The histogram in Figure 14 shows how much configurations could be satisfied by a certain number of columns.
Therefore we conservatively assumed a maximum array length
of 32 rows i.e., using a shorter array would also lead to smaller
configurations. As a result we can notice that only 8 columns
are required to satisfy 95% of all configurations emerging in

We presented the new GAP architecture comprising a processor back-end similar to a two-dimensional reconfigurable
array. In contrast to well-known reconfigurable architectures
the GAP is able to execute a conventional instruction stream
generated by a standard compiler. The comparison to an outof-order superscalar processor simulator shows a maximum
performance factor of 2.56 when using the GAP with branch
prediction and 4.65 when using it with additional predicated
execution.
The great advantage of the GAP architecture is the improvement of sequential program execution that cannot be provided
by modern multithreaded and multicore architectures. Besides
the performance, we also evaluated different sizes of the FU
array and its utilization to find an optimal array size. The
measurements show that the number of allocated FUs is much
less than the total amount of FUs (about 6-12%).
In future, we will further improve the performance by
implementing multiple configuration layers, which speed up
frequently used configurations and allow to decrease the maximum number of rows and columns. Multiple configuration
layers would support especially function calls and configurations that do not fit into a single configuration layer. Hence, the
layers will at least compensate the drawback of a smaller array.
Moreover, a possible misprediction penalty can be eliminated
completely by having the target instruction stream already
configured within another layer.
Further optimizations concern the horizontal connection network. Because the current implementation allows to transport
data from any FU of one row to any FU of the next row,
complex multiplexers are required at each data input of the
FUs. To reach simpler horizontal connections, we will reduce
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the number of horizontal busses. This reduction will restrict the
number of output values that can be transported to the inputs
of the next row’s FUs. Hence, the configuration unit must be
modified to take care of that circumstance. If more data must
be transferred to succeeding FUs than busses are available, the
concerned operations must be placed in the following row.
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Abstract—In this paper we consider the neuro-control
method and its application to control problems of an electric
vehicle. The neuro-control methods adopted here are based on
proportional-plus-integral-plus-derivative (PID) control, which
has been adopted to solve process control or intelligent control
problems. In Japan about eighty four per cent of the process
industries have used the PID control. After deriving the selftuning PID control scheme (neuro-PID) using the learning
ability of the neural network, we will show the control results
by using the speed and torque control of an electric vehicle.
Keywords-neuro-PID; electric vehicle control; speed control;
torque controlcomponent;

I. I NTRODUCTION
In applying conventional control theory to practical problems, we have to model the plant or system. The modeling
is done by using a set of linear differential or difference
equations, in which unknown parameters are included. But
the range of applicability is not so wide to cover real control
problems. In real world, the plant and its environment
are too complex to describe them by such linear models.
For example, in a robotic control system, it may have
many sensors providing inputs that cannot necessarily be
interpreted as state variables. Furthermore, the models of
the system may be unknown and interact with unknown
changing environment.
Therefore, it is necessary to adopt new methods of control.
They may not be so rigorous mathematically so that it can
work in a wide range of domains and under more dynamic
and more realistic conditions. One of the powerful methods
is neuro-control based on the neural networks since the
neural networks have preferable properties to overcome the
difficult problems stated above. Some of them are 1) learning
by experience (training), i.e., human-like learning behavior,
2) generalization ability, i.e., mapping ability of similar
inputs to similar outputs, 3) nonlinear mapping ability, 4)
parallel distributed processing, allowing fast computation for
large scale systems, 5) robustness for noise and environmental change, 6) self-organizing property, etc. These properties
make neuro-control suitable for applications to real control
problems.
In this paper, we will adopt the proportional-plus-integralplus-derivative (PID) control and tune the PID gains based

Jamal Ahamad Dargham
Department of Computer Engineering
University of Malaysia Sabah
Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia
Email: jamalad@ums.edu.my

on neural networks, which will be called as neuro-PID
control. After deriving the neuro-PID controller, we will
show the real application to torque control and speed control
problems of an electrical vehicle [1].
II. H ISTORICAL R EVIEW OF N EURO -C ONTROL
The first neuro-control was discussed by Widrow and
Smith [2] who used ADALINE to stabilize and control
the pole balancing act. Other early research on neurocontrol could also found in Waltz and Fu [3], Michie and
Chambers [4], and Barto et al. [5].
Neuro-control research has begun sharp increase around
1987 when the first IEEE Conference on Neural Networks
has held in San Diego. These papers have demonstrated that
neuro-control methods can be applied successfully to control
unknown nonlinear systems while conventional control approaches based on linear dynamical system theory could not
solve such control problems. Many neuro-control structures
were also proposed. Typical neuro-control methods are 1)
feedback error learning by Kawato et al. [6], 2) neurointernal model control by Hunt and Sbarbaro [7], 3) neuropredictive control by Willia et al. [8], 4) Forward and
inverse modelling by Jordan et al. [9]), 5) generalized and
specialized learning by Psaltis et al. [10], 6) Self-tuning
neuro-control by Omatu [11]. More information on neurocontrol could be obtained by the books by D.A. White and
D.A. Sofge [12], W. T. Miller III et al. [13], S. Omatu et
al. [14], P.M. Mills et al. [15], and N.W. NG [16].
III. E RROR BACK -P ROPAGATION A LGORITHM
The error back-propagation (BP) algorithm has been wellknown since it was proposed by Rumerhart et al. [17] in
1985. As a neuro- PID control being described in detail later
is derived based on the similar method of BP algorithm, we
will explain the derivation of the BP algorithm in compact
way.
The form of a neural network described by Fig. 1 is called
a layered neural network since they have more than three
layers which are called input layer, hidden layer, and output
layer. Outputs of neurons in the input layer are the input
data which should be processed. We assume that numbers
of neurons in the input, hidden, and output layers are I, J,
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Using the gradient search, the minimizing cost of E is
given by the following relation(the error back-propagation
algorithm):

= f (netj ),
I
X
=
wji Oi − θj ,

(1)

∆wkj = wkj (new) − wkj (old) = ηδk Oj

(2)

δk = ek Ok (1 − Ok ).

=

(3)

1
= sigmoid(x).
1 + exp(−x)

∆wji = wji (new) − wji (old) = ηδj Oi

where Oj denotes the output of neuron j, wji denotes the
connection weight from a neuron i to a neuron j, θj is a
threshold value of neuron j.
Note that the output of a neuron is limited within 0 to
1 since f (x) ∈ [0, 1]. If we assume that O0 = −1 and
wj0 = θj , then we can rewrite netj as follows:
I
X

wji Oi .

(4)

i=0

From now on, we assume that threshold θj has been
included in the weighting function and use the expression
Eq.(4) instead of Eq.(2).
When the input data {Oi , i = 0, 1, . . . , I}, connection
weights wji from a neuron i in the input layer to a neuron j
in the hidden layer where {j = 1, 2, . . . , J, i = 0, 1, . . . , I},
and connection weights wkj from a neuron j in the hidden
layer to a neuron k in the output layer where {k =
1, 2, . . . , K, j = 0, 1, . . . , J}, we can get the output values
of the neural network by the following equation:
Ok
netk

y

K

E=

Structure of a layered neural network

netj =

Output

+

i=1

f (x)

Input

FBC
FB element

and K, respectively. In Fig. 1, large circles denote neurons
and each neuron, for example, neuron j can be described by
the following nonlinear input-output relation:
Oj

e

dk

Desired
signal

−

J

Input layer

+

Output
signal
K

I

+

ek

wkj

wji

Error

Specification −

= f (netk ),
J
X
wkj Oj .
=
j=0

Then we will compare the output {Ok } with the desired
value {dk } for each k, k = 1, 2, . . . , K and if there are
large discrepances, we will correct the weighting functions,
wji and wkj such that the following error function E will
be decreased.

δj

=

K
X

k=1

k

=

δk wkj Oj (1 − Oj )

1, 2, . . . , K,

j = 0, 1, . . . , N.

Since the output Ok is limited within [0,1], we should
modify the form when we need the value of (-∞, ∞), for
example, f (x) = x, f (x) = A( 12 − sigmoid(x)), etc.
Furthermore, to speed up the convergence of the gradient
algorithm, we use an additional term as follows:
∆wkj (new) = ηδk Oj + α∆wkj (old)
j = 0, 1, . . . , N, k = 1, 2, . . . , K

(5)

∆wji (new) = ηδj Oi + α∆wji (old)
i = 0, 1, . . . , M, j = 1, 2, . . . , N

(6)

where the first term and second terms of (5) and (6) are
called the learning term and the momentum terms, respectively and η and α are called learning rate and momentum
rate, respectively.
IV. F EEDBACK C ONTROL S YSTEM A LGORITHM
We will consider the neuro-control scheme. The general
control system can be described in Fig. 2 where FFC
and FFB stand for feed-forward controller and feedback
controller, respectively and FB is feedback. The aim of
the controller is to find the suitable plant input u in order
to follow the plant output y to the plant specification by
adjusting the FFB and FFD.
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the emulator of the plant and it takes much time to find a
stable parameter set of the neural network.
B. Parallel Type Neuro-Control

Td s

The neuro-control is to determine the control input by
using neural networks. Three types of neuro-controllers were
proposed [14], [18]. They are 1) series type, 2) parallel type,
and 3) self-tuning type as shown in Fig. 3.
Among them, we consider the third type. As a conventional controller we adopt the PID controller as shown in
Fig. 4 and find the PID gains by using the BP algorithms.

A parallel neuro-control architecture is shown in Fig. 3(b).
For any conventional control scheme, we can use this type
and the neural network works as the compensator of the
adopted control scheme. If we take a feedback controller,
this control becomes to the feedback error learning structure
proposed by Kawato et al. [6].
Control engineers design an excellent controller at the
laboratory or factory which is given by u1 but when it is set
at the real working place in an industrial factory, the control
engineers must adjust the control input level such that it
is suitable for real production under several environments.
The adjustment is u2 given by neuro-control in Fig. 3(b).
This means that a well-trained cook at the restaurant could
provide a delicious dinner for customers but on each table
there are pepper and salt to be added to suit the taste of each
individual dish. For detail algorithms see [14].

A. Series Type Neuro-Control

C. Self-Tuning Type Neuro-Control

This is to use the neural network directly such that the
plant output will approach to reference signals as much as
possible. The basic configuration is shown in Fig. 5 where
(a) is the original structure, (b) is the series neuro-controller
with an emulator, and (c) is the inverse dynamical structure.
More detail algorithms have been explained in [19], [20],
[21].
This approach is direct application of the layered neural
network to find the control input and it is powerful for
process control without so many fluctuations. But we need

The self-tuning neuro-control scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 3(c) where a neural network is used to tune the parameters of a conventional control method like a human operator
in the factory. The transfer function of PID controller is
given by the following eauation.
·
¸
U (s)
1
Gc (s) =
= kc 1 +
+ Td s
(7)
E(s)
Ti s

1
= integral action
s
Ti = integral time, Td = derivative time, kc = proportional gain

s = derivative action,

Figure 4.

PID control system

where U (s)and E(s) are input and error between the desired
value and output. Here, kc , Ti , and Td are called as propor-
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y(t)

tional gain, integral time, and derivative time, respectively.
In time domain, it can be written as follows:
·
¸
Z
d
1 t
e(τ )dτ + Td e(t)
u(t) = kc e(t) +
(8)
Ti −∞
dt
e(t) = d(t) − y(t)

R
y(t): Step response

(9)

Therefore, in the PID control it is essential to find a suitable
PID gains. Many researchers have tried to determine them as
precise as possible. The most famous method was proposed
by Ziegler-Nichols and to determine them by the following
relations(Ziegler-Nichols method).
1.2
L
kc =
,
Ti = 2L,
Td =
RL
2
where R and L are maximum slope of the step response and
the equivalent delay of the step response, respectively.
By rapid progress of computer, digital control has become common approach in control method and discrete
PID control is also discussed. By discritizing Eq.(8) using
trapezoidal rule for numerical integration, we obtain the
following relation.
u(t)

¡
¢
= u(t − 1) + Kp (e(t) − e(t − 1) + Ki e(t)
¡
¢
+ Kd e(t) − 2e(t − 1) + e(t − 2)
(10)

R: Maximum slope
L: Equivalet time-lag
t : Time
t

0
L
Figure 6.

Reference
signal −
+
d

e

NN
(neural network)

Figure 7.

Self-tuning PID control system

where
e(t + 1) = d(t + 1) − y(t + 1).
Let us consider the three layered neural network as shown
in Fig. 8 where we assume that the output function is
f (x) = x in the output layer to extend the range of the
PID gains over [0,1]. Using the three output neurons of the
neural network, we denote the PID gains by
Kp = Ok (1),

Ki = Ok (2),

Ok (m) = netk (m) =

Kd = Ok (3)

(12)

N
X

wkj Oj ,

m = 1, 2, 3

(13)

N
X

wkj Oj ,

m = 1, 2, 3

(14)

j=0

V. D ERIVATION OF N EURO -PID CONTROL
Using the learning ability of the neural networks, we will
derive the neur-PID controller. Using (10), the output y(t+1)
of the plant is produced. Then the total error E(t + 1) is
defined by
1
E(t + 1) = e(t + 1)2
(11)
2

Output
Input
PID
Plant
Controller u
y
PID gains : Kp,Ki,Kd

1
T
Td
Kp = kc − Ki , Ki = kc , Kd = kc
2
Ti
T

As in the continuous-time case, Ziegler-Nichols method
in the discrete-time case has become as follows:
Ki
Kp = kc −
,
2
1.2 T
0.6
0.6
,
Ki =
= L 2
=
RL 2L
G0 L20
( T ) (RT )
Td
0.6
Kd = kc
=
,
T
G0
¡
¢
L
G0 = max y(t) − y(t − 1) ,
L0 =
n
T
Ziegler-Nichols method is helpful to find the rough estimation of PID gains, it is not so good in any case. Therefore,
in the process control the operators are adjusting these gains
based on their experience and knowledge in trial and error
as shown in Fig. 6.
We have developed a self-tuning PID controller. The
control structure is shown in Fig. 7.

Error

Ziegler-Nichols method

Ok (m) = netk (m) =

j=0

where Ok shows the output of the neuron in the output layer.
By the similar way to the derivation of the BP algorithm,
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we define the incremental values of wkj , wji as
∆wkj (t + 1) = wkj (t + 1) − w¯ kj (t)
∂E(t + 1) ¯¯
= −η
+ α∆wkj (t)
∂wkj ¯wkj =wkj (t)

(15)

where k = 1, 2, 3,

j = 0, 1, . . . , N .

−1

min E =

−1

Ok (1)

M
Input

Oi

Ok

M Oj

w ji

Ok (2)

wkj

∆wkj (t + 1) = wkj (t + 1) − w¯ kj (t)
∂E(t + 1) ¯¯
= −η
+ α∆wkj (t)
∂wkj ¯wkj =wkj (t)

Input data

where j = 1, 2, . . . , N, i = 0, 1, . . . , M, .
Let define δk as follows:

Then we have
∂E(t + 1) ∂netk
∂E(t + 1)
=−
= δk Oj .
−
∂wkj
∂netk
wkj
∂E(t + 1) ∂y(t + 1) ∂u(t) ∂Ok
.
∂y(t + 1) ∂u(t) ∂Ok ∂netk

(19)

(21)

(22)

(23)

Similarly, we obtain the folowing relation.
∆wji (n + 1) = ηδj Oi
δj =

K
X
i=1

δk wkj Oj (1 − Oj ).

+

Output error

-

Plant

Emulator structure.

(18)

we have

∆wkj (t + 1) = wkj (t + 1) − wkj (t) = ηδk Oj .

y (t )

Neuro-PID structure

Figure 9.

If we define the system Jacobian as

∂u(t)
,
k = 1, 2, 3.
δk = e(t + 1)Jac(t + 1)
∂Ok
Therefore, we obtain the following relation.

u (t − 1)

Kd

Emulator

(17)

Taking into account of the definition of E(t+1) and e(t+1)
and the assumption of f (x) = x and using (10) and Kp =
O1 , Ki = O2 , Kd = O3 , we obtain

e(t) − e(t − 1)
(k = 1)
∂u(t) 
e(t)
(k = 2) (20)
=

∂Ok
e(t) − 2e(t − 1) + e(t − 2) (k = 3)
∂y(t + 1)
Jac(t) =
,
∂u(t)

+
−

Ok (3)

Figure 8.

Input

By using the chain rule of the derivative, we have
δk = −

Ki

e(t )

u (τ ), y (τ ), d (τ ),τ = t − 2, t − 3,...,

(16)

∂E(t + 1)
∂netk

d (t )

Kp

M
M

δk = −

1
e(t ) 2
2

emulator. The emulator is constructed such that the output
will become like the plant output for any input data as shown
in Fig. 9.
The emulator can be designed by using a layred neural
network as shown in Fig. 10. Using the neuro-emulator, we
can approximate the system Jacobian. If the error of the
neural network becomes small enough, the system Jacobian
is given by the following equation:
Jac(t + 1) ≈

N
X
j=1

Wkj Oj (1 − Oj )Wj1 .

Here, Wj1 denotes the connection weight from the input
u(n) to the neuron j.
VI. A PPLICATION TO E LECTRIC V EHICLE C ONTROL
Due to environmental problems the automobile industry
is currently venturing into producing electric vehicles. At
the Shikoku Electric Power Company, Japan, a new type of
electric car which is called PIVOT has been developed in
1993. The specification is shown in Table I and the overview
and specific characteristics are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12.
This PIVOT has equipped four wheels and each wheel
has been made with in-wheel motor. Therefore, the wheels

(24)
(25)

From the above relation, we can adjust the PID gains step
by step such that the minimum E(t + 1) could be achieved.
In order to caluculate the system Jacobian given by
(21), we will propose the following approach by using the

(26)

Input

Neural
Network
Plant

Figure 10.

+
-

Neuro-emulator structure.
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can be steered more than 90 degrees opposed to the body.
This newly developed function accounts for universal drive
performance such as lateral drive and rotation at a point.
Another advantage is high-accuracy residual battery capacity
indicator based on neural networks. A small and high
accurate indicator has been developed. The residual battery
capacity is calculated by a computer using voltage and
current while driving.
The third one is an automatic battery exchange system. By
the development of an automatic battery exchange system,
the battery, having little residual capacity, is removed and
a charged battery is installed within approximately five
minutes, making refueling as easy as a gasoline-engine
vehicle.
The fourth one is an energy-saving technology. Development of a regenerative braking system to convert kinetic
energy to electrical energy and charge the battery during
deceleration. Adoption of a lightweight frame/body and
low air resistance body configuration and development of
a lightweight heat-pump type air conditioning system are
also equipped.

PIVOT

New Challenge for the future
We took an innovative step toward
global environmental inssues

Fixed Stator

Table I
S PECIFICATION OF PIVOT.
Specification
length
width
height
dry weight
passengers
maximum speed
range
acceleration
grand climb ability
battery type
equipment

Performance
4,126 mm
1,671 mm
1,603 mm
2,200 Kg
4 persons
100 Km/h
200 Km(at a constant cruising spped of 40km/h
Approximate 20 secs. from 0 m to 400 m
30%
lead battery
power steering, heat-pump type sir conditioning

In 1993 when PIVOT was completed in Japan, there was
no permission to drive any electric vehicle on the road in
law and it is difficult to do the real driving experiment
under various load change or load conditions, we have made
experimental simulator as shown in Fig. 13. This can be
written in Fig. 14 where DDC is direct digital controller
which has been equipped with PID controllers, ACM is an
alternative current motor which produces torque of OIVOT,
DC is a direct current motor which produces any load
with various specifications, T is a torque meter, and UFAS
denoted a universal factory automation system.
For training the neural networks for various loads and
various speeds, we have obtained the input and output
data using the physical simulator illustrated in Fig. 13. As
mentioned above, this simulator can be modeled as shown in
Fig. 14 where DCM produces any kinds of loads and ACM
outputs the corresponding control inputs by an AC motor.
From our many experiences, we have used the neuro-control
structure as shown in Fig. 15 where NNC means neurocontroller to adjust the PID gains and NNM was used to

Rotation

Conventional Moprtor

Rotating Wheel

Fixed Shaft
Moprtor on PIVOT
Figure 11.

PIVOT system and its driving mechanism.
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Figure 14.

Experimental simulator model.
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yn(t)

TD1
TD2

NNM

Feature of PIVOT system.
TD1

TD2

em(t)

R(t)
(rpm)
d(t) or y(t)

Figure 15. Experimental simulator where TD1 and Td2 are time-delay
elements with one and two steps delays, respectively.

Figure 13.

Experimental simulator.

model the system emulator which is necessary to find the
PID gains in NNC. Here, we use the parallel type emulator
with regression model in order to speed up the modeling
convergence and also used rotation number of motors. The
ˆ means the estimated value of y(t), yr (t) and
notation y(t)
yn (t) are estimated value of y(t) by regression method
and neural networks, respectively, e(t) = d(t) − y(t), and
em (t) = y(t) − ŷ(t).
Figs. 16 and 17 are simulation results for conventional
PID control case and proposed neuro-PID case. Fig. 18 is
the PID gains for various initial values of PID gains. From
these results we can see that the proposed neuro-PID torque
control is better that the conventional PID controller based
on the Ziegler-Nichols method. Furthermore, even if we start
any initial values of PID gains, the excellent control results
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VII. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have proposed the neuro-PID control
algorithms based on the neural network of layered type.
This control method is robust with parameter change and
noise as well as the environmental condition. Therefore, we
can apply the neuro-PID controller to many kinds of control
problems, for example, process control, regulator problem,
serbo-problem etc. Among them we have applied the torque
and speed control problems of PIVOT electrical vehicle
(PIVOT) which has been develped by Shikoku Electric
power Ltd, in Japan.

Figure 17.

initial value
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